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INTRODUCTION 

llaodbOOk baa been prepared to 
tbe official program for the Forty

Meeting of the Linguistic 
of .AIDerica, the Golden Anniversary 

The first meeting of the Society 
28 December 1924 at the American 
Batural History in New York City 

of organizing a linguistic 
the meeting was scheduled in 
to a call dated 15 November 1924 , 
Leonard Bloomfield, G. M. Bolling, 
H. Sturtevant, with the signed 

of twenty-six other scholars i n 
• The result of this first 

vas the formation of the Linguist i c 
of America, the object of which was 

of the scientific study of 
, fitty years later, the LSA 
has grown from the presen-
of 15 papers (five additional 

read by title only) to the presen-
in 1974 of 159 papers, aa well aa a 
colloquium and a special section of 
Indian papers. This 1974 meeting 

been the fifty-first meeting of 
and would have been had not 
intervened. In 1942 the 

Meeting was scheduled, 
..., ........... the last week of November, 

with a request from the 
Transportation . For 

purposes it is interesting to 
following note which appeared in 
Bo. 16, April-June 1943. 

The Nineteenth Annual Meeting of 
-.utzst;~c Society of America was to 

held on Monday and Tuesday, 
, 1942 , in two sections . The 

was to have met in New York 
before the meeting of the 

~a~tae Association of America; the 
was to have met in 

, jointlg with the American 
Association . This division of 

was planned in order to compl~ 
of the Office of Defense 

that long-distance travel 
wherever possible. Some time 

arrangements had been made, the 
issued a new statement, 

all meetings of scientific 
societies be cancelled. 

their plans for the meeting, the 
the Society sought the advice 

Committee of the National 
Planning Board of the EXecutive 
the President. This Committee 
the holding of the annual 
a means of assessing the 

of linguistics to the war 
aDd of informing the members of the 
laow theg llli.ght cooperate most 

to this end. Alreadg it was 
the number of our members who 

agencies of the Government to posts where 
their linguistic knowledge was needed, that 
linguists have a direct and specialized 
contribution to make to the war effort . In 
response to the First Circular of the projec
ted meeting, issued bg the Secretarg on 
October 18, a large number of papers were 
offered for presentation . Excellent programs 
could have been organized for both sections 
of the meeting, which not onlg would have 
been in the public interest, but would also 
have given a high measure of scholarly 
satisfaction to the delegates. For this 
reason, it was with considerable disappoint
ment that the Executive Committee complied 
with the subsequent request of the Office of 
Defense Transportation that the meeting be 
cancelled. 

This request was not released until the 
last week in November. Since cancellation 
of the meeting would make it impossible to 
conduct the business of the Societg in the 
normal manner, the Executive Committee 
acted at once to secure a vote of the member
ship empowering it to conduct the business 
of the Society during the national war 
emerqencg until such time as a general 
meeting could be called with the approval 
of the national war agencies. At the same 
t i me the Executive Committee made provisions 
for a mail-ballot election of officers to 
substitute for the Constitutional method of 
nominating from the floor at the annual 
meeting. In the poll to lend emergencg 
powers to the Executive Committee, the 
Secretarg received no negative votes. 

The Special Notice to Members, announcing 
the cancellation of the meeting and bearing 
the special ballots, was rushed into the mails 
at the earliest possible date. It has come 
to the attention of the Secretary that because 
of the congestion of the mails at that time, 
some members did not receive this notice 
until after the scheduled date of the meeting . 
Fortunatelg it was comm:m knowledge bg mid
December that all meetings of scientific and 
learned societies had been cancelled. 

The Nineteenth Annual Meeting vas not to 
take place until December 1944; thus, the 
1974 meeting , although the Golden Anniversary 
Meeting , is actually only the Forty-Ninth 
Annual Meeting of the Society . 

In anticipation of this Golden Anniversary 
year, a committee was established in 1971 to 
plan a program to celebrate the Society's 
fiftieth anniversary. This Committee, under 
the chairmanship of Einar Haugen, included 
J Milton Cowan, Archibald A. Hill, John Lotz 
(deceased) , Kemp Malone (deceased) and W. 
Freeman Twaddell. Robert P. Austerlitz, 
Donald C. Freeman, and Morris Halle served 
ex officio. This Committee organized a 
series of three symposia under the general 
heading AMERICAN LINGUISTICS - PAST, PRESENT, 



Scope of American Linguistics, designed by 
Robert P. Austerlitz, was held in Amherst, 
Massachusetts, 24-25 July 1974, immediately 
prior to the LSA Summer Meeting. The 
second Symposium, American Indian Languages 
and American Linguistics, designed by 
Wallace L. Chafe and funded by the National 
Science Foundation, was held on 8-9 November 
1974 at the University of California, 
Berkeley. The final symposium, the European 
Background of American Linguistics, designed 
by Henry M. Hoenigswald and funded by the 
American Council of Learned Societies, is 
scheduled for 27 December 1974 preceding the 
LSA Annual Meeting. The speakers and their 
topics are listed on page viii of this 
Handbook. In addition to this symposium, 
the Committee organized a session entitled 
"Golden Reminiscences : Fifty Years of the 
Linguistic Society of America", a session 
of reminiscences by Secretaries of the 
Society Messrs. Cowan, Hill, Sebeok, and 
Abr8111Son. Mr. Haugen, chairman of the 
Golden Anniversary Committee and Martin 
Joos, who is writing the first section of 
the LSA History, will also reminisce . 

In 1972 Dvight Bolinger, then President 
of the Society, appointed a committee to 
prepare a film for the LSA Golden 
Anniversary. This Committee, under the 
chairmanship of Walburga von Raffler Engel, 
has prepared a film on child language 
acquisition which will be shown during 
this Anniversary meeting. 

The abstracts in this Handbook are 
photocopies of originals submitted to and 
accepted by the LSA Program Committee , 
chaired by Paul Kiparsky and consisting of 
Robert P. Austerlitz, Eve V. Clark, John G. 
Fought, Philip M. Lieberman, Oswald Werner, 
and Harry A. Whitaker . The abstracts are 
arranged alphabetically, by author (or, in 
the cases of multiple authorship, by first 
author). The last abstract (page 159) is 
an overview of the one day Colloquium on 
Reading, organized by the LSA Committee 
on Linguistics and the Public Interest. 
Authors 1 names, titles, and abstracts of 
papers for the one-half day session on 
American Indian Linguistics were not 
available in time for publication in this 
Handbook but will be listed in the report 
on the Annual Meeting to be published in 
the March LSA Bulletin. 

Two other committees were also involved 
in this meeting and should be mentioned in 
regard to the planning for the Golden 
Anniversary. The New York Local Arrangements 
Committee, under the chairmanship of Robert 
P. Austerlitz, and including 0. L. 
Chavarria-Aguilar, D. Terence Langendoen, 
Harvey Pitkin and Warren J. Plath has 
helped provide the support essential in 
mounting an annual meeting and the Resolutions 
Committee, Isidore Dyen, Chairman, Doris Allen 
and Timothy Light will prepare the resolutions 

The LSA Secretariat hopes that thi 
Handbook for the Golden Anni veraa.ry 1 

Meeting will be a usefUl guide for 
attending this meeting, as well as 
a permanent record of the meeting. 

Begay Atkinson 
LSA Secretariat 
November 1974 
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LSA BOOK EXHIBIT 

There will be an exhibit of linguistic 
publications in Parlors A, B and C of the 
ColiDIIodore. The hours are: 4:00 p.m. -
8:00 p.m. on 27 December; 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 
p.m. and 2:00p.m. - 6:00p.m. on 28 and 
29 December; and 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 
on 30 December. The I.SA will sell the 
display books in the I.SA ~ Book Exhibit 
on the 30th of December, beginning at 8:30 
a.m., the proceeds to be donated to fellow
ships for the Linguistic Institute (the 
display copies having been generously donated 
by the pUblishers exhibiting in the LSA 
Joint Book Exhibit). Advance orders for 
display copies, at a discount 5% greater 
than given by the publisher, will be taken 
when accompanied by payment. The book 
must be picked up on 30 December between 
8:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. or it will be 
resold and the advance payment donated 
to Linguistic Institute fellowships. 

JOB PLACEMENT 

Job Placement will be available in the 
ClUb Suite on Saturday and Sunday, 28 and 
29 December, from 10:00 - 2:00 p.m. and 
4:00 - 8:00p.m. and on Monday, 30 December, 
from 9:30a.m. -noon. 

LSA BUSINESS MEETING 

This year the Business Meeting has been 
scheduled for the morning of 29 December 
from 8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom. The meeting will be chaired 
by Morris Halle, I.SA President and Victoria 
Fromkin will serve as parliamentarian. 
A Resolutions Committee has been appointed, 
consisting of Isidore pyen, Chairman, Timothy 
Light, and Doris Allen. Rules for motions 
and resolutions appear in the program 
section of this Handbook (Sunday morning, 
29 December 1974). 

DAY CARE 

The Linguistic Society has arranged 
with the Modern Language Association 
to share day care facilities for this 
meeting. The center will be located 
in the New York Hilton at Rockefeller 
Center (1335 Avenue of the Americas at 
53rd Street) in Room 524. This center 
will be staffed by the Babysitters Guild, 
Inc. of New York and light lunches will 
be provided. The hours are: 26 December, 
6:30p.m. - 10:30 p.m.; 27 and 28 December, 
8:30a.m. -4:30p.m. and 6:30p.m. -
10:30 p.m. ; 29 December, 8:30a.m. -
12:30 p.m. The cost is $12.00 per child 
for the day sessions, $5.00 per child 
for the evening sessions, and $6.00 per 
child for the morning session on the 29th. 

The Commodore also has baby sitters 

LSA GOLDEN A~~IVERSARY SYMPOSIUM: THREE 

There will be three sessions of the 
Symposium, ''The European Background of 
American Linguistics" on 27 December 
in the Grand Ballroom of the Collllllodore. 
These sessions are scheduled at 10:00 
a.m., 2:00p.m., and 8:00p.m. This 
symposium was planned by the LSA Golden 
Anniversary Committee, Einar Haugen, 
Chairman, J Milton Cowan, Archibal~ A. 
Hill, John Lot~ (deceased), Kemp Malone 
(deceased), W. Freeman Twadell, with 
Robert P. Austerlitz, Donald C. F'reelllall 
and Morris Halle serving ex officio. 
Symposium three was organi~ed by Henry 
M. Hoenigswald, with advice and consul
tation from Mr. Haugen and the COIIImittee, 
and the speakers will be: Rosane Rocher, 
Rulon S. Wells, Yakov Malk.iel, E. M. 
Uhlenbeck, and Roman Jakobsen. 

GOLDEN REMINISCENCES: FIFTY YEARS OF THE 
LINr.UISTIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

Mr. Haugen, as chairman of the LSA 
Golden Anniversary Committee, has planned 
a session of reminiscences by Secretaries 
of the Linguistic Society, J Milton Covan, 
Archibald A. Hill, Thomas A. Sebeok and 
Arthur S. Abramson, and also including 
Martin Joos, who is writing the first 
part of the History of the Linguistic 
Society . The session will be chaired 
by Mr. haugen. This session will follow 
the Business Meeting on 29 December in 
the Grand Ballroom and is scheduled f1oolll 
11:00 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 

LSA GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY FILM COMMITTEE 

This Committee, under the chairmanship 
of Walburga von Raffler Engel, has produced 
a film on child language acquisition which 
will be shown at 1:00 p.m. on 30 December 
in the West Ballroom immediately preceding 
the session on Language Acquisition. 

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

Morris Halle, President of the Society, 
has scheduled his presidential address 
for 8:30 p.m. on 29 December in the Grand 
Ballroom, with a cash bar reception to 
follow. 

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP LUNCHEON 

The special interest group luncheon 
will take place on 28 December from 12:15 
- 1:45 p.m. Tickets may be purchased 
at the registration desk. Tickets for 
the luncheon are $8.00, including tax 
and gratituities. Seats at tables are 
available on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. The following individuals have 
agreed to chair luncheons : Harry A. Whi 
Neurolinguistics; Lois Bloom.! Language 

sties; Henry M. Hoenigswald, 
Methodology; Robert P. Austerlitz, 

of Linguistics; Ray L. Birdwhistell, 
; J. Peter Maher, Metatheory; Karl 
American Indian Linguistics; 
c. Stokoe, Sign Language. 

Bars are scheduled for the evenings 
December through 29 December. 

OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN 

Execut ive Committee resolved to 
a meeting of Department chairmen 

regular feature of the Annual Meeting. 
8!eting will be chaired by D. Terence 

and will take place in the 
Ballroom from 8:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m . 

26 December. 

A 8!eting of students and interested 
ty has been tentatively scheduled 
the sponsorship of the Center for 

Linguistics to permit continuation 
ion of discussions held at 

meeting in Amherst, Massachu
during the LSA Summer Meeting. 

and the 

INDIAN LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTIC 

tile Program Committee is again sponsoring 
of invited papers from the 
on American Indian Languages, 
be held during the Annual 
the American Anthropological 

(Mexico City, November 1974). 
Pitkin has agreed t o chair this 
and a list of speakers and topics 
available at the meeting. This 
is scheduled for the Tudor Room 
p.m., 29 December. 

LANGUAGE ANO CULTURE OF THE DEAF, Sunday, 
December 29, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Parlor E 

This session is intended to bring toget her 
those who are doing linguistics in the deaf 
community, particularly those with an 
interest in sign languages, sociolinguistics, 
psycholinguistics, and minority or bilingual 
education. 

In this first get-acquainted gathering, 
topics under discussion will be the important 
issues of (1) information exchange and infor
mation sources, ( 2) promoting responsible 
scientific attitudes toward the language 
situation in the deaf community, ( 3) maxi
mizing linguistic input in applied fiel ds, 
e.g. counselling services, deaf education, 
(4) employment opportunities. 

Also to be discussed is the potential for 
an organi~ation t o promote deaf linguistic 
studies . For further information, please 
contact Robbin Battison during the Annual 
Meeting. 



THE EUROPEAN BAC KG ROUND OF AMERICAN LJ N GUI STI 

Chairman and Designer, Symposium Ill: Henry M. Hoenigswo 

27 December 1974 • Grand Ballroom 

10:00 a.m. 

EINAR HAUGEN 
ROSANE ROCHER 

RULON S . WELLS 

HANS AARSLEFF 

2 : 00p . m. 

Introduction 
The Past up to the Introduc t ion of 
Neogrammarion Thought 
Linguistics as a Science in Europe 
and America 
Discussant 

YAKOV MALKIEL Aspirations, Organization , Achievement 
E.M. UHLENBECK A Detached View 
D. TERENCE LANGENDOEN Discussant 

8:00p.m. 

ROMAN JAKOBSON The Twentieth Century in European 
and Ameri con L i ngu i sties: Movements 
and Cont i nuity 

SCH EDU LE 

ThursdaY , 26 December 
- LSA Finance Committee 

LSA Executive Committee 
LSA Registrati on 

Fridax. 27 Decotmber . 
- Sess ion I, Sympos1um 

LSA Registr ation 

Sessi on II, Symposium 
LSA Book Exhibi t 
Session II I , Symposi um 
Cash Bar 

Saturday, 28 De cember 
LSA Regi strat i on 

LSA Book Exhibit 

Job Placement 

Special Interest Luncheons 
Student Me~ting (tentative ) 
Department Chairmen ~~eting 
Cash Bar 

Sunday, 29 December 
LSA Regist ration 
LSA Book Exhibit 

LSA Business Meetioq 
Job Placement 

Golden Remi niscences 
American Indi an l anguages 

and lin~uis tic Theory 
lanquaqe and Cul t ure of 

the !leaf 
Presi dential Address 
Cash R!!(:ept i on 

14onday, 30 December 
LSA Book Exhibit 
Colloquium on Reading 

Job Placement 
LSA AN~IVERSARY FILM 

10 :30 - noon 
1:00 - 10:00 
7 :00 - 9:00 p .m. 

10:00 - noon 
8 :30 - 10 :30; 

noon - 2:30; 
4:30 - 8:00 

2:00 - 4:00 p.m . 
4 :00 - 8:00p .m. 
8:00 - lQ: OO p.m. 

10:00 - midnight 

8:00 - 12:30 p .m.; 
1: 30 - 4 : 30 p .m. 

8:30 - 12:30 p .m. 
2:00 - 6:00 p .m. 

10: 00 - 2:00 p.m. 
4: 00 - 8 :00 p.m . 

12:15 - 1:45 p.m. 
7 :00 - 8:30 p.~. 
8:30- 10:30 p.m. 

10:30 - midnight 

9:00 - noon 
8:30 - 12:30 p .m. 

2:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
8:30 - 11 :00 a.m. 

10 :00 - 2 :00p .m. 
4 :00 - 8:00p.m. 

11 : oo - 1 : on p. m • 
2:00 - 5 : 00 p.m . 

6: 30- 8: 00p .m. 

8:30 - 10:00 p .~ . 
10:00 - midnight 

8: 30 - 11 :30 a .m. 
8:30 - noon ; 

1:30 - 5:00p.m. 
9 : 30 - noon 
1 :00 • 1 : 30 p.m. 

Parlor D 
Parlor E 
Grand Foyer 

Grand Ballroom 
Grand Foyer 

Grand Ba 11 room 
Parlors A , B, C 
Grand Ba 11 room 
Grand Foyer 

Grand Foyer 
Parlors A, B, C 

Club Suite 

First Fl oor Suites 
West Ballroom 
Windsor Bal l room 
Windsor Terrace 

Grand Foyer 
Parlors A. B, C 

Grand Ballroom 
Club Suite 

r.rand Ba 11 room 
Tudor Room 

Parlor E 

Grand Ba 11 room 
Grand Foyer 

Parlors A, B, C 

Tudor Room 
Club Suite 
West Bal lroom 



ERICA C. GARCIA and RICARDO L. OTHEGUY 

Graduate School, CUNY 

Meaning, strategies, and Dialectal Variation: 

[MON I«JRN:l 

LeisliD Resolved 

One of the thorniest problems in Spanish dialectolog~ is the extent to 
which different varieties of Spanish agree (or not) 1n their usage of 
the pronouns.!!:, and~ to refer to_a "direct o~jec~"·, To a.vary~ng 
degree all dialects will on occas1.on use the datLve le (1nvar1.able 
for ge~der) to ref.er to a "direct object", a~d the causes and 

1.• l.liDstances of. this variation (labelled le1.smo) are far fro1n un~erstOOd. 
c rc . - "d . t" " d . t" The traditional --syntactic-- analysis 1.n terms or 1.rec_ vs •. 1n _Lrec 
object has not provided a satisfactory framework for th~ Lnves~1gat1on 
of the le/lo alternation, so much so that the general p1cture l.S one of 
random chaos. 

A Form-Content analysis of the opposition between le and lo in semantic 
rather than syntactic terms has succeeded in exp~aTning the dis~ribution 
of le and lo in Buenos Aires Spanish, and shown 1.t to. be nonarb1. trary • 
According~ this analysis, the fundamental strategy 1.0 the use of these 
fonns is that le refers to an object that is seen as close: t~ the 
subject than one referred to with ~- Different characterlstlCS of the 
object or of the subject may determine the "distance" between the two, 
and thus call for le rather than ~· 

A year-long survey of seven Spanish dialects covering t~e full ran~e of 
leismo was undertaken to determine whether the nuenos A1.res analys1s 
nolds for them also. Ten factors were examined (four "object" v~riables 
and six "subejct" variables); thirty native informant~ of each d1.alect 
filled out blanks in a questionnaire testing each var1able on each of 
four verbs. 

the findings show: 

a) That the meanings of le and _!2. are the same for all dialects. 

b) 

c) 

d) 

That the dialects d ifter in the absolute "strength" of each factor 
but rank the factors in the same way. 

That the dialects dif f er in the importance g iven to the gender vs. 
the case meaning of le. 

That the characteristics of t he object are more important and reliable 
than those of the subject in deten,1in ing choice of le vs. lo. 

This research shows that, in all dialects, use of le for the 
"direct object" should not be seen as an ~rbitrary ~eviation 
syntactic norm, but as a se;Jantically mot1vated chol.ce. 

so-called 
from a 

TradJtional labels like letsmo presupposa the existence of syntactic 
norms frcm which speakers depart fo!" arbitrary re~sons. The random chaos 
forced by a syntactic approach to the use of le d1sappears when the 
analysis rests on the coctlmunicat ive function of language. 

GARCIA-ZAMOR and MARY JO KROWITZ 

~ternational Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

~textual Testing and Communicative Competence -
[SAT MORN:4] 

In this paper we argue for the use of contextual testing in 
~ond language acquisition programs. We also suggest guidelines for 
devising such tests and present sample tests. 

Testing has recently become the focus of renewed int erest. 
~re is growing awareness that ability to communicate in a non-native 
~nguage is not necessarily reflected in scores on 1typical' structure, 
wcabulary, and listening comprehension tests. ~ claim that this is 
because there are at least two parameters of communicative competence 
.ncb are not tested: nonverbal cues and discourse rules. Awareness 
~ what gestures, facial expressions, and body position mean affects 
~ility to communicate. For example, a non-native Thai speaker naively 
pointing the bottom of his foot towards a native speaker will be unable 
~ communicate with him effectively, no matter how fluent his speech, 
because his body position constitutes an insult. Also crucial to com
~cation is awareness of how ideas, opinions, arguments, disagree
•nt, social amenities, etc. are conveyed in the neu language situation. 
For example, a Japanese speaker who knows English discourse rules will 
state his topic and express his opinion directly rather than speak 
delicately in circles, in the Japanese mode. 

Communicative competence, as we define it, differs from Chomskian 
competence in scope and in purpose. It encompasses more elements, includ
~ verbal and relevant nonverbal performance factors, and, of course, 
Nfers to non-native competence. We have in mind a func t ional performance 
level similar to that of a native speaker of comparable intellect and 
~ation--specifically that of graduate students or professionals in 
wsiness or international organizations. r~ do not mean error-free 
s~tences or even intuitive knowledge of all the grammatical principles 
of the new language. 

To find how close students of a second language come t o the goal of 
c~nicative competence, we suggest that present testing techniques, in
cluding the cloze procedure to which the term contextual testing has been 
applied, are inadequate. We define contextual testing in t erms of theory 
rather than methodology. It refers to the testing of oral communicative 
~ilities (i.e., the degree to which one can understand what is said in 
context and can respond appropriately) and writing abilities (i.e., t he 
~ree to which one can understand what is written in context and can 
CaMNnicate through the written word). 

The sample test draws on the errors of non-native speakers produced 
h work and classroom situations, including pronouns and demonstratives, 
~asizing and limiting adverbs, logical connectors, shortened and deleted 
~rms, tense sequences, organizational signals, rhet orical devices, vocabu
~ and rhetoric choices for given relationships between the writer and 
his audience, and presuppositions. The use of various test f onnats, includ
hg multiple choice, rating for acceptability, and the labelling of sentences 
~well-formed and appropriate or anomalous in a given context are demon
strated within the framework of contextual testing. 



LARRY GORBET [SAT AFT: J] 

U New Mexico 

Assertional Structure o£ Quantified NP's and the category Squish 

Using the category squish and corresponding gradation from 
esserted to presupposed predication, I extend Horn's (1969) 
anelysis of only etc. to cases where the surface argument of onl 
etc. is more structured than simply (Art+)N. Only pert of th~ 
is semantically within the quantifier scoper the remainder 
defines a background set within which presuppositions and asser
tions determined by the quantifier hold. This partitioning of 
the NP into quantifier argument and background set is governed b 
verbiness of the NP's constituents& verbier constituents consti~ 
tute the quantifier argumentr nounier ones, the background set. 

Consider the examples (all without contrastive stressl)a 
(1) Only the men who ate Wheeties became impotent. LOnly rs 
(2) Only the tall men could see over the wall. LQnly Adj N 
(J) Only the guilty who spoke English escaped. ZOnly Adj S 

In Horn's analysis, ''ONLY Fx" presupposes Fx and asserts that for 
y ;I x, ~Fy. With x more complex, as in (1-J}, we see that if A 
is nounier than B (x = AB or BA), then A specifies a background 
set and B specifies the unique subset of A making F true. Note 
that (2) does not assert that short emus could not see over the 
wall nor presuppose that any emus could see over it--the quanti
fication is local, and the nounier constituent defines locale. 
When the NP consists of more than two major constituents, the 
above claim holds in part, but there are complications• 

(4) Only tall men who were drunk made the team. lAdj N 27 
(5) Only the tell men smoking got caught. lAdj N Par!7 
(6) Only men drinking who wore red got caught. LN Part gz 
(7) Only drinking men who wore red got caught. zPert N §7 

In (4) end (5) the verbiest constituent (S) is the subset asser
ted to be unique and the remainder is background seta but (6), 
while it clearly has as background set a subset of {men} and as 
quantifier argument a subset of fwho wore red}, is unclear as to 
the status of drinking. Is it that, of {men}, only the subset 
{drinking who wore red} got caught? or that, of {men drinking\, 
only the subset iwho wore red} got caught? As with the emus, 
these correspond to different data bases. The latter reading 
seems to be preferred, but the former is much easier to get than 
the similar reading of (7}. This and similar cases suggest that 
fronting hedges--reduces--the verbiness of participles, so that 
they become part of the background set rather than of the 
quantifier argument. This seems to be due to the surface pre
nominal position of s.djecti ves (whence "adjecti valization" of 
the participle) and to the (universal) tendency for new material 
to follow old (whence fronting backgrounds). Compare "I found 
a window broken" and "I found e. broken window ... 

A related problem is the notion "NP head". It also apparent
ly depends on nouniness of constituents, but when the nouniest 
ds.ughter is lexical but apparently not a r.oun, "nominalize.tion" 
takes place--note idiosyncratic number agreement for !!!! (*sg} 
and obvious (*pl) vs. annointed (sg or pl OK) when they head an 
NP. Even if such irregularity requires making ell lexical heads 
nouns, the applicability of nouniness to determining the head, 
since the "apparent" category suffices, must be acknowledged 
at some level, possibly diachronically. 

GORDON 

Buffalo 

Proforms in Anomie Aphasic Speech 

[MON MORN:S] 

Traditional i nvestigations of anomie speech based on c linical 

0~ervation have identified this aphasic syndrome as an inability 

to retrieve nouns or names of objects; that is, as a memory deficit 

~fecting a specific word class. Later studies i nvolving 

spontaneous speech data have recognized that the deficit affects 

~1 word classe s and implied that anomie speech conveys little 

or no information, being characteristically composed of generalized 

lexical i tems retained primarily due t o their high frequency of 

occurrence in the language . 

In t his investigation the spontaneous speech of an anomie 

patient was analyzed f or semantic content. Employing a procedure 

that utilized interpretations of third parties i ntimately f ami liar 

rith the background of the patient, quite specific referential and 

~ctional meanings were able to be postulated for t he general lexical 

items such as thing, do , piece, regular, big, etc., which comprise 

the invent ory o1' l exi cal i terns of the patient . 

Utilizing this well-defined aphasic system t he differentiation 

between l exical and grammatical prototypic f orms is made. 



ALICE WYLAND GRUNDT [SA'J! AF7!:2] 

u California, San Diego 

Old English Vowels and the Question of vowel Heights 

All Old English scholars assume that Old English long and short 
vowels differed in q~antity only ~d coincided in quality. How. 
ever, when open syllable lengthen~ng occurred, the long vowel 
system changed from three vowel heights to four vowel heights: 

OLD ENGLISH MIDDLE ENGLISH 
Short Long Short Long 
i u i: u: I u i: u: 
e 0 e: o: E e: o: 

a E: a: a E: 
a: 

To account for the development of a long vowel system with four 
vowel heights, scholars have assumed that the short vowels "low. 
eredn in the vowel space just before open syllable lengthening 
occurred. This paper will challenge the assumption of short 
vowel lowering and will argue that the OE short vowels were lax 
i.e., that they differed from OE long vowels in quality as well

1 

as quantity. 

Three recent independent acoustic analyses (of Faroese, English, 
and the Colo~ne dialect of High German) show that the formants 
of lax [I, Uj overlap those of tense [e:, o:], making the acous
tic criteria for tense/lax differentiation in vowels question
able. Georg Heike in the Cologne dialect monograph proposes 
that when segments belonging to different phonemes overlap phon
etically, one must assume that they belong to closed independent 
phonological systems. 

Heike's proposal makes it possible to explain the development of 
a four-vowel-height system from a three-vowel-height system in 
Old and Middle English without short vowel lowering since pat
tern congruence be tween the long and short vowel systems is more 
important than phonetic similarity, especially in the phonolog
ical analysis of borrowed words by the native speaker. For in
stance, Vulgar Latin vowels which were redundantly short by posi
tion would be heard in Old English as distinctively short and 
assigned to the relevent member of the OE short vowel system; 
Vulgar Latin vowe ls r e dundantly long by position would be heard 
as distinctively long and assigned to the relevent member of the 
OE long vowel s ystem, even though the formants of the two VL 
vowels in question were phonetically overlapping. 

The assumption of closed independent phonetically dissimilar 
vowel subsystems linked by the distinctive feature length makes 
the completely unmotivated "lowering" of OE short vowels unnec
essary, explains why native speakers match foreign sounds func
tionally to native sounds instead of phonetically, shows how 
four vowel heights can arise from a three-vowel-height system 
by the disturbance of the linking distinctive feature, and shows 
pow limited phonetic means can be utilized to provide a very 
large number of distinctive differences in the phonology. 

{SAT AFT:l] 

Left Dislocation and the Role of Topic-comment Structure in Linguistic Theory -
aoss (1967) has proposed an extracting analysis for left dis
located sentences like (1) which would derive the latter from 
the corresponding simple sentence in (2) by a rule that Chomsky 
adjoins an NP to the left of a higher sentence, leaving behind 
a pronominal remnant. 
(l) That movie, Bill said it was really depressing. 
(2) Bill said that movie was really depressing. 
Lett dislocated sentences have a number of interesting properties, 
which provide no strong support for an extracting analysis and 
which would have to be treated as accidental and unrelated 
restrictions on a left dislocation rule. These properties include 
the following• (a)the fUnction of the dislocated NP is to state 
the theme of the followin~ predicative sentence-to indicate what 
the sentence is aboutr (b)the dislocated NP can not have primary 
stressa (c)the dislocated NP is necessarily definite and always 
carries an existential presupposition• (d)if the dislocated NP 
is a pronoun, it must be an objective form, even if its copy 
in the main sentence is in subject positiona (e)noun Phrases 
containing quantifiers (or any element that is not an identi
fying property of the NP) can not be dislocatedJ (f)the pronoun 
~. which is always anaphoric, can not be dislocated. In addition, 
unless one is willing to accept completely different analyses 
tor sentences like (1) and those like (J) where the dislocated 
NP is preceded by 14 ~(eopcern1~, etc.),thus ignoring obvious 
similarities between the two cons ructions, sentences like (4) 
provide crucial evidence against the extracting analysis. They 
have no non-dislocated counterpart out of which the NP could 
have been moved (a similar argument is presented by Kuno (1965) 
against an extracting analysis of Japanese wa sentences). 
()) As tor that movie, Bill said it was real!y depressing. 
(4) As for fruit, Bill likes cantaloupe best. 
I will argue in this paper that it is sentences like (l) and not 
sentences like (2) that are' basic'. More specifically, left dis
located sentences are derived from logical structures roughly 
like (5), where the dislocated NP already exists as a co-consti
tuent of the main sentence, 

(5) s 
NP- --s• 

xi . , J. .. 
SUch an analysis not only makes possible a more principled 
explanation of the properties of sentences like (1), it also 
offers a natural basis for integrating into the grammar a 
description of the topic-comment structure of all sentences 
and of the existential presuppositions associated with topic 
noun phrases. Deriving all sentences from structures like (5) 
makes explicit the notion that the fundamental division of a 
sentence is between the topic, the element that identifies what 
the sentence (more precisely the speech act) is about, and the 
comment, the predication that is made about that object. 
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SHAUNNA HAINES [SAT AFT:J} 

U Pennsylvania 

Before Once More 

Dealing with isolated St h.~fore S2 sentenceD such as thos 
treated in Heinlird:I.Ki 1972, 1973, this paper gives evidence tha; 
there is only one b~fore in unC.~:?rlyinr:; structure and it is 
factual. It is hypothesized. thn. t factual und~rlylng structures 
of the for:n ... sl before s2 may be transforr.:ed J.nto non-factual 
S2 before St• E.g., 

(1) r~:ax died before he saw his grandchild1·en. (NF) 
~(2) r.:ax didn't see his grandchildren before he died. 

(F) 
Evidence consists oft 

1) n~~ative polarity items in affirmative S2 of non-factual 
St be!o~B S2, but not in affirm~tive S~ of factual St t~fore s2• 

2) non-occurrence of ncgatJ.ve Sz in factual St t~fore s2 
on grounds of selection, but yes in non-factual. 
Restrictions on non-factual constructions, as well as on 
factual ones, are based on the non-occurrence of neg3tive s2 
in factuals1 unacceptable non-factuals l':.ave in their underlying 
structure factuals with negative S2• 

Contrary to Hoinar.:ald's findings, S1 before S2 where S2 
contains r.1cdal wouln are shown to be factual, thus rr:-sularizing 
the pa~adign, and attention is given to sentences co~taining 
temporal m~asure :t>hrases, which occur only in factua.ls. 

The few remu~nin$ problems aret 
1) the structures underlying non-factuals with intention

ality, S1.\Ch as 
{J} I caught the glass before it broke. 

The und~rlyin~ structures of these sentences inclut1e. in addi
tion to a !&ctual S2 bcfo~e S1 , a st~tcccnt somethin~ like 

( 4) I cau.s;ht the glass such that it woulun't t break. 
2) scope of the ne; ative. In sentences like 

(5) Don't pat the dog before you eat., 
the not covers not s1 alone, but the whole sentence. 

J) afactual St bn'f'ore S:? sentences, e.g, 
(6) ~ike left before anyone came., 

which behave like non-factuals, but with a few probloms. 
That the restrictions on S1 heforn 32 con~tructions don't 

depend on before proves that there is only one befo~e as it is 
used in these sentences, not different or.'3s for i'aci;•Jal and 
non-factual sentences as previously belie\•ed. It is 
possible to apply this type of analysis ( factu3.l vs. non-factual, 
neeative vs. positive variables) to sentences for~cd with 
other temporal connectivesa perhaps even these particular find
ings could apply in certain cases (e.g., after). 

Heinanaki, Orvokki, 1972. 'BP.fore'. In Papers from the 
Eighth Regional Meeting Chicago Linguistic Society, 139-Sl. 

-.-,----• 197.3. 'Before1 The Second Round', Paper read 
at LSA Winter I."iee-ting, San Diego, California. 
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[MON AFT:l] 

~ Sqntactic Relatedness of S Extraposition and NP Postposition i n English 

This paper argues that a lexicalist grammar of English (G) should incorpo
rate neither Rosenbaum's (1967) nor Emends' (1972) analysis of sentences like 
la-b, but rather an analysis of such sentences based on Chomsky's (1970) ana
lysis of derived nominals like 2a-b. 
(l)a. That John smokes cigarettes bothers Bill. 

b. It bothers Bill that John smokes cigarettes. 
(2)a. the corn's growth 

b. the growth of the corn 
In particular, this paper proposes that: 
(3) G should not only use Bar Notation rules to generate a Deep St ructure 

Phrase Marker (DSPM) for 2a-b like: 
a. [ { [ the corn]] [ [ growth]]] 

N [Spec ,Fl] 'N N N 
but should also use Bar Notation rules to generate a DSPM for la-b like: 
b. [=[ l_that John smoke cigarettes] ] [ [ PRES] [bother Bill]]] 

S [Spec ,S] S S AUX V 
(4) G should not only int~oduce the expletive the of 2b into the underly-

ing str~c!ure of 2b by an_N Postposition rule like: 
a. X-N-N => X-the-ff-of-ff 
but should also introd;;e the derived subject it of lb into t he underlying 
structu£e of lb by an ~ Postposition rule like~ 
b. x-s-s =P X-it-s-~ , where it = the complex category symbol [it,+~) 

discussed by Chomsky 1970. 
This analysis of sentences like la-b is advanced as superior to Rosen

baum's and Emends' analyses for two main reasons. First, the proposed analy
sis postulates a DSPM for la-b which combines the best features, but none of 
the worst features, of the DSPM's postulated for la-b by Rosenbaum (R) and 
Emonds (E). Like R's DSPM, DSPM 3b accounts directly for the fact that the 
~edded S's of la-b are interpreted as the logical sub jects of la-b. Like 
E's DSPM, however, DSPM 3b also accounts automatically for all of E's rather 
convincing data indicating that the embedded S's of la-b should not be domi
nated by NP in Deep Structure. 

Second, the proposed analysis enables G to capture two genera lizations 
about English, hitherto unnoticed, concerning: 
I. ill-formed sentences like 5a-b (discussed by Ross 1967, Emends 1972, and 
Higgins 1973) and ill-formed nominals like 6a-b (not discussed by them): 
(S)a. *That that J ohn smokes cigarettes bothers Bil l is obvious. 

b. *It is obvious that that John smokes cigarettes bothers Bill. 
(6)a. *the corn's growth's rapidity 

b. *the growth of the corn's rapidity 
II. ill-formed sentences like 7b (discussed by Emends 1972) and ill-formed 
nominals like 8b (not discussed by him) : 
(7)a. That John has blood on his hands proves that Jane is innocent. 

b. *It proves that Jane is innocent that John has blood on his hands . 
(B)a. the mayor's brother Bill 

b. *the brother Bill of the mayor 
The proposed analysis allows the formulation of a general ized Surface Struc
ture gutput=condition and a generalized condition on t he app licability of 
both N and S Postposition which account respectively for parallel distribu
tions of data like (5a-b)-(6a-b) and (7a-b)-(8a-b) in a principled way. 
These conditions, formalizable in terms of the Bar Notation variables ;f 
[Spec ,X] , and X", represent general constraints on the notion "permissibi.e 
r7cursive surface structure of English" which are difficult, if not impos
Slbl e, to formulate within a grammar of English that i ncorporates R's or E's 
analysis of sentences like la-b. 

en 



R.M.R. HALL, Queens C, CUNY 

BEATRICE L. HALL, SUNY, Stony Brook 

The First Course in Sanskrit 

For the past hundred and fifty y€ars at least some 

str~ction in Sanskrit has formed a part of the training 

many linguists. If, however, one examines the materials for 

ary Sanskrit courses, one finds that they have 

touched by every 1nnovaUon in language teaching methodology. 

In our presentation we shall first revie\'1 the major 

to Sanskrit teaching which are currently in use (Perry, Tyberg 
' . 

Lanman-cum-vlhi tney) and we shall endeavor to shmr the ways in 

each is unsatisfactory, given a modern philosophy of foreign 

teaching. 

We shall next discuss what we believe to be a basic pos 

ill forei~n language teachin1:1;: 

Full n~ ~ !=d VP t-.nmmAr>~ 0f' 1 ~ ""~" ~ .. ~~ ,. ... ~ """"" ~· .. --:- ~ -O:C :.~ ':':- :::-: ~ 
:::;::!.!.":!::;.:;~.:;.- ~~:~::.~wv~ ~: ;.,~ .. c , .. :~~~~.~ · uvur ~u~:i ..&.~ liCL.ive 
production rather than simple recognition. 

We shall argue that this postulate, which is widely accepted 

foreign lanr?;uages, is equally valid. for A:ncifmt Languages. 

Finally, we shall p1~s~nt excerpts fr0~ a set of elementaey 

materials l-thich we are in the process of developin~ and which 

on the analysis of th£! 1earr:. ing cjJffic~llt:\.,~3 .. fhic.h Sanskl'it G•-.-.~--·

present for English-speaking st~dents. 

At present on American campuses there is a great deal of 

in Indian philosophy, religion, and culture. If eager and 

students l·:ho are linguistically naive can be given Sanskrit in 

a way that they will not be defeated by it, this will provide yet 

another channel through which lin~?,Uists can reach the communitY at 

larl\e ancl .• incidentally, find mnplnyrr.-:>nt. 

[SAT MORN: S] 

IE did not have two interrogative stems (in the sense of two contrasting 

~nouns> as the standard references say, or worse, imply; t he vocalizations 

·~(ej!- and *kwo- were assigned to an ancient paradigm by the same rules that 

~tributed the parent forms of Skt. ay-am (m.), id-am (n. ) :Lat. id (n. ) , 

J! (m.acc.) =Goth. !e=! (m.acc.), eis (non-n. nom.pl.), is (gen.sg. ) , Umbr. 

J!!!! (dat.sg.) (: Sla"'. tomu, Celtiberian iomui) , Skt. a-dya 'today' (com

b~ form). An abbreviated paradigm of the interrogative then appears as 

non-neut. nom. sg. 

pl. 

ace. sg. 

neut. nom./acc. sg. 

gen. sg. 

dat. sg. 

pl. 

*kwei 

*kwet-es 

"'kwi-m 

*kwi-d 

*kwi-H8 

*kwe-s(-o) 

*kwe-m-ei (> *kwe-sm-ei on model of gen.) 

combining form *kwo-

!he derivation of this paradigm, which depends heavily on the Cel tic evidence, 

bas been presented in detail in Studia Celtica ( f orthcoming) . 

The original pronominal gen.sg. was ·~ (to *(e)i- ) , *kwe-s (to *kw (e )i-~ 

*12:! (to ·~) etc.; these were extended to ·~(Goth. is), *kwe-s -o (Slav. 

1!!2>, •to-s-o ("f'o9)1 Olr. coich seems to be *kwe-s -.. *kwo-kwes. other traces 

of this optional ·-~ are found esp. in Iranian. 

The original pronominal gen.sg. was ·~ (to •(e)i- ) , *kwe-s (to 

*kw(e)i-), •to-s (to *!g-) etc.~ these were extended t o ·~ (Got h. is), 

•k"'e-s-o (Slav. ceso), *to-s-o (~o0); Oir. coich seems to be *kwe-s --
w w -

•k o-k es. Other traces of this optional ·-~ a r e f ound esp. in Iranian. 

Levelling (assimilation) in the dialects t hen took place in both direc

tions• *k"'e-s-o X-o-s-io -- Av. cahya; *to-s-o X-o-s-io -- Gk. !-OO > !,-Df/; 

*(kw)e-s-o X-o-s-io _. OHG ~· 
The interrogative and the genitive singular each originally had a sin~ ·<.~ 

orderly set of format ion rules. Complexities in recovery arise from conta~ 

minations (levellings, or rule s i mplificat ion) . 



ASHLEY J. HASTINGS 

Indiana U 

Some Alternating Patterns in Phonology 

[SAT AF7':2] 

In A Directional Theor•r of Rule Ao lication in ?honolo<> , I. Howard 
discussns a number of a ternat~ng p ono o~ica patterns w tch he takes as 
e~idence for a principle which predicts the direc~ions L~ which r~les 
apply. The purpose of this paper is to argue that these kinds of patterns 
do not actually ~rovide any support for the directi~nality principle. 

Two kinds of alter~ting patterns are of concern here. The first is 
alternatin~ stress. A typical pattern is ~~e 1n w~ich the even-numcered 
syllables in a word are stressed, e •<i•, VCVC'J::')Jf"7CV. It is tl"~e that a 
stress rule of the form v- Estres~ / '1 C can correctly assign 
stress in s·.1ch cases by applyinJ from left to r'lght. HOiveiTer, it will be 
argued that (a) withu1 the directional framework, languages with stress on 
odd-numbered syllables must be described in a way which obscures their 
Slii'ila.rity to even-s·rllable-stress languages (b) the main stress a:'parently 
always falls at the be~inning of the alternating pattern, suggesting a 
correlation between main and alternating stress which cannot be captured 
if r.1les like the one aboiTe are allowed. Two constraints on the form of 
stress r:1les are req•1ired to capture the observed correlation between 
main and alternat~ stress. These constraints force a uniform account 
of odd and even stress, and furthermore force the formulation of r·.tles 
with intrinsic directionality. 

The second kind of alternatine pattern 'nvol~es processes other than 
stress. An example is ~loleaian vowel raising, which converts underlying 
forms like aCaCaCa into eCaCeCa. In cases of this type, there do not seem 
to be any rele~rant considerations like those l'!!!ntioned above in connection 
with stress. It is true that directional r ules are su~ficient to oroduce 
these altarnating patterns. However, it will be argued that (a) there are 
certain rules which must~ produce alternating patterns, and '<1ithin 
the directional framework, the ad hoc device of marking such rules as 
11simultaneous" nru.st be resortedto\b) assuming simplex features, it can 
be shown that all those rules which produce alternating patterns of this 
kind involve identity deletions. If simultaneous anolication is taken as 
the unmarked mode, as would be the case in a theory ~uch as that proposed 
by Koutsoudas, Sanders and Nol.l (1974), alternating patterns of this type 
are automatic consequences of an independently-motivated constraint 
against unrecoverable deletions, while the non-alternating patterns are 
produced by rules for ~ich this constraint is not relevant. It is thus 
claimed that the type of pattern produced by all such rules is fully 
predictable, and there is no need to mark rules for a particul~r mode 
of as>plication. 

It is concluded that the two types of alternating patterns discussed 
in this paper do not support the axiom of directional application, and 
i n fact, they oroiTide evidence against it. 

HERBERT [SAT MORN:2] 

prenasal i zed Consonants as Consonant Clusters 

The numerous problems oresented by prenasalized consonants 
have puzzled ltn~uists for decades. Luganda, a Bantu language 
~f Eastern Africa, sho\lid provide material for an excellent case 
study of prenasalized consonants since in addition to a contrast 
between prenasalized voiced and voiceless stops (mb, nd, nj, ~g; 
mp, nt~ rtc, qk), there exist prenasalized fricatives (~v, nz; 
IF, ns J. 

I shall briefly review the accounts of prenasalized 
consonants within current phonological theory and show why all 
must be rejected for Lugandao Although Luganda pre~~salized 
consonants evidence about the same surface le~th as under
lying unitary consonants, instrumental evidence forces us to 
regard the two components of the prenasalized consonants as 
separate. Basically, for purposes of syllabification and 
timing, the nasal component functions in the syllable to its 
left and interacts crucially with the length of the vowel in 
that syllable, whereas the non-nasal component functions in 
the syllable to the right. ft will be argued that the timing 
system of the language attempts to preserve a distinction 
between two basic syllable lengths which distinction accounts 
for the interplay which is schematized below: 

kutiga 
kutimba 
kutiika 

c 
c 

1-· 
c 

VIC vTc 
v ' c V:; N --· ----- -J-. 
v c vv 

-v j 
c v . .-_ ... _ 
c v 

(whe~e VV = underlying long (not double) vowels and V: = 
phonologically lengthened vmo~els). 

P.ddi tlonally, I shm'l that there is a distinction in 
the respective len~ths of the two components for voiced and 
voiceless series, a distinction that also interacts with 
vowel len~th crucially. A difference in the behavior of 
the pre:na.sal i.zed continuants [mf] and [mv] will be explained 
by reference to the derived status of the nor--nasal components. 

This evidence suggests that it may be wrong to speak 
in terms of 'prena.salized consonants' for Luganda. and that a 
more accurate description would speak of r~sal-consona.nt 
clusters -- one of the two types of consonant clusters 
allowed in Luganda -- since t he two components function in 
separate sylJables at the level of timing organization. 

I will relate these Luganda facts to a phonological 
analysis in which prenasalized consonants are derived from 
sequences of NVC, an analysis which would otherwise be 
rejected on r:rounds of simpliclty and naturalness. Data from 
other related languaees will be examined which apparently 
cannot be treated ana.lagously wi th the Luganda. facts, Finally, 
if time permits, the general question of syllable- vs. mora
timing wiD be examined and it will be shown that the mora, 
strictly defined, in inappropriate as a uni t of timing for 
Modern Lugancla. 



F. ROGER HIGGINS 

Indiana u 
{NON APT:l] 

On the use of Idioms as Evidence for Movement: A Cautionary Note 

Idioms of the type to make headway have commonly been 
used to argue for the existence of movement transformations 
in the derivation of constructions such as passives, relative 
clauses, and easy to please phrases. The argument is based on 
the putative generalization that nouns such as headway only 
occur in the deep structure of English sentences as the 
direct object of the associated verb. The purpose of this 
paper is to present a construction in which such idioms can 
appear quite freely, and in which there would seem to be no 
way of preserving this generalization about the distribution 
of the object nouns. An example of the relevant kind would 
be • 

John isn't making what I would call significant headway. 
Such examples suggest that noun phrases containing nouns 
like headway can also appear in positions in which they are 
in some sense equated to an anaphor which is the object of 
the associated verb, but are not themselves the object of 
that verb. If this is correct, then no direct conclusions 
about movement can be drawn from examples like a 

Headway isn't easy to make in such conditions. 
the headway that we made ••• 

To deal with such examples, it is now sufficient to claim that 
the object of ~ is anaphoric to the noun phrase headway J 
it is not necessary to claim that headway was present In the 
deep structure as the object of make. Hence, the behavior of 
such idioms does not show that the derivation of these con
structions must involve movement transformations. (I am 
assuming here an interpretive approach to anaphora, but 
similar conclusions would follow on a deletion analysis of 
easy to please constructions, or a matching analysis of 
relative clauses.] 

t 

{SAT MORN:3} 

u sacred Heart 

~tional' Pronorndnalization in Discourse 

It is widely held that pronominalization acros s sentence 
boundaries is optional. Justification for this observation 
takes the form of (1). where either the repeti t ion o f a noun 
phrase or an appropriate pronoun resu lts in an acceptab le 
utterance. 

(1) Sentaro Iwatai died of cerebral hemorrhage in Tokyo 
He· 

on Tuesday . [Iwat~.J was 73. 
~ 

This paper argues that pronominalization across s ent8nce 
boundaries is not optiona l and that t he use or nonuse of a 
prono u~ in cases of this type signals a dif fe rence i n struc
tural organization at the discourse level. 

A discourse consists of paragraphs, or stretches of Jan
guage concerned with the same topic. Every paragraph consists 
of segments in which a major piece of information i s presented. 
The sentence, or sentence fragment, of a segment i n whic h th e 
essential point is made is termed a pea k. The peaks of a 
paragraph are semantically coordinate in that they each conta in 
the major pieces of information to be communicated in the para
graph. All other sentences and sentenc P. fragment5 in a para
graph are semantically subordinate to a peak in that they ela
borate or further delineate the information presented in the 
peak. 

Here, discourses with only one referent are e xam i ned. In 
these cases, the repetition of a noun phrase indicates that the 
sentence in which the noun phrase is contained constitutes a 
peak, while a pronoun indica tes that the sentence is suborrlinate 
to a peak. Thus, pronominalization, rather than being cptional 
in extrasentential cases, actually serves to identify a s truc
tural property of discourse. 

In the case of (1), an overly simplified exa mp le, the use 
or the pronoun indicates that the second sentence mere !y ela
borates the first sentence slightly. The use o f the noun phra s e 
in the second sentence indicates, perhaps, that Iwata's age 
of death is something unique and hence constitutes a major piece 
of information, semantically coordinate to the first sentence. 



JAMES E. HOARD [SAT MORN:l] 

u Oregon 

On Limiting the Power of Transformational Grammars 

This paner advances the hypothesis that deletion trans
formations can be restricted ~uch more severely than they have 
been under the (standard ) 'recoverability-of-deletions' condi
tion of Katz and Postal. Peters and Ritchie have shown that 
transformational grammars with deletions ( of a fixed set of 
terminal elements or of constituents under identity) are 
equivalent to Unrestricted Rewriting Systems in weak ~enera
tive cauacity. They have also shown that, given the recover
ability of deletions' condition, the base component of a trans 
formational grammar can be radically restricted without any 
effect on generative power. 

The weak generative capacity of transforrnational . grammara 
can be reduced to that of context-sensittve grammars (Type 2) 
if deletions are limited by a 'Strict Recoverability Hypothe
sis'. The hypothesis is equivaLent to the claim that deletions 
are uniquely recoverable on the basis of surface structure 
alone . ~h\s seems certainly to be the case for deletions 
involving conjunction reduction (gapping and the like). For 
these structures, deletion is so strict that we do not even 
find it in such situations as; •sam bought~ Cadillac, and~ 
Porsch~ ~ Bill (for Sa!!! bought ~ Ca<!_illac and Bill ~ Porsche) 
or *John. hit and_ the_ dog ~as kiq_keQ. ~ Max (for John hit and 
Bill ki~k~Q. 1he Q.~~). Other transformations involving deletion, 
such as Imperative, It-deletion, Whiz-deletion, Equi-NP, and 
Super-Equi, are examined and it is suggested that, of those 
that are viable, all obey the proposed hypothesis of strict 
recoverabili ty. 

The hypothesis has consequences beyond the limiting of 
generative capacity. For example, in The realiz~tion that his 
unpopularity dismays Bill bothers Oscar the deleted subject of 
realization is unambiguously Oscar; but the pronoun hi~ (a 
substitution, not a deletion) can refer ambiguously to either 
Bill or to Oscar. The fact that the pronoun his is not delet
able here is a result that i s predicted by the hyoothesis of 
strict recoverabillty. 

~NITA HOCHSTER 

z,afayet te, Indiana 

[SAT AFT:3] 

on the Subject of Raising -
The paper presents semantic and syntactic justification 

tor the following claims: 
i) Raising fron Subject !•osition (HSP) is not a well

motivated linguistic operation 
ii) Raising from Object Position (ROP) and Psych-Movement 

(as proposed by Postal in Crossover Phenomena) are 
sufficient to account for all sentences which have 
been hypothesized to require the application of RSP 
in their derivations. 

Arguments in favor of HSP invariably include a discus
sion of the verbs ~ and aiSear; one form of the argument 
claims that sentences like ( ) and (lc) are derived from un
derlying structures like (la). (See McCawley's "English as a 
VSO Language," for example.) 

(la) [Gloria nervous)seems 
(lb) It seems that Gloria is nervous 
(lc) Gloria seems to be nervous 

This type of analysis requires the additional ad hoc con
straint that either 8xtraposition or ~SP must apply, since 
seem and avpear do not tolerate surface sentential subjects. 
~situat1on is further complicated by the fact that seem 
and appear do allow sentential subjects when followed oy-an 
adjective, as in (2): 

(2) That Gloria is nervous seems strange 

It is proposed here that ~ and appear belong to the 
class of perception predicates, all of which are transitive 
in underlying semantic structure and all of which require a 
sentient "experiencer" NP subject. Included in this class are 
also taste, ~' smell, etc. If there is no overt surface 
experiencer, the underlying subject is lndef. Thus, (lb) 
and (lc) are represented semantically as (3): 

(3) Indef seem [Gloria nervous] 

A more precise characterization of Psych-Hovement is 
proposed, and ROP and Psych-Movement are shown to apply free
ly to semantic structures which meet their structural de
scriptions; no particular restrictions are required for seem 
and a~fiear. ----
.e general conclusion of the paper is that sentences 

l~ke (4) are entirely analogous in their derivations to sen
tences like (5), 

(4) Kate seems upset (to NP) 
(5) The butter smells rancid (to NP) 

and that there exists no evidence for a single linguistic 
operation which raises the subject of a se,!tential subject. 
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Production and Perception: Their Respective Roles in one Case of Tonal 

Development 

We have historical evidence from a number of languages (East and South
East Asian languages, South African languages, etc.) that the loss of 
voicing contrast in prevocalic position can lead to tonal contrasts, 
i.e. the intrinsic perturbations caused by consonants on pitches of 
following vowels are reinterpreted and used linguistically. The pur
pose of this study is to investigate how and why this reinterpretation 
is made possible. 

First, I will report on an experiment done with five American subjects 
(Experiment I), showing the effect of voiced vs. voiceless aspirated 
consonants on the pitch of the following vowel. These two Fundamental 
frequency patterns differ in their direction of change (falling elope 
of about 50 Hz/sec after voiceless aspirated consonants vs. rising 
slope of about 80 Hz/sec after voiced consonants) as well as their re
lative F0 values (varying from a 15 Hz difference at the onset of the 
vowel to a statistically significant difference of about 3 Hz 100 msec 
after vowel onset). 

Second, data obtained from 10 subjects (Experiment II) will be presen
ted in order to show to what extent the differences established in 
Experiment I are perceptible. In Experiment II, synthesized speech is 
used; the stimuli have a constant duration of 250 msec and are composed 
by a slope (changing frequency portion) of variable length (40, 60, 100, 
150 and 250 msec) followed by a level tone (steady state portion). 
The onset frequency (beginning point of the slope) was either 10 msec 
below or above the frequency of the steady state portion which was fixed 
at 120 Hz. Under these conditions, subjects perceived the two F0 
patterns as significantly different when the changing frequency portion 
was longer than 60 msec. 

These data then, allow us to define the narrow limits -- both percep
tual and articulatory -- within which the development of tones from 
former voiced/voiceless &lop contrasts is likely to occur. 

pB'l'ER A. HORNBY 

sUNY, Plattsburgh 

[MON MORN :4] 

passive Sentences with Indefinite Patients : A Case of Nonfunc:tionality -
Psychological studies of the communicative function of 

the passive construction have generally indicated that the 
passive is employed in those circumstances when the patient 
iS the topic or subject of conversat ion. Thus, in answering 
the question "What happened to the astronauts?" the response 
eight be "The astronauts were attacked by the Martian... Had 
the question been "'What did the ~Jartian do? " the passive 
response would have been innapropriate, It is also the case, 
however, that the use of definite and indefinite articles serves 
to mark the distinction between something already referred to, 
the topic, and something not previously mentioned. This raises 
a question about the communicative function of the passive 
construction when the patient is marked as nontopical by the 
use of the indefinite article. For example, consider the 
sentence "An astronaut was attacked by the Martian". 'I he use 
of the passive voice indicates that .. astronaut" is somehow 
topical, but the indefinite article indicates that it is not 
topical, but new. 

The thesis of the present paper is that such sentences, 
although perfectly grammatical, are nonfuncti onal a nd would 
not occur in normal language use. Two experiments have been 
conducted which support this position. 

In the first experiment, subjects were asked to create 
questions for which specified active and passive s entences could 
be considered to be answers. In half of the sentences the agent 
was marked as definite and the patient as indefinite while the 
other half were marked in the opposite manner. Subjects 
consistently produced questions about the patient or the agent 
for all sentences except the passives with indefinite patients. 
For this sentence type there was no clear tendency to ask about 
a specific entity, Subjects would sometimes create questions 
about the patient, following the definite/indefinite markers, 
whereas other subjects would ask about the agent, consistent 
with the functional properties of the passive voice, This 
~upports the hypothesis that this sentence structure contains 
contradictory information. Subjects' responses depended on 
which cue they attended to. 

In the second experiment subjects were given a question 
and a choice of answers expressing the same logical constituents 
but using active and passive structures with either definite or 
indefinite articles on the agent and patient. Subjects were 
asked to select which answer they felt was appropriate. Only 
one subject out of eighty selected the passive sentence with an 
indefinite patient as an appropriate answer to any of the 
questions. Only when the patient was marked as topic by both 
the grammatical structure and the placement of articles was the 
passive generally considered to be an appropriate answer. 

These results are considered as evidence for the need for 
a new type of nongrammatical constraint on sentence accept ability, 
That is, some grammatical combinations produce sentences which 
are functionally unacceptable. 
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The SOV Cycle: Toward a Hypothesis of word Order Change 

Benefitting from Greenberg (1963), Lehmann (1973) and other 
scholars, the present author will propose a hypothesis on word 
order change. This hypothesis first distinguishes two principles 
in ordering: (1) an OV principle, according to which the 
secondary component is placed first and the primary one last. 
Consistent to this strategy, such sequences as s-ov, 0-V, 
modifier-noun, adverb-verb, and verb-qualifier are constructed. 
(2) The second, or VO principle,has a diametrically opposite 
effect. Taking the OV scheme as a basis, the VO scheme can be 
described as replacing the former. In terms of the major elements 
S, O, V, the change can be described as movement of the verb 
phrase (VP) and predicate phrase (PP). This movement process 
creates an SOV cycle as diagrammed below: 

sov~ svo ~(vso, vos} 

The course of change is reversable at any point on the 
cycle and three routes are distinguishable: I. SOV (-~ SOV), 
II. SOV -~ SVO -~ SOV, and III. SOV-~ SVO-~{VSO,VOS}-~SVO-~ SOV. 
('Free' word order is due to the competition among the movement 
rules.) 

The VO principle usually operates on noun modifiers later 
than it does on the VP and the PP, and on route III, noun 
modifiers, once affected by the VO principle, do not change 
their position to conform to the OV principle until the final 
SOV stage. Thus, the following correlation is found: in a VSO 
(or VOS) language, the relative clause and the adjective either 
usually, or at least as often as not, follow the noun. The VSO 
(or VOS) that has this trait and the SVO and SOV that have 
developed from VSO can be termed mature VO systems. 

The mature VO characteristic can be utilized as a diagnostic 
device in reconstruction. If a language qualifies as a mature VO, 
it is placed on the 'away-from-VSO' half of the cycle, otherwise 
it is placed on the 'toward-VSO' half. (Both Portuguese and 
English, for example, have the SVO order. Yet Portuguese is a 
mature VO evolving away from VSO and English is an immature VO 
developing toward VSO.) 

The author justifies the SOV cycle by using it to account 
for well-known order changes in Indo-European languages and by 
employing it to reconstruct little known changes in word order 
in Austronesian languages. 
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rormal and Serndotic Aspects of Topicalization and Focusing -

{SAT AFT:l} 

The linguistic function known as 'topicali zation ' and/or 'focusing ', 
though still far from understood, basically involves putting to the left 
presupposed, backgrounded, or old information (tcpicalization) , and puttlllg 
to the right unpresupposed, fore grounded, or new information (focusing); 
usually the two are concor.dtant. This is the functional explanation of the 
relationship b~tween sentence pairs such as John seems !2 be distraught, 
and it ~ that John is distr~ugh~, active and pas:Jive sentences , and all 
the important so-cal led 'movement' transformations, including subject rais
ing, object raising, ~{-fronting, clefting and pseudo-clefting, the~-in
sertion, and relativization. These transformations can be expressed for 
mally and unitarily as simph NP raising from non-linear deep structures. 
There is no movement, just linearizat ion of non-linear deep structure after 
raising. The deep str.rct.ure input to the raising transformation should be 
non-linear, since t he linear order of input elements is irrelevant t o it, 
and since the linear order of elements of the output structure is deter
mined by and large by the linearization rules which were stated in the 
standard theory as part of the phrase structure r-u.les, but which are bes t 
stated independently and unordered extrinsically, rather than stated re
peatedly and mostly redundantly .for each so-called movement trat~formation . 

Topicalization/focusing offers a functional explanation of such minor 
s;}ntactic facts as: ( 1) constraints on dative move~nt 1-1ith pronouns (*gave 
me it) including clitic pronoun movement in Spanish; (ii) constraints on 
dative movement ~•ith 'heavy' N?s (*gave ~old ~oa~ ~ rsalq wasn't 
~ keepi~~ ~),and the obligatoriness of 'heavy' clause extraposi
tion; (iii) wey some verbs have no passives, e . g. cost, f it, weie;h (that 
~ ~ was wei&l!_ed is oka;t is consistent with t he expLanati on i'rorn to
picalizationlfocusing); (iv) why alternate orders s uch as all the people 
and the ~le all ~ccur in different langua~s; (v ) why some v:!rbs occur 
alrr.ost always in the !'l&Ssi ve ( al'raign), and othe rs usually in the passive 
( launch); (vi) W!.y some idioms have no passivds (*!:hard tim~.~ giv~) ; 
and others. 

The comnonness of the leftward and rightward relationship in topicali
zation/f ocusing in div.~rse languages, and its use in child languat;e suggest 
that it axists as a universal. The universality is probably owing to the 
semiotic value of iconici ty i.'l the linear relationships established in topic
alization/focusing: left represents the past in discourse, and right the fu
ture. This argues for the unmarkedness of SVO order OVdr other main consti
tuent orders. The blurred distinction of subject and t opic , and the cycle 
of diachronic word ordar changes seem to be manifestations of the ubiqui
tous tension of language, noted by Saussure, between the preference for 
t he lexical or gr~~tical instruments, tn other words, between the prag
matic and the customary. 
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Abstract Ideas: The Relation of Linguistic Tense and Psychological Time 

Recently Bransford and Franks (1973) reported patterns of false 

recognition of sentences with single as well as multiple predicates in a 

short term memory paradigm. Their findings suggest that subjects encode 

sets of related sentences in the form of "abstract idea sets" rather than 

as syntactic sequences. The present study was undertaken to determine 

whether logical relations among the constituent predicates of an idea set 

are coded in memory. The logical relations under consideration were 

those involved in the temporal specification of the constituent sentences 

of the idea set: that is, the temporal relations among the events in the 

idea set as specified by a Tense Logic of the Reichenbachian form. If 

subjects encode the temporal information as they encode the abstract idea 

(establish an event space), then the high rate of false recognition respon

ses found in the Bransford and Franks paradigm should only be elicited 

when the recognition set sentences have readings of temporal specification 

consistent with the event space encoded with the abstract idea from the 

sentences in the learning set. In the condition in which there was no 

manipulation of the temporal specification between learning and recognition 

sets, the high false recognition rate reported by Bransford and Franks 

was obs erved. Likewise, when the tense-aspect of the recognition set was 

manipulated in such a way that the correct temporal order of events (predi

cates) was maintained, a similarly high false recognition rate was observed. 

However, in the condition in which the tense-aspect manipulations yielded 

different t emporal orders of predicates in the learning and recognition sets, 

the rate of f a lse recognition was significantly lower. This finding sup

ports the hypothes is that abstract ideas are encoded in the f orm of event 

spaces which include those logica l relations among events which are expressed 

in the temporal s pecifica tion of the constituent sentoids. 

£ARRY M. HYMAN [MON AFT:2] 

U California , Berkeley 

what is a Stres s Language? -
Whi le recent phonol ogical research on prosodic systems has been concerned 

with the nat ure of t one, rel atively little attention has been focused on 
univer sal properties of "stress". In this paper, I shall present results of 
an on- goi ng cross - linguistic study of stress phenomena. I shall first ad
aress mysel f to the defi nition of stress (i . e. what makes a language a stress 
language rather than somethi ng el se), and then turn to the nature of stress 
rules . Phonologists, phoneticians and historical l inguists have defined 
stress both in terms of its l inguistic function, and in terms of its phonetic 
reali zation . Thus, in Pr ague School terminol ogy, stress is cul.minati ve, and 
can be demarcati ve, l exical and/or grammatical . On the other hand, Trubetz
koy, J akobson and others also distinguish between dynamic vs. musical stress, 
a dichotomy whi ch i s reinterpreted as stress vs . pitch- accent by others. 

Bolinger and others have shown that changing pitch is the most effecti ve 
acousti c cue of (primary) stress. However, as also noted, it would be a 
mistake to say t hat stress is changing pitch . Rather, stress is an under
l yi ng mental phenomenon (c f. Weinreich, Lehiste ) which must somehow be real
i zed phoneticall y in order to be picked up by the hearer. Thus, the two 
approaches (functional and phonetic) are not necessarily contradictory. In 
fact, in the second part of the paper, I shall show that it is impossible to 
explai n certain uni versal tendencies in the pl acement of stress unless both 
factors are taken into consideration. Thus, in t he study of str ess placement 
it is necessary to distinguish "conceptual" vs . "phonetic" naturalness. 

Conceptually, s i nce str ess ideally marks (word) boundaries (i .e. is de
mar cative ), if str ess is regular (predictable), it wil l better fUlfill its 
linguistic function . I t is also more nat ural if stress is locat ed near a 
word boundary, rather t han far f rom it . Thus, few languages place stress re
gularl y on the third syllable, or on the antepenultimat e syllable. However, 
this principle would predict that the two most frequent stress placements are 
initial and final positi ons . Penultimate position is much more frequently at 
tested than final s t ress . To explain this , it is necessary to view the phon
etic realizat ion of stres s . I shal l present arguments that the fall in pitch 
from stressed to unstressed syllables is of greater perceptual prominence than 
the rise from unstressed to stressed syllables . It will be further argued that 
penultimate posi tion optimizes the pitch fall. If a fall is realized on two 
syllables , it will invol ve a greater pitch interval and will be of greater 
perceptual pr ominence than a fall on one syllable . I n addition, there is an 
articulatory complexity in r ealizing contours on one syllable rather than on 
two , as is evident from studies on tone languages . 

Not only is the pitch fall of l inguistic consequence in stress placement, 
but also the tendency for a stressed vowel to be lengthened. This, I shall 
argue, account s for the phenomenon of syl l abl e weight (Newman, Allen ). In 
some languages (e . g. Latin) stress is a ssigned (e . g . penultimately), but a 
syllable of t he shape cV must pass s t ress onto a neighboring syll able (e.g. 
antepenultima), as opposed to CV: and CVC . If stress were assigned to a 
~enultimate C~, the vowel would tend to be l engthened, and as a result t he 
V/V: distinction would be blurr ed or conceivably l ost . Evidence for this 
expl anati on is seen from the fact that languages which do not have a vowel 
length contrast never require that s~ress be reali zed only on a CVC syllable, 
since there is no danger of merging V and V: in a CV syll able . 
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At the 1973 Winter LSA Meeting in San Diego, I discussed 
one of the perfective forms in Japanese, TA KOTO GA ARU as in 
John ~ London ni ll-TA KOTO GA ARU "Speaking of John, he has 
been to London," One of its characteristics which I pointed out 
then is the fact tha~ it conveys the 'recollective' meaning
one is looking back on an event in the past and reminiscing about 
it, 

The main point of the present paper will be on how the 
perfective forms in Japanese, namely, TA KOTU GA ARU and another 
form TE IRU, which I will discuss in this paper, serve to convey 
not only the temporal distance between the speaker and the 
activity or event which occurred in the past, but also the spatia
psychological distance between the two, and possibly, the dis
tance between the speaker and the addressee as well, 

My discussion will proceed as follows• first, I will dis
cuss the syntactic and semantic characteristics of the sentences 
with TE IRU which express the universal reading, i.e. John wa 
1-ii ~mat-TE IRU "Speaking of John, he has been waiting-since 
three o'clock" and also the existential reading, for instance, 
John ~London ni it-TE 1llil "Speaking of John, he has been to 
London," I will then point out some differences between TA KOTO 
GA ARU and TE IRU, e.g. while *John ~ jiko de ~ Q nakushi-Ia 
KOl'O GA ARU is unacceptable, John ~ jiko .M ude Q nakushi-:r! 
IRU is perfectly acceptable although both can be translated into 
"Speaking of John, he has lost his arm in an accident," 

Second, I will show that the existential reading of TE IRU 
conveys what I call the •reportative• meaning, That is, the 
statement in TE IRU is based on some evidence, and therefore, it 
is an objective statement. Thus, this expression conveys a 
meaning which is distinctly different from TA KOTO GA ARU which 
conveys the recollective and more subjective or personal feeling 
of the speaker, 

In Japanese, then, those perfective forms not only express 
the temporal relationship between the activity or event and the 
speaker, but they also serve to convey the spatia-psychological 
distance between the speaker and the event, and possibly even 
between the speaker and the addressee as well. Since eacn lan
guage has distinct ways of expressing different features of 
human mental life, English, for instance, in its present perfect 
may not overtly mark this particular distinction. I suggest, 
however, that an exploration into such possibilities as a 
legitimate part of linguistic investigation may have some inter
esting surprises for us. 

GEORGETTE L. IOUP 

cuNY Graduate Center 

'!J:!! Role of Deep Structure Command in Defining Quantifier Scope 

[SAT AFT:3] 

Quantifiers interact in two types of surface configurations: they may be 
gernbers of the same clause, or members of two different clauses. Concerning 
the second configuration, current linguistic theories predict that the quan
tifier in the superordinate S at the surface level will receive higher scope 
assignment (Lakoff: 1971, Jackendoff: 1972, and Chomsky: 1971) . This paper 
gives evidence to show that the surface command relationship iR inadequate to 
predict scope assignment. Syntactic deep structure command relations as de
fined by the Standard Theory are more iMportant i n determining scope interpre
tation. 

The (a) and (b) sentences in the following complement constructions are 
assigned the same structural description at the surface level by t he Stan
dard Theory. 

1) a. I persuaded a foreign student to enroll in every course. 
b. I expected a foreign student to enroll in every course. 

2) a . A senator is anxious to speak at every rally. 
b. A senator is likely to speak at every rally . 

3) a. An interesting conversationalist expects to be invited 
to every party. 

b. An interesting conversationalist seems to be i nvited t o 
every party. 

4) a. A cake is ready for anyone to ice. 
b. A cake is easy for anyone to ice. 

Though t he surface command relations are identical in the (a) and (b) 
pairs, the sentences have diff erent preferred scope interpretat ions . Con
trary to predictions, in the (b) sentences the quantifier in t he lower S (and 
occurring rightmost in the tree) receives wider scope assignment on the pre
ferred reading. The (a) and (b) sentences have different derivational his
tories in the Standard Theory and therefore differ from each other in t heir 
underlying command relationships. The (a) sentences result f r om equi NP dele
tion, while the (b) sentences have undergone a raising transformation. These 
distinctions provide a way of explaining the differences in scope interpre
tation. A quantifier must command at both the deep and surface levels to 
receive higher scope assignment. 

Several implications follow from this realization : 

1. The Generat ive Semant ics model must def ine an underlying syntactic level 
to occur after predicate raising and before the application of cyclic 
transformations in order to correctly identify the underlying command 
relations needed to predict scope interpretation. 

2. Interpretivist Senantics, in redefining the derivation of complement con
structions so that deep and surface command relations are frequently i
dentical, will have difficulty assignine the correct scope readings. In 
addition, their cl aim that logical relations are interpreted from the 
surface alone must be rejected . 

3. The Standard Theory offers the best syntactic analysis of complement con
structions in that i t provides the necessary informaticn for the semantic 
component to interpret quantifier s cope. 
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Balto-Slavic Presents in -i-

ThP 1E ~-sta~ives aTP. reprP.sentP.~ in B~lto-8lavic by verbs with infini
tive stem::; in 'lt-e- (e.?., J.i.tho minlh~ 'remPmbeT"', OCS 'll"n~tj 'ido') and 
stPms '\"' -' -.1- (Ba1t1 ,.; 'nr. Lith.)- !'ig. m\..!!~, lpl. ,hi '!I~) or"'-!- (Sl~tvica cr. 
()C~ 'l -~Y 0 z~tn..!_~, 1 plo -~~i~, '>flo T6->C:.\)• \lhi1e t,hP h~~tor~~a) aff~ntu.,R 
r;~ t.h<> ~t.at·i ve ml)""flhf'ml' 1r -r.- Are well-knOW"'', +hP orte;in of thf' present mark!r 
"-~- rem"l.i1' ol1s~urf'o One wi'dE"ly-hP.lcl t.h~ory (St.ang, Meil1et., ~tc.) vtews -..y. 
a.s- t.he ::oth<>l!'at~c or "semithP.mat.ic" (cfo Lij-h• l sp;o miniu, OCS 1•n.i2) equivil,. 
ant of the IE st.at:ivE>/int.ram~itive ~nffix -).eh- (e.,;., Gk. !!.a nom~i, Skt, 
!'!.~.!I.Y.~.:!'·!! • thinks • , P.tc.); thts explanation j.R badly com1)romised by the total abo. 
Sf' "1M of ~omparablP non-thP.rnatic foms in Indo-Irani::1n, Hittite a.nd Greek. 
wise unsatisfactory from a mcorpholo,:rical oojnt of view i~ ~chmid 1 s at~mpt to 
trace the B;~.lto-3la.vi c type to an ahl_z-ut.in~ par~ iP:III 1 n -e!_-f:~i":'• K~trylowitlz' 
dP.r1vation of Balti.r •-1- and Slavic -!-from -!1, the inherited endinp; of 
t.hq ~ ~ ... rerfP.ct., ~annot. account for the f<'rm of th~=! stat:\ ve paradi~ in Lat. 
vi;~.n a11d Old PTil~siano 

PrP.sPnt stf'ms in -1- recur in another Slavic cate~ory--the inherited it-
erative-ca.nsativPs with infinitives in -tti (e.g., nositi, 3 se• -~ 'bear'), 
Therf! is <>v1dPnce t.hat. t.his type, in which -.!- probably continues IE 1t-e1e-, 
wa!" ClriviTlally fonnd in Baltic as well. lt is possible, thP.rcfore, that the 
Slavic stativr.s in* -1- owe their lonB vowel to th~ :In-fluence of the Balto
Slavir. it~rativP.s, a11d that the «-1- pre~upposed by Baltic forms like Lith. 
m~ni, -ime, etc. cont.lnues thP. earlier state of affairs. 
-- --Amonr.; th~ s+at1v€'s re~'onstrnd.:tble -for B;~.lti~ and Slavic are several 
which ~o back to old perfects; one of these, LHho ~t!, OCS g<;_>~ti 'burn' 
is found :\.n both branches. There is some reason to believe that in Balto..Slavic 
times the perfect had a "mixed" inflectton like that still -preserved in the 
verb 'know' in Old Prussbm 1 sg . waidmai, ?. sg. waisei, but 1 pl. •~aidillai, 
2 r>l o waiditio It is clear in thls case tt-.at. the -i- of the plural forms has 

-- il () ft ( been ~ener.ali~ed from the inherited third person plural in -int i < -~ or 
•-ir ~ -x)• A simjJar dPvelo-pment can be assumed to,explain the fPread of -1· 
asa union vowel in t.he Baltic future (Litho 1 sg. b6siu, 1 pl. busime, but 
3 bbs). • ~ 
-A siPnificant munber of :Ralto-3lavic statives in -T- can be matched with 

Indo-Iranian or Greek root ;~.ori.~t middles, cf. Lith. ml~, OCS m•nit\a Ved. 
amat~· I.itho buii, OCS -b\ditt.. 'is awake' 1 Ved. ~budhra!!f OCS 1:_eli~ 'lies' I 

Gko l~kto. In--several IE l~nf'uap:es such root. aorists appear to be the direct 
sourceof sta.tivP. presentss thus Tocho B lvuketar« I shines' represents 3 sg. aor. 
~lnk~(r), 't"Pdund~ntly suf'fixed furt.hE>r by 1 sg. -tor; Go. munai} 'intends' COli• 

tTnuP.r- 1 s,-!'.!I!O."!.Illi)_ with suffixed 3 sro •-!!• Ass~ing an identical develop
nent for H~J to-slavic we may predict a 3 pl. fonn minintai (. "-nto( i), or, with 
conVP.rsion to t.he corre~nondin~ active endine:, tc.!l!ninti. By the generalization 
of -i- f-rom the third nlural, ~uch a form would regularly engender Halto..SlaviC 
1 .,l • ._ m1nimP.x, ? nl o mini te ~ once established as a theme vowel in the plural, 
.._-.!- would haVe· been free-to spread to the singular in a variety of ways. 

JOHN T. JENSEN (HON AFT: 2] 

~ Properties or Stress-accent Languages -
MCCawley 1964 contends that, in terms of the information required in under
}1ing forms of morphemes, the primary typological distinction is between tone 
languages and non-tone languages; no fUrther distinction being required 
among non-tone languages . I will argue that on the basis of the types of 
ru1es required, there is a major typological difference among non-tone 
languages between pitch-accent languages, which have a rule of accent 
!£r9ading, and stress-accent languages, which do not. Halle 1973a and 
[iparsky 1973 have analyzed the Proto-Indo-European accent system as a pitch
accent system, based on evidence from Greek, Sanskrit, Lithuanian, and 
Slavic, which are best analyzed synchronically as having pitch accent systems. 
The Germanic group has innovated in replacing the original pitch-accent 
system with a stress accent system. I will show that English in particular 
cannot be a pitch-accent language by showing that it cannot have a rule of 
accent spreading, and then extend this conclusion to Swedish, which super
ficiallY appears to have a pitch-accent system (Pike 1948, Lehiste 1970) . 
In languages with accent spread rules, the direction of spread determines 
certain other facts of the language: if the spread is leftward, the rightmost 
accent of several in the same word prevails, and if a potentially stressed 
vowel is deleted or turns to a glide, the surface stress moves one vowel 
leftward, examples of this being Russian and Japanese. In languages with 
rightward spread, such as Greek and Sanskrit, the reverse occurs: the 
leftmost accent wins, and stress movement is rightward. Evidence that 
English cannot have a rule of accent spread includes the following: 1) there 
is no single prevailing rule of which accent of two in the same word becomes 
the main stress. There is systematic variation in noun-verb pairs like t6r
ment (N} torment (V); dialectal variation in 16cate (American) locate (Brit
ish); syntactic variation in thirteen (phrase final) th!rteen men ; and random 
variation in chimpanze~ chimpanzee . 2) English has a number of consonantal 
phonetic processes that depend on location of stress, including a rule like 
Verner's Law (exit CksJ but ex!st CgzJ}, and stop aspiration: entity but 
enthfre. It appears to be the case that languages with pitch accent systems 
do not have such processes: neither Russian nor Japanese has a phonetic 
process of stop aspiration or any rule like Verner's Law, apparently because 
a rule of accent spreading in either direction would destroy the crucial 
environment for the rule. Swedish also has a rule of stop aspiration similar 
to English, and accent variation : kansler or kans ler 'chancellor', kalfatra 
or kalfatra 'to caulk', and stress subordination, manifested in tone II words, 
vhich lose their tone in compounds, while the compound as a whole receives 
tone II: 4pple, &ppelvln. If my hypothesis is correct, this entails that 
Swedish cannot have an accent spreading rule, and thus cannot have a pitch
accent system. I will argue for a system of stress rules for Swedish similar 
to those proposed by Halle 1973b for English; a late rule assigns tone II 
to those words, simple or compound, that contain the stress pattern 1 X 2, 
Where X contains no stress stronger than 3. This is not a very surprising 
conclusion in view of the mass of experimental evidence that the main 
acoustic correlate of "stress" in many languages is actually pitch (Lehiste 
1970}. This author is currently engaged in experiments designed to compare 
the pitch of English and Swedish utterances in words, compounds, and larger 
units; if completed by meeting time, the results of these experiments will be 
presented as additional evidence for or against the position taken here. 

Halle 1973a The accentuation of Russian words . Language 49, 312-348 
Halle 1973b Stress rules in English: a new version. LI IV 451-464 
Kiparsky 1973 The inflectional accent of Indo-European. Lg 49, 794-849 
Lehiste 1970 Suprasegmentals. MIT Press 
McCawley 1964 What is a tone language'l LSA Summer meeting, Bloomington 
Pike 1948 Tone Languages. University of Michigan Press 
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KATE MOORE, U Michigan 

Finnish in America: TWo Kinds of Finglish 

{SAT AFT:4] 

At the turn of the century several hundred thousand 
Finns, most from the Ostrobothnian province of Finland, 
emigrated to the United States and Canada. From the very 
beginning of contact with EnGlish, the sp~ech of these 
Finns i n Arucrica b~caDe strange to the po~nt of un
intelligibility to non-emigrant Finns. However, field
work d~ne in the 1960's aDong the Finland-born (then in 
their 70 1 s and 30's) as rep->rted by Virtoranta ( "Finskan 
i Ameri:m" _Q.py._~cul~ Insti ~_g_ Lin~.a~ F~r.:nica.~-' ":Jniy,e.~i_t~ 
Helsin-·iensis) and L. Karttunen \. "A.laen.can F~nnl.sh 
uni:mb"i~lied mimeo, 1966) revealed their "Finzlish" to 
be unaltered vstrobothnian Finnish. Its unintelligibility 
to old country Fin.~s lies wholly in its stock of ~nglish 
loan words. These English words have been assimilated for 
the most part by the same morphological principles by which 
this dialect of FiQnish had previously assimilated Swedish 
vocabulary. We call this Finglish 1. It is spoken by 
the Finland-born and to some extent by their eldest 
children. 

Recently we came across a corpus of another variety 
of Finglish, which we shall call Finglish 2~ Finglish 2 
is virtually uninflected_with only an o?cas~?na~ 
partitive relict. There ~s not much na~1Ye F~nn~sh 
vocabulary left either. But the fennic~zed ~~~sh loans 
of Fin5lish 1 are pervasive. Also character~stl.c of 
Finglish 2 are unanalyzed forms such a~ ka,a~ < ·gQj; to .. 
konnu < ~oing t.9 ~ pet~< b~t you (as ~n !_ l?etsu .E_~o_ts ~l:. 
"!bet my boots") and kimme <~ ~ (as in k~II_!!Ile hel 
J?.9is! "Give 'er hell, bojf3T11

, kimm~ tat f_oF mii -n-grve 
that to me", and ~~ ki~~ !..~:£. ~i first, t~n 1 ~imm~ 
for juu "you give(it) to me first, then I g~ve (~tT to 
you"J-.-(The notation of the corpus employs both 3ngl.ish 
and Finnish conventions.) 

It seems unlikely that Finglish 2 could become fully 
intelligible to monolingual speakers of Finnish or Engl~sh. 
To understand and speak Finglish 2 one must have a ~ass~ve 
knowledge of Finglish 1. For this reason Finglish 2 must 
also be a single generation phenomenon. 

Finglish 1 is Finnish, and Finglish 2 is English, but 
they share common, productive Finglish morphological 
principles, the legacy of s?eak:rs o~ one ~anguage to 
speakers of the other. We Wl.ll o.escr~ be th~s l eJacy. 

JONATHAN KAYE {SAT AFT:2] 

11cGill U and U Toronto 

MOrpheme Structure Constraints Live! -
Recently the role of the morpheme as the relevant domain for 

the expression of phonotactic constraints has come under fire. Kim 
and Hyman ( LSA winter, 1973) state, " ... a 11 phono 1 og i ca 1 and phonetic 
constraints and processes (rules) can be adequately stated in terms 
of syllable and word boundaries, and that morpheme boundaries have no 
place in generative phonology" (91). In a similar vein Hooper (ms. 
"The archisegment in natural generative phonology", 1974) writes, 
• ... phonotactic constraints are based on the syllable and cannot apply 
at the level of the morpheme. They must apply at the level of the 
word, for words are the smallest units that are necessarily comprised 
of complete syllables" (8). In this paper I will show that there is 
a phonotactic constraint operating in Desano, a language of the 
northwest Amazon basin, which can only be expressed at the level of 
the morpheme. 

Desano has an extremely simple syllabic structure: CV or v, 
i.e. only open syllables. Furthermore syllables are either entirely 
oral or entirely nasal. Let C and V be arbitrary oral consonants and 
vowels and N and V be arbitrary nasal consonants and vowels. CV and 
NY (as well as V and V} are possible syllables but not CV nor NV. 
Now in Desano every morpheme is either all nasal or all oral. There 
are no exceptions. Given the fact that morphemes may be polysyllabic 
it is clear that the syllable is too small a domain to express the 
limitatio~s on possible morph~mes. Thus, morphemes of the shape 
CVCV (yukt 'wood') and NVNV (~'night'} are possible but *CVNV 
and *NVCV, both of which obey the syllable constraints, are not . 

It is equally clear that the word is not the correct domain on 
which to express the relevant constraints in Desano. Words 
containing the syllable structure CVNV (e.g. sonl 'for them to relax'} 
and NVCV (e.g. Qm§b~ 'I ran (remote)'} abound. n every case a 
morpheme boundary coincides with the change in nasality. 

Thus, the domain of this phonotactic constraint is larger than 
the syllable and smaller than the word. It is, in fact, the morpheme. 
Thi~ analysis is supported by the treatment of loan words (Portuguese 
~r1a becomes Desano baria rather than the phonetically possible 
m§ria} and by historical change (whole morphemes become nasal in 
Desano rather than syllables or words). 



EJJWARD KEENAN 
[SUN AFT:l} 

u California, Los Angeles 

Towards a Universal Definition of 'Subject of' 

We re ort here on a erose lan,uace study desicned to dete~iae the 
uniTe~sal properties of eubjeots. The motiYation of this study is 
the validity o! certain recent ceneralizatioas vhieh take no(tioas 
like subject as primitiYe e.c. The Accessibility Hierarchy Keenaa 
and Coarie), The FunetiODAl Succession Principle (Perlmutter and 
Postal). Such gene~lizationareq~e that subjects of sentencastraa 
an &Pbitrary lancuace be identifiable 1D a noa-arbitrary, that ia, 
lancuaee independent, vay. 
Aa initial checklist of 26 subject properties vas proposed. About 
halt of these oeourred frequently enouch to ~arrant comparative st~ 
ia the lan~ces of our sample (currently 14 1a nuaber, selected for 
typological diversity). The results: 

(1) Ther~ is no single, uaiversal, detininc property of aubjeots. 
Rather subjeot is a cluster concept; A subject NP usually has most 
ot abo~t a doze• properties, soae of vhieh are aore taportantj t~~t 
others. tancuaces are exhibited in which the NP haviac a aa or 1 
o! subjeet properties fails to aave oae of the aore ceneral ones. 
(E 1a Tzeltal and other lancuaces, the subject NP usuall7 tollevs 
th~~~ther NPe tn'~ked vord order; in Dyirbal and Eskiao aubjeot 
NPs appear Bot to uaderco Relati'rlzatiOD or Equi; 1ft Tacaloc subject 
NPs uy occur aa anaphoric retlexhes) • 

(11) s~ lancuacss (Hindi, Huagarian) are show to be "subjeot-
cad•eat" 1a that a single NP has a larce aajorit:r of the rele'Y&J\t 

~bjeot roperties. Ia these lancuaces the subje~/aoa-subject distiaotioa 
18 ehGVDP to be u iaportant pri.lllae:r relatioa. other lancuaces howevQ' 
(S Maori) are "subjeet-dif'tuse11 in tha\ for eertaia sentence 
t;::~he subject properties are shared 01 tvo NPe. Such lallcuaces 
are shown to rely aore heavily oa priaaey relatioas like let~rilbt 
erder, whieh cu be stated independentl,. ot notions like subJect of, 
than isthe case with subject-proainent laacua«es. 

TJBSORAH KELLER-COHEN 

u Michigan 

fhe Expression of Time in Language Acquisition -

[MON AFT: 3] 

This paper is concerned with how the child uses linguistic structures 
~ich temporally relate 2 independent events. The research discussed here is 
part of a larger study which tests the hypothesis that the child learns to ex
press sequence (before,~) prior to simultaneity (at the same time,~). 

The concept of simultaneity has been given varied interpretations in the 
literature. Clark (1970;1973) considers simultaneity to be 'time at which X'. 
In this view the child's use of today and~ marks simultaneity. Here two 
different events are not temporally related, rather one event is marked in 
time. The present investigation instead, considers the acquisition of simul
taneity in terms of the child's ability to relate two spatially distinct 
events. In that sense simultaneity is 'time at which X and Y1

• 

Thirty-two children from 3 to 5 years were asked to imitate sentences 
containing the following temporal constructions : l)C1 before c2 , 2)~ c1c 2 , 
3)~ c

1
. Last c2., 4)C1 and then c

2
, S)Before c1c 2, 6)c2 ~ c1 , 7) c1 

~ c2 at the same time, 8) cl ~ c2. 

It was found that sentences expressing sequence were imitated correctly 
significantly more often than sentences expressing simultaneity,F(3,72) = 
5.63,p <.005. The order of acquisition, based on significant differences in 
the number of errors produced on imitations of the test structures were: 
A. Descriptions of 2 events in their order of occurrence (1-4 above); 
B. Descriptions of 2 events in reverse of their order of occurrence (5-6); 
C. Descriptions of 2 events which occur simultaneously (7-8). 

It is difficult to predict these results on linguistic grounds alone. For 
example, before, ~ and while are all proverbalized as do+Tns+so and pro
nominalized as then. In addition, the object of the verb in these clauses can
not be questioned or relativized (Geis, 1970). The coordinate and subordinate 
clause sentences investigated permit verbs in the same or different aspect 
(Heinamaki, 1974). 

In addition, such notions as derivational complexity fail to account for 
the results since cl before c2 and cl while c2 share similar transformational 
histories. Similar y, at the same tLme can be viewed as a specified coordinate 
clause which, according to some views, ought to be acquired before subordinate 
clause constructions. However, the data revealed that it was acquired after 
several such constructions. 

This paper argues that children learn to express sequence first because 
it is cognitively simpler. A variety of psychological experiments supports 
such a view. First, Piaget(l969) found that children below 5 years are unable 
to determine that 2 events that cease simultaneously are in fact simultaneous. 
" ••. he(the child) fails to appreciate the simultaneity of the end points be
cause he fails to attribute a common time to these separate actions" (p .134) . 
Second, Ferreiro and Sinclair(l971) found that young children tend to focus 
~one event in a pair, resulting in an inability to coordinate two events 
into a coherent unit. 

The significance of this finding is discussed for cognitively oriented 
theories of language acquisition. Implications for the role of semantics in 
~ild lan2ua2e are considered, A non-additive hierarchical model of lexical 



ROBERT S. KIRSNER 
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On Pragmatic Inference and Communicative Strategies : The Problem of T~ 

Dutch "Pseudo-passi ve" 

Unlike the "true., Dutch passive in (1) ~ the so-called ''pseudo-paashe" 
in ( 2) refers only to human actions -- to events caused by specifically 
human agents~ not inanimate forces or instruments: 

(1) De huizen verden verwoest. 
the houses became destroyed 

( 2) Er ~ getloten. 
there became whistled 

'The houses were destroyed.• 

'People whistled; someone whistled.' 

Faced with this fact, Dutch grammarians of all theoretical persuasions have 
denied that there is any syntactic or semantic relationship between the two 
passive forms . Nevertheless~ their own attempts to link the "pseudo-passive" 
to other, impersonal constructions fail in many vays. Crucially, they do not 
explain why only those impersonal sentences which refer to human activitiea 
just happen to resemble "true" passives. 

The present paper rejects the grammarians' view and argues that there 
is but one Dutch passive which, in both its "uses, .. signals a single, 
rather abstract meaning: HIGH PARTICIPANT NOT FOCUSED, i . e. the topmost 
noun-phrase on a scale or relative agentivity is not grammatical subject. 
The specialized interpretation of the "pseudo-" form is then shown to be a 
pragmatic inference from (a) the meaning of the passive, and (b) the 
avoidance of competing 11impersonal actives" and deverbal nouns, all of 
which may be used to refer to events without raising the issue of the 
relative agent-likeness of participants. 

The central argument is that the meaning of the passive lends itself 
to two distinct communicative strategies according to the reason for the 
defocusing (de-emphasis) of the high participant. If, as in the "true" 
passive, the high participant is defocused (backgrounded) solely to focus 
on (foreground) a low participant (e.g., a dative or patient), little 
information is gained about the high participant itself. The backgrounding 
is merely a means to an end; one cannot deduce from it the kind of 
causer-agent-instrument involved. On the other hand, if~ as in the 
"pseudo-passive," one claims HIGH PARTICIPANT NOT FOCUSED without placing 
focus elsewhere~ it may be inferred: (i} that it is relevant to signal 
explicitly that the participant is agent-like, and (ii) that, without 
expressed defocusing~ this high participant would be the center of atten
tion. Given (a) that humans are high participants P!!:. excellence (Cohen 
1972, Zubin 1972) and (b) that people tend to talk about people (Given 
1974, Hawkinson and Hyman 1974)~ the most obvious conclusion for language 
users is that the high participant is a human agent. This "natural" 
inference is reinforced by the fact that, if agentivity were not an issue, 
passive morphology could be bypassed altogether . 

The analysis presented here thus supports the following theoretical 
claim: By positing invariant signal-meaning relationships and by 
recognizing both the communicative strategies and pragmatic inferences to 
which they lead, one may indeed explain rather than merely describe 
the data or language. 

JARED S. KLEIN 

u GeOrgia and Yale u [ SUN AFT:5 ] 

ral Dimensions in the S ntax of the Particle u in the Ri 
eda 

The ::"lli'ticle u i s om of the most intere st~nc- of al l the '"'""'tiel 
roun.-1 ;,., TToai c ~<>n~·,...• t Th • -"b !',_ OS "' -· •~ - ~ ...... ..,. ... l. • .L e varied e::mloyment of u in th · 
be reduced t o t~·:o different but related-:functions• a core"':r~~e~af can 
tion and a conjuncti ve funct ion. In t he for~r ~., J."' n~l.a unc
onc or r.10.!'7 of a Get of term.., haviJls t he sar;; re~c;:n~ re~l~~ fo~lous 
tive .fw1Ctl.on U appears fol1o~,til'lb veros ".)I'CVerb" - d • d 'f-~"'. COnJunc-
fo)e"n"' .,·1··ml·- •and ' In th. ' .!' • ..., an a vcro~a.t.s and 

.... ., .,. _ _ :: .l.J • • • .u; pauer ire ;.::Ul be concer ned •-tith t r- ~ t h 
develo}r.lcnt of these f unctions i n their his tori c al clime · 1 .. ·.C.:LllG e 

?he ii10 ··t lJ;r) rtant t n s ons • 
~ " ... , , : ~-O- • ~ s of . coref e r ont const r-..1ctionG in ~:hich u 

occur~/:..1) "he lli:;voua. are . t nose ::..n ~fhich t he particle follo-:rs a f orn of 
~ha s:t t a;. pronoun 1·ifn.ch l.s a..TJa.'Jhorl.c t o a :?reced i...ig relat ive uronoun 
CierlOl'l.., r a ul.Ve pronoun, or r.oun: - ' 

( ) I ' • ' t I 1.:1 ~~ e.:a l. t ar.! u w~uhi (ili. l;5.16a) 
!he one l lho i s indeed. unique , that one praise • r 

( ) t' I I 1 
lb 

1 
am eva H~~ ,t an u brah•·n~am 8..1.ul] (X.l07 . 6a) 
That one, J.lleieed, do they s<>u- to be a rl.· shi t ~ , hat one a ilr ahmin.t 

(lc) ~gn!: ~:g~a ,. tAm u sfr~a.:u yanti (V .hh .J$b) 
Agn:t J.., a.-ral.c . Unto hl!n do t he s ongs go. t 

In its conjunctive .functi on u occurs in the IO..,aveda in 
involving the r epeti tion of preverbs and verbs: sequences 

(2 ) I l . . t I 
a ~ agn~·o r uruc<a- ru.r u s\ir;:ral.• (VIII .3 . ~'Ja) 

Out shone the fires, and out (shone) the sun. r 

(2b) kt-Msa..'ll a:.-:;nc su.l-:~it£;n j6 aya / ~san u m~h~vadbhyalJ suvrktlm 

'0 AQ:li_, I h ave extended secure cl;.rclline; to t he ""ou (~~·~ab) 
ext endeci. a hJ'lllll to the liOer o.J. ones . • J. . , ave 

have ~;~~d~efts t~~n~~~i::;~~~:nts ~h coreferent i al ~sa&e of u r.rust 

~istl.'a~m the t:ro t ;r:-cs nust have bee~ U:aee~e~o~~ ~~e ~t oi~contact 
I J.S so beCAuse it •·rould have b ,. - .::" . ' ~ • • ~ l u . 
conGtrnction •t hat one t h"t O.."le ' e_~ t~er.r eas; ,.fo... a,., orl.GJ.lla!. as:;.mdctic 
reana~·zed as ~an. ,., ;th t"' . u r.are-v reduniant to have bec ofr}3 
could thereaf~ b ll1g 1 a . one ••• and t hat one t, lli th the r esult that u 
but also lrith r~pe:~:r'n;~~f~;n~~ ~~~ repe~tcd teri:~S of reference, 
in the sense ' and ' ... . , :.> sue a s pr overbs and veros 
u would have orig~,~ ; he ot hedr !la..'lld, the opposite devel oDIJent, •.hereby 
a coref erontial ........, e e n use .conjuncti vezy and then ha~e develo~d 
ces of t he ty 9 age _, ~opears to oe ~mantically impossible. For s~ en
lodftich one pe Y~ ••• ta.m u meant •which one ••• t hat (very) one• and ~ 
Origin of • • .and that one r • Future discussions of the Indo-l!;'uro~an 
hlto .:coun~ :~. ~-rell. a s future :-:anslati ons of the Rigvecia should take 
T...,. l.s ne .-r underr,t.ancune of the deve lonm.,nt of u · , ., 
.uJUl.C text. ..-·~ J.n our o~est 



ANTHONY KROCH [SAT AFT: J] 

U Connecticut 

The Scope Semantics of Logical Operator Words for a Fragment of English 

Sentences containing two or more scope-inducing operator words 
(quantifiers, negative elements, modals, etc.) are often ambiguous as 
to the scope order of these operators in semantic interpretation. A 
number of factors influence the possible scope orders associated with 
given sentences, including surface order, the lexical characteristics of 
operator words, and constituent structure. There are, in particular, 
systematic differences in the scope behavior of universal versus 
existential quantifier words and definite versus indefinite determiners. 
In this paper we shall describe these differences and attempt to account 
for them with a theoretically revealing formal mechanism. 

We shall be concerned to explain, for instance, why under normal 
intonation sentence (1) is ambiguous as to the scope order of man~ and 
not while sentence (2) allows only the order ~-All and sentence (3) 
only the order ~-~: 

(1) John didn't see many of the games. 
(2) John didn't see all of the games. 
(3) John didn't see some of the games. 

We conclude from examples like the above that the basic scope 
order of operator words in English follows surface structure order and 
that other words are accounted for by semantic reinterpretation rules 
that change the initial scope order in certain environments. Where 
expected orders do not exist, they are ruled out by output filters. 
Our analysis refines and extends earlier work in the interpretivist 
tradition (Jackendoff 1969, 1972; Lasnik 1972), and we accept these 
authors' arguments for interpretive semantics. We note, however, that 
the analysis we present could be reformulated in a generative semantics 
framework without any essential difficulty. 

Perhaps the most interes ting consequence of our analysis is the 
discovery that determiners in English come in paired categories of 
universal and existential quantifier words which take opposite scopes 
with respect to negation. These category pairs, include ~-/any-; 
~-, several etc./all every- etc.; and indefinite/definite determiners. 
Thus, ~- words consist of a negative element and an existential 
quantifier with an obligatory scope order of negative-existential while 
any-words (in negative contexts) are universal quantifiers outside the 
scope of the negative. By contrast, quantifiers of the some-, several 
category are existential quantifiers that generally appe~utside the 
scope of a negative while their pairs in the ~. every- category 
prefer narrow scope with respect to negatives. Finally, on the 
interpretation we shall present (in which indefinites are existential 
quantifiers and definites are universal quanti fie rs) inde f inite 
determiners have narrow scope with respect to negatives and definite 
determiners have wide scope with respect to them. We cannot at present 
explain the existence of these category pairs. We note, however, that 
the contrasting scope orders associated with the members of each pair 
are logically equivalent since NOT-ALL · SOME-NOT and 
ALL-NOT : NOT-SOME. 

[MON MORN: 3] 

~-Tewa Relative Clauses 

Hopi-Tew~l h a dialect of Tewa, f\ Tanoan LanzU3.ge, spoken on J..'irt:t 1-!t:: :.~ 
of the Hopi lktiervation. It is related to one of zeveral r.on-lnuo-.E:uropec.n 
cbar8cterizeC: by Ha~e (l970) as problema tic for most trow;forrr~<.:tionnl ana.ly::et: 
of rel.ativization. This paper will uot conccr1trate on weighing the merit:.: or 
previous analyses (Chomslcy (1965), 1\nnear-Thornv:-:on (1971), Schachter {1~7?.), 
and others) but rather illustrate the lack or trausforr.~o-:1tional artifice u• • . -
r.::satj" to accoW'lt for the Hop1-Tewa data. In !.:hort , ~1ho.t I propose 1::: a de 
scriptively ade~1uate solution in nccord with the ~:;trong lexicc.list hypvthc :; is 
in which no phonological material ie transformationally introduced or deleted. 
rbiS solution is accomplished by embedding ·the attribute S under the HCM node 
dominated by the NP contnining the bend. 'l'hc R~-1!\ll.rker is directly generated 
by the P-rules under the NGf node. This economical analys 1s is by no means 
~oretically predtermined but rather indeper~ently motivated by cons ideration 
of tbe data which I will now exempl11'y:' 

S 0 R~ Y 
na· ni• ).i he-?i-d{ 6 -hey-?i do-mun 
Pro N Deictic-Pro-Agent Pre-Y-Pro Pre-Y 

I chicken that-one-by 3rd was-kill-one lst-see 
I see the chicken that was killed by that one. 

It rra.y bF> noted that Tewa, like many non-Indo-Ew·opean languages, lacJr..s 
rel.atiw pronouns. The third person prono\Ul (?i) placed clause-finallv func
tions as a REL~marker. This may seem to invite-identification of the phenom
enon as clau~nl nominnlization. I refrain 1'rom this identification for two 
reasons. One, $yntactically, the verbs cont~ined in these constructions may 
be suffixed ~Ti th the entire set of tense and modality !llllrkers. 'l\lo o.s 
Schachter (1973) has noted, despite th€ functional s i milarity of no~inalh
ations end relativization--the crention of n(:t.f nouns--ouly i n the latter 
mstance is there the division of underlying sentential material into modif1-
tr and head. In these constructions, Tewa ( ?i) pronouns, like English rela
tive pronouns, are in some sense ideTJtical with the head. 

Ul addition to economy, my analysis possesses other merits. It captures 
DOrphological similarities between demonstrative pronouns ( like he?i ~bove) 
Md relative clauses by permitting the expansion of NOM in the follOWing man-
ner: Na.1~( S \ Pro 

( Deicti:/ 

This provides a unitar,y account of the phenomena, o.voidinB the dubious claim 
of two homophonous ?1 s in Tewa--an undesirable claim becaW>e of further syn
tactic similarities. 

The si3nificance of thia solution lies in the coupling of simplicity 
and motivated capturing of important syntactic generali~ations. ~t provides 
new evidence for the interpretive approach to relat1v1zat1on. 
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The Grammar of "Cat" and "Mama" 

(NON AP?:J} 

It is usually considered that the acquisition of syntax and 
of propositional semantics is correlated with the mean length of 
utterance [MLU], and some investigators believe that children do 
not construct sentences or propositions at the one-word stage. 
This paper will show that some learning strategies are not so de
pendent upon the acquisition of vocabulary. 

A total record was made of the early utterances of Jessie, 
a fifth-born child, over a period of six months when her produc
tive use of language was primarily two one-word utterances: "cat• 
[?a?] and "marna" [mama). During this period she developed in 
succession a number of linguistic skills of a relatively high or
der of complexity. Identification of the referents of cat and 
marna was carried on intensively (up to 350 tokens a dayr;-utiliz
rng-the features [+animate) and [+human]. A conjunctive defini
tion of mama was established, coinciding with her nuclear family, 
this graaually contracted to the prototypical member, her mother. 
On the other hand, cat expanded to include a wide variety of ani
mals defined around-a-core set of features. Data derived from 
Jessie's response to 80 species of animals shows that each feature 
contributed independently to the probability of the term cat de
noting, in a manner similar to the responses of adults to-eiperi
ments with a continuous range of every-day objects. 

Six other words were explored by Jessie during this period; 
three developed into associational complexes which then split into 
homonyms. Four-element syntactic strings were developed by com
bining gestures with single words. 

For most of this period, the language system centered about 
these one-word utterances was devoted to existential proposition• 
In the later stages, the interactive use of language was develo~ 
intensively, beginning with vocatives, complaints, and requests 
for action. As this development accelerated, the lexicon was 
reduced to a different two-word set, "mama" and "dada". 

These data show that the acquisition of words is not a neces• 
sary pre-condition for the development of syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic skills, which can develop independently as in the learn
ing strategy utilized by this child. 

[NON HORN :4] 

San Diego and San Diego S U 

tax Back into Semantics 

on evidence from the American Sign Language of the Deaf 
is paper provides a special kind of supporting argument for 
pendently motivated analysis of pronouns in McCawley's "Where 
Phrases Come From?"(l970). There he distinguishes between sen

and propositions. A proposition becomes a contentive plus a se
of indices, and a senteflce becomes a proposition plus a sequence 
phrase descriptions (which are themselves indexed), Whenever 

~le of Noun Phrase Substitution fails to substitute a description 
an appropriate index, that index--after any agreement operations ard 

any deletions--then surfaces as a pronoun. 
is absent from McCawley's argument is the kind of strong sur

syntactic "existance argument" which characterizes earlier genera
semantics analyses,and which demonstrates that the formal proper
of the abstract forms posited to underlie a range of phenomena 

receive a more or less direct surface instantiation in at 
some cases. Specifically, it is noted that there are at least 

salient properties which indices possess but oral language pro
do not. l) There is an indefinitely numerous vocabulary of dis
indices. 2)Logical indices can be and are as signed in such a way 

~insure that each discourse entity is consistently assigned its 
unique index. (i.e. it always has the same index and its index is 

from that of all others). The hopeless ambiguity of sentences 
" ohn yelled at Bill,and then he hit him" illustrates the inahi 1 i w 

ce pronominal systems to consistently meet this condition.jLog
ices have no intrinsic semantic content.4)Assuming 1) and2}hold 
ent searches"(i.e. t he problem of determining what is core fer-

with what) become considerably simplified; in a system with sub
d indices, they reduce to the problem of matching subscripts . 

that it is impossible for the pronominal systems of oral lan-
to maintain the above properties of indices in a consistent way, 
r demonstrates that with the exception of J) it is possible, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~· for ASL's pronominal system to do so. Thus 
, pronouns may more or l ess directly 

es that underlie them. 
this by showing how a subset'(the "non-ana

non-deictics") of the ASL pronouns typically used to refer to 
ent J rd persons permits us to realize properties 1) and 4) in 

cular. These pronouns, like all other ASL signs, manifest along 
other parameters the distinctive parameters of TAB {specific lo

of hands) and ORIENTATION (of hands). Specifically, all of them 
ade within the confines of a semi-circular plane encompassing the 

portion of the signer's qody, at approximate mid-torso level. 
lishing pronominal reference over a discourse the s igner chooses 

any naturally bounded part of this plane and through the making 
t locat ing and orienting) of the pronouns themselves eventually 

it into n+l (ideally equal)segments, where n = the number of 
t pronouns to be created. Clearly, such an open ended algorithm 
for the creation of an indefinite number of distinct pronouns. 
rty 4) may be met by special virtue of the fact that an NP in 
optionally have as a constituent a pro-form whose essential 

onal properties match those of any full pronouns that may later 
the place of" the NP. To illustrate the consequences of t his note 

the hopelessly ambiguous English sentence above may appear in ASL 
)Pi YEI,L BILL+)Pj, FINISH,(JPi HIT )Pjl()Pi is distinct from JPJ 

1)Pj HIT JPiJin location & orientatio~ 
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San Basilio de Palenque - a 'Post-Creole' Community? 

Until !:"CCG!li::ly, (Granc.la (1968) r Lewis (1970) t ;.::scalante & 

(1970)), no ~ositiv~ clai~s had been made for a clearly dcfi 

creol<" language in tl~e Afro-Hispanic i.7cH \:orld. (N. B. Papi 

generally regarded as Spanisr.-?ortuguese based.) In this paner . ' 
I propose to ~xamine the linguistic situation as obtains in 

"naroon-slave"community of ::>an :>asilio de .tlalenc.:ue in the 

of Dolivar, Colombia, South ~1mcrica, \·lith a vie>·7 to the fol 

(a) to provide ~onclusive eviucnce that variou~ aspects of the 

syntactic ano phonological structure of the so-called Pal 

dialect are not of Hispano- :."!onance origin, and justify 

in favor of a roar1~edly creole charac·i::er. 

eg. (t;~orphosyntax) Verbal structure in >·lhich uninflected 

forr.ts cor.1bine l·li th a series of pre- and post-posed 

to express categories of ~spect and Tense. 

(b) to shOi-1 that the considerable degree of linguistic 

e;cisting in tha'.: speech community may be best explained in 

creole lan<;ruagc/ui<::.lect is in the process of merging uith 

corresponclinc; st;::.ndard language, tolhose L:.xical base it 

to a large e::~tent, but with \<lhich it is not mutually in 

(c) to discuss the implications arising from such variation for 

dynamic descriptive ::-.odels in linguistic theory. 
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~ect and Topic: A New Typology of Language 

[SUN AFT:l] 

This paper presents a number of systematic distinctions between subject 
and topic. On the basis of these distinctions, we propose a new typology of 
language: subject-prominent languages and topic-prominent languages (= SPL 
and TPL respectively). Evidence from several languages shows the importance 
of such a typology: many structural phenomena in a language can be explained 
only if the basic structure of its sentences is analyzed as SP or TP. 

Si~nificant differences between topic and subject : 
(1) The semantic role of the topic in a sentence as the 'center of at

tention' is constant across sentences and sentence types . Subjects have no 
such consistent role. 

(2) The topic must be old information; the subject may be either old or 
new information. 

(3) The topic need not be selectionally related to the verb; i.e., it 
need not be an argument of the verb. The subject must be. Consider a Man
darin sentence as an example: 

Nei-chang huo xingkui xiaofang-dui 
.thatp fire,.fortunately fire-brigade 

0 IC C~MENT 

1 ai 
come 

de kuai 
quickly, 

(4) The verb determines which of its arguments will be the subject. For 
example, an intransitive verb takes the patient or actor as the subject; a 
causative verb takes the causer as the subject, etc. The topic, however, is 
not determined by the verb or any other constituent of the sentence. 

(5) The subject often obligatorily controls verb agreement, but the 
topic never does. 

(6) The subject, but not the topic, plays a prominent role in such syn
tactic processes as reflexivization and Equi-NP Deletion. 

Some examples of structural correlates of the above distinctions: 
(a) 'Double subject' sentences are found in TPL's but not in SPL's. 

Since the topic is syntactically independent of the rest of the sentence, it 
is not surprising that the comment can itself be a sentence. On the other 
hand, a predicate cannot easily be a sentence because that would leave the 
subject grammatically stranded, with nothing to be the subject of. 

(b) The preponderance of passive sentences in SPL's but not in TPL's 
can be explained: in a SPL, if some noun other than the one normally desig
nated by the verb to be the subject becomes the subject, the unusual choice 
must be syntactically 'registered' in the verb morphology. 

(c) SPL's,in which the notion of subject may be grammatically indispen
s1ble, but not TPL's, may have a 'dummy subject' like English it. 

(d) All languages including SPL's have topicalization devices, but not 
all languages have subjectivalization devices. The difference between the 
TPL's and the SPL's is that in the latter but not the former, 'topic' is 
highly marked. On the other hand, in certain TPL's such as the Phillipine 
languages and the Chinese languages, there is no clear way to identify the 
subject in simplex sentences. These facts follow from the claim that 'topic' 
is a discourse (semantic) notion, whereas 'subject' is a syntactic notion . 

On the basis of structural properties such as these, we have discovered 
that languages such as the Chinese languages, Korean, Japanese, Cambodian, 
Burmese, and the Phillipine languages can be considered TP, while languages 
such as those in the Uto-Aztecan, Niger-Congo, Finno-Ugric, and Indo-European 
families should be considered SP. 
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Physiologic Structuring Principles and Phonetic Theory 

Traditional phonetic theories like that implicit in IPA 
notation have been structured in terms of the possible mane~ 
vers of the vocal tract. Feature theories like that of the, 
11Sound Pattern of English" are ~erived from.the 19~h century 
11Visible Speech 11 theory of r.Telv~lle Bell wh1.ch ult1.mate1y 
formed the basis of IPA notation. The Chomsky-Halle theory 
does not significantly differ from the IPA theory. The anatomr 
of the vocal tract and observa.tions of the tongue, lips, etc. 
furnish the primary data base for these theories. Acoustic 
measurements and perceptual considerations derived from the 
constraints of auditory perception have a secondary role in 
these traditional theories. The physical corr elate of a feat
ure is usually a particular articulatory maneuver, e. g., 
+Hi~h Ton~e. Features nre often related to the activity of 
a s1.ngle 1.solnted muscle, e. g., the constriction of the leva
tor veli-palatini muscle is presumed to be the musculnr corre
late of the feature state -Nasal. Recent advances in our 
lmowledge of both speech production and speech perception 
show that these theories are desriptively inadequate and 
that functional, i. e., physiologic principles may instead 
structure phonetic feature theories. 

Physiology is the science which treats the activity of 
the body in terms of function. The prinaple of Acoustic Stab
ilit~, which follows from K. N. Steven's computer-implemented 
studies, relates articulatory maneuvers ~o their perceptually 
significe~t acoustic consequences. Certa~n articulat ory con
figurations yield sounds that don't chang~ when the . s~eaker 
is sloppy and makes small errors. The vowels /a/, / 1./, and 
/u/ are +Stable and hence have a 4rcater signalling value 
than -Stable vowels like /I/ and /U/. The principle thus 
explains why these vowels occur more frequently in hum~n 
languages. The principle of Acoustic Stability also pr7dicts 
the nresence of four regions for consonantal articulat1.ons 
that ~ appear to be universal in scope. We will discuss this 
principle and a second one, Determinateness, which involves 
the relationship between an acoustic pattern and particular 
underlying articulatory configurations. The vowels /i/ and 
/u/, for example, are +Determinate. The formant patterns that 
specify these vowels can be related to particular vocal tra

1
ct 

shapes. This is not the case for -Determinate vowels like .I/ 
or/~/. The articulatory specifications of these vowels g1.ven 
by traditional phonetic theories are meaningless. These two 
physiologic principles which, among other principles, ~truc
ture the nholt«ltic feature matrix will be illustrated va th 
data drawn from recent cineradiographic. and acoustic studies 
of Perkell Ladefoged, Gay and others. The data demonstrate 
that (1) phonetic features have a physiologic basis that is 
at once more abstract and more meaningful than traditional 
notions of relevent physical correlates, and (2) that the 
"firm foundation" of traditional phonetics is a quicksand. 

0 1"1 

LIGHT [MON AFT :2 ] 

of the Tonogenesis Theory 

Hatisoff (1973) has expanded into a coherent theory of tone origin in 'mono
Uabic 1 languages a proposal originated by Haudricourt (1954) . The tono

synesis theory proposes that tones develop in languages like Thai, Vietnamese, 
~inese, and m!lny Tibeto-Burm!ln languages when the canonical sha pe of the 
,egmental-level syllable is reduced, or when the number of f illers of a 
anonical slot is lessened by the loss of whole classes of segments. Simul-

neous with such loss, nondistinc tive features associated with the lost 
:gment(s) become distinc~ive suprasegmental features. Thus, pre-Vietnamese 
final *-h and *-1 respect1~e~y led to falling and rising tone~ , ~nd ~he merger 
of voiced and voiceless in1t1a1 stops in Chinese led to two d 1st1nct1ve tone 
registers in many d ia lee ts. 

Important for the understanding of linguistic change through time are 
several implications of the tonogenesis theor y. 

1) Matisoff's 'tone proneness', which leads to an overly small se gmental 
syllable inventory and thus produces tones, requires a phonological descrip
tion. It is proposed that the phonological impetus to syllable reduction is 
the development of strong sequence structure constraints via historical 
.ergers and losses. These constraints prohibit most combinations of phones, 
and the language has no room to develop segmentall y. Examples f r om Chinese . 

2) The replacement of segmental distinctions by tonal dis t inctions gives 
credence to one type of functional load argument because in the ca se of tones , 
recognition of distinctiveness does not rest on an immeasurable quantita t i ve 
hypothesis concerning the relative usefulness of gi ven phonemes (such as t ha t 
refuted by King 1967), but on a clearly observable development of canonical 
category to replace a lost canonical category. 

3) Understanding tonogenesis as the repla cemen t of one category by ano t her 
opens the way for recognizing a tendency toward s the preservation of c ri tica l 
mterial in compensatory linguistic change . While this tendency underli es the 
intuitive understanding that too much homophony render s a langua ge confusing , 
the determination of the minimum number of s yllable posit i ons i n a gi ven 
langua ge is measurable whereas the measurement of the importance of given 
phonemic distinctions is at be s t frought wi t h dif f iculty . 

4) The notion of 'dri f t' (Sapir 1921), which is the apparentl y strong 
tendency of a given langua ge to change in one direction rather t han another, 
lll!ly be explained as the result of a general ' conspiracy ' be t ween s uch elemen t s 
as sequence constraints, morphnlogica 1 c harac teris tics, and the ident if ia bil
ity (or nonidentifiability) of a phonological and s ynt actic word in a gi ven 
language. 

S) Various proposals ove r the past thirty years to i nterpret t ones se gmenta l 
.ly should be applied in the context of given t ypol ogies and sta ge s of lan gua ge 
development. Thus, for the strict monosyllabic t ype (e. g. Cantonese) where 
virtually all s yllables have distinctive, seldom varying tones, the tradition 
al Chinese treatment of tones as a sepa rate categor y o f const itue nt i s r ea son
Able. But f or tone sandhi types (e.g. Shanghai), t he anal ys i s of t ones as a 
segmentnl-level constituent may be preferable. 
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Spanish Possessive Constructions 

There exists in Spanish a special construction which makes use 
pronouns to express 'possession' or 'part-of' relationship . The 
example, without a clitic pronoun, is ungrammatical: 

(1) *Lavo mis manos 'I wash my hands' 
!-wash my hands 

The grammatical version being (2), which contrasts with (3) by bearing 
definite article in the Direct Object noun phrase: 

(2) Me lavo las manos 'I wash my hands' 
!-wash me the hands 

(3) *Me lavo mis manes 

The construction in question is commonly described in grammar books aa 
'extended ' use of the definite article to express possession. It will be 
gued that this view is basically misleading and an analysis is proposed 
tead wherein this type of construction is not exceptional but rather 
from application o f a ~eneral rule of clitic formafion to double-object 
tures. Thus, it is claimed that the form of this construction results 
the same operation that places a clitic pronoun before the main V in 
with direct and indirect objects . Compare (4) and (S) below: 

(4) Le dio un beso ala muchacha 'He gave a kiss to the girl' 

(5) Le toe~ la cara a la muchacha 'He touched the girl's face' 

The difference between (4) and (5) - and (2)- is a matter of Deep 
in the former the VP has two independent object NPs, as in (6), while 
latter the VP has an 'NP-Prep-NP' Direct Object, as in (7): 

(6) (7) 

v NP 

The structure in (7) provides the appropiate configuration to be 
i n terms of 'possession' or 'part-of' relationship between the two NPs 
ing th~ main V, which makes the use of the definite determiner before the 
first NP not exceptional, but quite normal. 

A. MCCAWLEY {MON MORN :l} 

It is well-known that certain aspects of syntax are determined b1 the 
~ .. ,e1rsiCntL.l. relationships among the participants of the communication, For 

consider the following English example. 

) 'Have you seen1 ( al my wife 1 
( b Shirley ~ , Peter? 
(c your Mum 
(d Auntie Shirley 

the relationships between the speaker, Shirley's husbe.nd,arxl Peter and 
their relationships to the Jrd person, Shirley, are precisely reflected 

the syntactic form used to refer to Shirley , And quite importantly, the 
is far from arbitrary, Any adequate theory of language must account 

this interesting phenomenon, In this paper I shall discuss the principles 
the use of personal pronouns in Japanese, I owe a lot to the 

lt'B"""'''& 0 bserva tions made by Suzuki Ta.kao ( 19'73, Langua.ge and Culture) , 
~ position is not quite the same as his, At the same time, this 

will be a direct critique of Kuno's remarks on the personal pronouns in 
, In his The Structure of the Japanese Language (p,17-18), Kuno m&in

the following! 

Japanese lacks authentic thizd person pronouns. In colloquial speech, 
1n which there are many levels of first person arrl second person pronouns 
used, no third person pronouns are used. Where English would use he, she 
it, they, Japanese would either (i) have no overt forms, ( 11) have attri
lUte nouns such as titles, or (iii) have full-fledged noun phrases. 
Jxamples of type ( i) have been given in (34), Examples of type ( 11) and 
(111) follOW! 
(J6) a, Tanaka-sensei ga ir&ssyat-tara., sensei ni tanomoo. 

teacher come-have-when teacher to ask 
'When Teacher Tanaka has come, (I ) will ask the teacher, ' 

b , Tanaka-sensei ga irassyat-tara., Tanaka-sensei ni tanomoo, 
"When Teacher Tanaka ha.s come, (I) will ask Teacher Tanaka. ' 

c. Tanaka ga kitara., aitu ni tanomoo, 
that-~y 

'When Tanaka has come, (I) will ask (lit) that guy,' 
In the speech and writing of educated apanese, on the other hand, what 
can be called thizd person pronouns do appear. They are ka.re 'he' • ~ 
!12 'she', kare-ra. 'they', and kanozyo-ra. 'they (female)• •••• Since these 
foras di s play peculiarities that are very similar to those of English 
personal pronouns, they could justifiably be called pronouns. 

, I shall demonstrate that if Kuno's (1)-(iii) are proper tests for non
icity of pronounhood in Japanese, then it will follow that there is no 

thing as personal pronouns in Japanese, For (i)-(iii) are more or less 
applicable to both lst and 2nd person pronouns like ~ 'I (mal e 

)•, wa.takushi '!(neutral)', anata 'you', etc. Secondly, if~ 'he 
kano.1o 'she' are indeed the forms which appear 'in the speech arrl writing 

educated Japanese•, then (J6a)• ought to be a goods, which is not. 
(J6a)' *Tanaka-sensei ga ira.ssyat-tara, kare/kanojo ni tanomoo, 

he she 
lhall demonstrate that just like 1st and 2nd person pronouns,the use of ~ 

and ka.noxro'she' is strictly governed by the principles which reflect 
inter-personal rela.tian.ships between the speaker, the addressee arrl the 

I shall argue that they could be justifiably be called pronouns 
for this reason and not because they 'display peculiarities that 

very similar to those of English personal pronouns. 
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On the Structure of the Internal Lexicon 

This paper examines two general Views of the internal lexicon. First 
Independent Unit hypothesis is considered, whereby complex vords (eg ' " 
are stored as independent units in the brain and are generated as fully 1nte .. 
grated units in natural speech production (by means of rather simple mecha .. 
n1sms). Second, a Derivational hypothesis is considered, whereby the intel'Qal, 
lexicon contains the underlying morphological components of words such as 
DECISION and MUI'ATION plus rules for combining these components {DECIDE+ 101 
MUl'ATE+ ION) and for altering consonants, vowels and stress in the Productto:a 
of such words. 

These hypotheses are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Indeed, 
is presented which favors both hypotheses ie. that words may be stored both 
independent units and as morphological components. First, speakers are able 
produce rhymes for derivatives such as DECISION (eg REVISION, PRECISION) even 
though the base forms (DECIDE, REVISE, PRECISE) do not rhyme. This ability 
would not be expected under the hypothesis that ~ the base and affixes ot 
complex words are stored in the internal lexicon-rarong with alternation~} 
Moreover reaction times in this rhyming task do not vary with derivational 
complexity. Derivational complexity refers to the number of phonological dif
ferences between a derivative and its base, and is assumed to reflect (as a 
first approximation) the complexity of the phonological operations required to 
form a derivative from its base. For example, DECIDE - DECISION is a more 
complex derivation than CONCLUDE - CONCLUSION because of the additional opera
tions for vowel alternation. However, reaction times for rhyming low com
plexity derivatives {eg CONCWSION - CONFUSION) were found to be no faster thai 
for rhyming otherwise similar high complexity derivatives (eg DECISION
REVISION). This finding suggests that complex words may be stored and refer
enced as phonological units in this task. 

On the other hand, an analysis of a very large corpus of German and 
English speech errors supported the Derivational hypothesis, indicating that 
stems and affixes must also be separately stored in the internal lexicon and 
that complex words are produced by means of phonological alternation rules 
(at least for some words and some speakers some of the time) • Moreover, a 
series of experiments on the preception and production of low frequency, com
plex nouns of Latinate origto{eg DECISION) and high frequency, complex verbs 
of Anglo-Saxon origin (eg KEPr) provided further support for the Derivational 
hypothesis. In the production experiments, subjects were acoustically pre
sented with verbs (eg DECIDE) which they had to nominalize as fast as possible 
In these experiments reaction times and error probabilities did vary with 
derivational complexity ie. high complexity derivatives such-a5 DECISION gave 
more errors {eg DECIDEMENT) and longer reaction times than low complexity 
derivatives such as CONCLUSION. The form of the errors also supported the 
Derivational hypothesis and suggested that different phonological operations 
for the same stem are to some extent independently specified in ongoing speech 
production processes. In the preception experiments, subjects heard either 
real words ( derivatives such as DECISION and CONCIUSION) or nonwords ( dumny 
words such as REVENTION or REACTMENT) and simply pressed keys as rapidly as 
possible to indicate whether the stimuli were words or nonwords. Reaction 
times and error probabilities were higher for derivationally complex nouns 
(eg DECISION) than for derivationally simpler ones {eg CONCLUSION). These 
findings support the Derivational hypothesis and indicate that speakers may 
analyze complex words in terms of their morphological components in a percep
tual task that does not necessitate such analysi~Apparently complex words 
are stored in more than one way in the internal lexicon and the preception 
and production of derivates may involve complex rule governed processes as 
well as simple read-out mechanisms. 

L. MALSCH {SUN AFT:l] 

clauses and Quasi-clauses : VSO Order in Old English -
In stylistically unmarked sentences of OE, the surface order of 

.. in clauses is typically SVO while that of subordinate clauses is 
typically SOV. Several recent studies have attempted to select and 

10tivate an underlying word order from one of the surface orders or 
fr~ an abstract VSO order. In spite of these efforts, the issue, as 
postal (1974) states, remains unsettled. In this paper, evidence is 
offered which supports an underlying VSO order for OE. As argued exten
sively, e.g. McCawley 1970, Postal 1974, SVO order can be derived from 
VSO (or SOV) order, and thus the choice reduces to SOV or VSO. In 
arRuing for the latter order, the consequences of adopting a verb-final 
rule (VFi) to generate derived SOV structures in subordinate clauses are 
compared with those of adopting a verb-fronting rule (VFr) to generate 
derived SVO structures in main clauses. (OE data is utilized precisely 
because such a comparison is not possible in Modern English.) The choice 
between underlying orders for OE is thus made in terms of the choice 
between two putative verb movement transformations. 

On the basis of data typically considered, i.e. sentences with one 
level of embedding and sentences with modal auxiliaries, both hypotheses 
(VSO order with VFi and SOV order with VFr) appear to be equally adequate 
solutions. There are, however, certain more complex sentences which vio
late the generalization that embedded clauses have surface SOV order : 

(1) Ic wat ~et he wile ~et ic pem cyninge ~et land selle. 

'I know that he wants that I the king the land give. 1 

Here the verb is not clause final if the clause itself contains an S node. 
lf this S is trun~ed, however, e.g. by Equi-NP Deletion, then the verb 
of the first embedded S does appear in clause final position: 

(2) Ic wat pet he ~et pem cyninge pet land sellan wile. 

Such sentences furnish clear motivation for the selection of VFi and 
hence the VSO order. Specifically, while (1) contains a full 'clause', 
(2) contains only a 'quasi-clause', defined in Postal 1974 as a comple
ment clause where the subject NP has been removed by Equi-NP Deletion 
or Raising. 'Clause' and 'quasi-clause' appear necessary to correctly 
constrain a variety of syntactic phenomena, e.g. Wh-Q Movement and 
Complex NP Shift, and thus have independent motivation. Discriminating 
between (1) and (2) on this basis requires little modification of VFi: 
a 'clause' boundary, but not a weaker 'quasi-clause' boundary, blocks 
its operation. (If all rightward movement rules are bounded and clause
internal then~ modification is required,) On the other hand, VFr 
~ !22!r over a 'clause' boundary and must be blocked by a 'quasi
clause' boundary. But this is inconsistent with other relevant syntac
tic phenomena, all of which are sensitive only to a full 'clause' 
boundary. We thus conclude that VFi is consistent with known restric
tions on other syntactic processes while VFr is not. On this basis 
we can conclude that the correct underlying word order of OE is VSO 
and not SOV, 



ROBERT MAY 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Observations on the Semantics of Time Modifiers 

~ brief analysis of two time modifiers in English, yet 
?nc still, is presente~. Sentences of the form ( l) and-rt) 
arP ?.1scussed. The crooer intP-rpretations of such sE:ntences 

(l)a uerry and Della haven't gotten marr i ed yet 
b ~r Jones qave us yet another problem to do 

(2) John still hasn't run a mile in under four 
minutes 

is obtained by associating an expression (over which t ru th 
values are determined) with\inductive games of a special 
sort. The sentences in (1) differ from that in (2) in 
that the latter involves a relationship which has tradition
ally been called 'semantic presupposition', while t he 
former sentences do not. It is shown that yet contributes 
to the meaning of sentences like (1) in a non-tr uth 
functional fashion. Associated with this distinction 
are distinct oames Presupposition and Expectation. The 
characteristic differences of the two games 1s discusse~ 
and it is noteo that in the former a value results after 
a finit8 number of moves, while in the latter t hArP P~~ 
infinitely many possible moves. These games will be 
very much like intensional functions (from indices to 
extPnsion~) but have certain advantaqes, especia lly wi t h 
reoard to the identification of individuals across worlds. 
The ultimate difference in the interpretation of sentences 
like (1) ond (2) is laid at the door of epistP-mological 
consid~rations as to what we can actu~lly know (and hence 
nr~suppos~ to exist) and that which we can only poss i bly 
know (but which we can expect to know at some future 
time ,) Both of these notions express an attitude towards 
th~t knowl~dge; alternatively, they can be thou ght of 
as admissability conditions to those worlds in which that 
knowledge i s actualized. 

{SAT MORN :4] 

for Never-will-be-linguists 

Most practitioners in such fields as language teaching, remedial 
reading, speech pathology and so on are not and will never be linguists. 
such non-linguists need different learning experiences in linguistics 
than do future linguists. Linguistic theor y, linguistic fact, and 
linguistic practice do have a lot to offer such professionals, but the 
ideas and approaches of the field must be made accessible t o them as 
much on their terms as on ours. 

In introducing applied linguistics to such students, several basic 
truths must be faced: there is never enough time in their courses of 
study to do full justice to the fiel d, they are frequently fearful of lin
guistics and particularly of its formalism, and t hey are necessarily 
practical people with problems they have to so lve tomorrow even if the full 
truth is not yet available about the nature of deep structure or t he pas
sive transformation. The goals of linguistics i nstruction for such pro
fessionals, therefore, must be primarily that of exciting t hem about the 
potential insights linguistics can provide them for their work as well as 
to enable them to learn enough linguistics so that they can begin to make 
their own way in the linguistic and applied linguistic literatures . 

The tentative conc lusions of the paper are based on f ive years of 
experience teaching such students. They include the necessity of learning 
theory in the context of practice, using linguistic insights as a way of 
criticizing current practice in their field, and treating linguistic 
theories in their broadest contexts including the social concerns of Labov 
and Hymes and the psychological insights of Miller and Brown as well as the 
theories and disputes surrounding the work of Noam Chomsky. Since most 
of their fields have been heavily dominated by behavioral-empiric i s t 
theories of learning, the paper will also discuss how such a course can 
help to re-orient such practitioners to a new view of both the creative 
processes of normal language use and of the active ro l e of the learner 
in his own linguistic and cognitve development. 



D. GARY MILLE:R 

U Florida 

Was Grassmann's Law Reordered in Greek? 

In his dissertation and recently in Sebeok's Current Trends volume (11. 
115-34 [1973]) 7 Paul Kiparsky has argued that Grassmann's Law (GL) was re
ordered in Greek. Without disputing reordering as a type of l anguage 
change7 I will argue that GL was not reordered, for ~he followin~ reasons : 

(1) Five of Kipar sky ' s six exampl es for the or1ginal order10g are 
either ambiguous or admit of better etymologies or other explanations, 
leaving one word (de! sa ' slime') that is potentially an unambiguous case 
for Kiparsky's alleged reordering. 

{2) I t is doubtfUl that on the basis of an ostensible alternation 
*dr~pho (ultimatel y tr~pho 'I nourish') : fut . thr~pso speakers of Greek_ 
would construct underlying representations as highly abstract as / dhrebh+o/: 
/dhrebh+s+o/ (with voiced aspirates that appe~r nowh~re on th; surface.af
ter aspirate devoicing) enabling GL to apply 1n the unmarked order w1th 
respect to aspirate devoicing. Kiparsky's own alternation conditi on for 
recoverability is not met. 

(3) In contrast with the one or two words that Kiparsky's reordering 
can potentially expl ain, there are no l ess than fifteen (with better ety
mologies than Kiparsky' s few) which he ca.nnot explain because t~ey enter 
into no alternations, e.g. pakhus 'thick', ~khus 'arm', kephale 'head', 
tuphl6s 'blind' 7 penther6s 'father-in-l aw', p{t)os 'win2 j~r', te!khos 
'wall', t~phra 'ashes ' , kh'sios 'good' (Hesych. , puthmen base, founda
tion', and several more that I wil l defend. 

(4) Kiparsky wants to relate GL in Greek and Sanskrit because of its 
'unnaturalness' . But I will show that GL had to follow a postn~sal deaspi
ration process in Greek, cf . *dhingl1Mo -+ *dhingMo ~ thinf#no 'touch'; 
Kiparsky falsely predicts that GL should apply firs t, giving *dinglno; simi
larly he falsel y predicts *bhUndh- ak- ~ *bUndhak- --. *bUndaks, and has no 
way t~ get the correct outputs pUndaks 'bottom', thing~~ 'touch'~ Since 
postnasal deaspiration was a Greek innovation and GL must follow 1t, this 
renders the independence of GL in Greek and Sanskrit highly probable. More
over it is not clear that GL is 'unnatural ' {cr. Mor ris Halle, bg. 49.928 
(1973]) . Parallels fran Nyamweze ( 'Dahl's Law' ) , Hebrew, and Mara thi are 
adduced, and it is suggested that it is no accident that the only two IE 
dialects that retained the 'voiced aspirates' as aspir at es (Greek and San
skrit) put constraints on their occurrence, and, crucially, not always in 
the same way . 

{5) Kiparsky makes no attempt to deal with the historically attested 
facts about GL in Greek, such as diaspirate forms like Lac., Thess., Locr. 
thethm6s, Cret. th~ai, and dialect alternants tethm6s/thesm6s 'law', 
~tUkhe 'fate, luck ' which presuppose ~airly l ate diaspira~e f?rms . 
Contrary to the assumpti on of Schwyzer, LeJeune, and others, d1asp1rate 
forms in the earliest inscriptions are not 'sporadic' or 'late assimil a
tions ' . An examination of the inscriptions reveal s that GL appl i ed before 
500 in West Greek, around the 6th cent. in Attic, between 550 and 425 in 
Boeotian, and Cumaean Ioni c has no instance of GL in the early 
inscriptions . 

The inescapable conclusion is that GL was not reordered in Greek. It 
was added to the grammar within the historical period. 

pAfRICIA DONEGAN MILLER 

(}hioSU 

southern Discomfort 

[SUN AFT:2] 

When carefully analyzed fran diachronic and synchronic points of view, 
certain fa~liar sound-shifts raise serious questions about our assumptions 
regarding the organization and change of phonological syst ems. Of t he exam
ples I cite, the least comforting is the s outhern vowel shift, carried out 
11108t fully in the Appalachians, where it includes the following substituticasa 

(1) ~ -J- a: axampleJ llide 
(2) a!t -+ a~ bad 
(3) a'Sl .. aet loud 
(4) :ll ~ a~ saw 
(5) O!l .. ~• oil 

(I have omitted detail8 here.) Although t he order (1, ••• ,5) correctly de
scribes tha synchronic facts, t he relative chronology of these substituti ons, 
on the evidence of earlier studies and currently co-existing dialects , seems 
to have be<m I (1, 5), II (2, 4), III (,3). 

First, this shift challenges the • push/pull' theory of chain shifts 
(:tartinet, Labov et al. ) Since the chain is f orged from 1 ts ends t o i :ba 
middle, neither 'pushing' nor 'pulling' explains the changes and their 
chronology. Second, the shift provides a clear counterexample to Kiparsky's 
~theses of rule order, particularly the pri nciple of minimization of 
opacit,y, since each successi vely added rule produces surface except ions to 
previous rules. 

Third, the shift presents a dilemma, f orcing us t o choose between t wo 
;;enerally accepted assur.L)ti cns about ;>honology. I f we assume that r ulas 
Dperate in st;..·ict sequence, t hen ;.1e r-ust abandon t he assumption t hat rules 
are maximally general. The diphthongization process res;>onsi ble f or eubeti
bltions (2') and (4) is inserted, not only in the middle of t he grammar, 
but between the subparts of another rule--the monophthongization process 
resnonsible for substitut!OOs (1) and'1>). Furthermore, a new monophthong
izaiion (J) is inserted between the subparts of t he dipht hongization rule 
(2, 4), and separate fran the previous monophthongizati ons (1, .5 ) which it 
parallels in form and motivation. Conversely, i f we esume t hat rul es are 
118Ximally general, we mwst abandon the assumpt ion that they appq in stri ct 
sequence, because the correct outputs can be obtained fran t he generalized 
rules (1, 3, .5) and (~, 4) only by applying them simultaneously. 

The explanation of such shifts, and the resolution of the theoretical 
problems they pose, require us to distinguish between two opposing forces 
1n the organizet ion and change of phonological s,ystamst first, the phonetic 
forces responsible for the individual links of t he chain, and second, the 
lexical forces responsible for the arrangement of t he links into a system 
that produces the lee.st hanophony. My paper concludes w1 th an elucidation 
of the interplay of these forces. 
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GARY MILSARK 

Temple U 

Properties, Quantification, and There-insertion 

[SAT AFT:J] 

The following two Reneralizations about English exis
tential sentences are encountered frequently in the trans
formational literature. 

A, "Definite" hP are excluded from existential sentences, 
as in (2), 

(1) There were people shouting. 
(2) *There were the people shouting. 
B, The otherwise rather general rule of there-insertion 

which is hypothesized to derive existential sentences by the 1 

movement of the subject ~P rightward over an occurrence of be, 
is blocked in predicational sentences, Thus, (4) cannot be-
derived from (3) by the process which derives (l) from (5}, 

( J) I•1any people are tall, 
(4) *There are many people tall. 
(5) People were shoutin~. 

The restriction aea i nst ther~-insertion in predicational sen
tences is itself not fully Reneral, however; while (4) is 
deviant, (6) is acceptable, althour.h it differs from (4) only 
in the choice of a different adjectival predicate, 

(6) There were many people sick. 
'rhe present paper at empts t o show first that the nature 

of restriction A has beer. mi sunderst ood, and second, that when 
restriction A is more accurately charact erized, it may be 
combined with certain independent observations about the 
hehavior of property-denoting predicates like !All to construct 
a semantic explanation of restriction B, The account is in 
sharp contrast to previous treatments, which have either ienored 
t~e problem of restrict ion B or attempted unsuccessfully to 
explain it by syntactic means. First, examples are given which 
show that "definite", to the extent that it is a coherently 
defined notion at all, is insufficently general to characterize 
the ran~e of NP excluded in sentences like (2), and that re
striction A is really a restriction on quantification. Next, it 
is shown that adjectival predicates like sick, which occur in 
existentials, are semantically distinguishable from those like 
tall, which do not, in that the latter denote properties while 
the former denote states. It is then shown that property 
predicates impose certain restrictions on the quantificational 
structure of their subject NP, and that these restrictions are 
loPically incompatible with those imposed on the I.P of exis
tential sentences by restriction A, This non-intersection of 
requirements on the NP predicts that no property-denoting 
predicates should occur in existential sentences, which is 
exactly restriction B, 

HARVEY MINKOFF 

8unter c 

Qa the Concepts Text Style and Language Style 

{SUN AFT:4] 

since "style" may be seen as an author's characteristic 
pattern of linguistic choices (Ohmann 1958, 1962; Gleason 
1965), it is essential to know what options are presented 
by the resources of the language (Halliday 1964; Gleason 
1965) and by the requirements of the. text--the field of 
discourse (Spencer and Gregory 1964). Concerning the re
sources of the language, though it has long been common
place for "literary" stylistics to label whole languages 
either hypotactic or paratactic, some very detailed syn
tactic studies both support (Nichols 1964a) and attack 
(Andrew 1940) the contention that Old English is para
tactic (Chambers 1932; Gordon 1966; Bennett 1971). But 
little is said about field of discourse. 

Two treatments by Elfric of the same biblical narra
tives illustrate the syntactic influence exerted by the 
requirements of the subject matter: sections of the ~ 
tateuch are literal translations of the Latin source 
(Nichols 1964b) while the parallel passages in the Catho-
1!£ Homilies range from translation to paraphrase; yet 
the percentage of hypotaxis and parataxis in all three 
versions of the narratives--both Old English texts and 
the Latin--are almost identical; in contrast, the exposi
tory prefaces to the Old English works are simi lar to 
each pther but different from the narratives in this re
spect. Clearly, hypotaxis and parataxis are as much 
functions of!!!! style as of language style. 



ROCKY V, MIRANDA [MON MORN: 2] 

u Minnesota, Minneapolis 

Is Naturalness a Natural Criterion in Synchronic Phonology? 

In the literature on natural phonological rules, the rules that reflect 
phonetic processes or 'sound changes' in anundistorted form are considered 
natural and the rules that reflect the original phonetic processes in a dis
torted form unnatural. Thus, (1) would be considered natural and (2) 
unnatural: 

1. k --) ~ I 

2. ~ --) k I 

(Rule (2) is found in Sanskrit. It is known to have originated as (1) and to 
have assumed the distorted form (2) due to later developments.) 

The distinction is, undoubtedly, of interest to the historical phonologist, 
who is interested in finding out how phonological developments come about. But, 
is it a legitimate distinction in synchronic phonology? Assuming that the goal 
of the synchronic phonologist is to characterize the speaker's knowledge of the 
phonology of his language, the distinction between natural and unnatural rules 
can be maintained in synchronic phonology only if it is part of the speaker's 
knowledge of his language. The distinction between phonetically conditioned 
rules and such 'unnatural' rules as morphologized rules must be obvious to the 
speaker. But, can he discriminate between natural and unnatural phonetically 
conditioned rules? It was reported by Ohala (1972) that in his experimental 
studies subjects did not discriminate between (1) and (3) in terms of learning 
difficulty: 

3. k --> ~ I 

This does not show that they do not have a knowledge of such a distinction. 
But if they did discriminate between (1) and (3) that would have provided some 
positive evidence. And, to my knowledge, no such positive evidence is avail
able. 

Linguists might have an intuitive feeling that (1) is natural and (2) 
as well as (3) are unnatural. But, what is the basis of their intuition? 
They acquire the knowledge as to what sorts of things are common, uncommon, or 
unknown in language structure or in historical developments in the course of 
their linguistic training. 

One might question that if the speaker cannot discriminate between (1) 
and, say, (3) then why does he add rules like {1) but not rules like (3)? 
This question presupposes that the speaker's knowledge is involvea in rule 
addition. There are historical developments such as analogical changes in 
which the speaker's knowledge is, in fact, involved. However, there is 
strong evidence that rule addition is the result of phonetic factors, articu
latory and acoustic. The great majority of sound changes, assimilatory and 
dissimilatory, make sense only in terms of the way our articulatory organs 
operate. Are such phonetic processes part of a speaker's knowledge? There 
is no reason to believe that the speaker must 'know' them in any sense any 
more than he must know his internal digestive processes in order to digest 
his food. 

!X)NNA JO NAPOLI [MON AFT:S] 

chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Reflexivization Across S Boundaries in Italian: Semantic Conditions on a 

~ntactic Process 

Reflexivization in Italian, as in English, is obligatory 
and observes the clausemate condition. However, in many 
varieties of Italian one finds reflexive pronouns whose 
antecedent is not a clausemate and which freely alternate 
with nonreflexive pronouns, as in (l)a 

(1) La donna. lascia che io giaccia presso di sei/leii. 
'The womani allows that I lie near herselfi/heri. 

Let us call the rule responsible for these optional 
reflexive pronouns REF. 

In Latin a rule like REF existed, allowing a reflexive 
pronoun to appear when its antecedent was in a higher clause 
provided that "the subordinate clause expresses the thou~ht 
of the subject of the main clause" (Hale ~nd Buck ~1903!>· 
Italian has considerably narrowed the env~ronment ~n wh1ch 
REF may apply. Thus we find thata 

(a) only objects of prepositions (not including the 
dative marker) may be reflexivized. 

(b) the antecedent of the NP to be reflexivized must 
be the subject of its clause, 

(c) the verb of the clause the reflexive pronoun 
appears in must be in the subjunctive mood, 

(d) the predicate of the antecedent subject must 
express the emotional attitude of this subject to 
the statement or event of the lower clause, 

(e) REF is blocked if an NP which could possibly be 
understood as the antecedent intervenes between 
the pronoun and its actual antecedent. 

At first it appears that (a), (b), and (c) are.purely 
structural conditions, while (d) and (e) are semant1c o~es. 
(Note that (e) is similar to Grinder's (19?0) Inter~e~t1on 
Constraint for SuperEqui.) However, all ~hese c?nd1t1ons 
turn out to be semantic ones upon closer 1nspect1on. (a) and 
(b) both concern the role a given NP plays in the S and are 
consistent with principles established in the recent develop
ments in Relational Grammar. (c) concerns mood, an element 
that is semantically determined (as Saltarelli and Scaglione, 
independently, have proposed). 

REF is an important rule for prese~t lin~uists to ~on
sider since the semantic factors affectlng th1s syntact1c 
process are further evidence of the interlockine nature of the 
semantic and syntactic components of the grammar. 
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The Social Origin of Pidginization 

Fron the sociolinguistic point 
. of view the origins of 

p1dginization are not presently 
understood, although it has 

often been suggested that an attitude . 
superiority on the part f th of rac1al or cultural 

0 e group of h' h 
leads to a sort of baby-t lk b 1g er social status 

a ased destructuring of th 
superstrate language by its ow k e 

n spea ers. In this 
tion, we investigate the social atti connec-
tion that were current at th . tudes toward piginiza-

e t1Le of the origin f th 
Portuguese based pidgin that developed o e 
Af . in Europe and r.r 

r1ca as a result of the first d' nest 
th t 1rect contacts between 

e wo areas (15th - 16th centurie ) 
t' s • This pidgin is of 

par 1cu1ar in.portance because of the 
in the genesis of nearly all of central role it played 

the later European based 
pidgins through relexification. 

An investigation of primary 
sources indicates 

historical and literary 
that the relative social status of the 

participants, and their attitudes toward one 
irrelevant to another, were 

the use of pidginized speech. Cases are 
documented in Which this type of speech was used by in
feriors to superiors, by superiors to . f . 

1 1n er1ors and am 
equa s, cross-classifying with b , ong 
E use y Europeans to non-

uropeans, by non-Europeans to Europeans and an 
Examination of the diff . 'ong Europeans. 

erent1a1 behavior of h 
an important 16th century pia i a c aracter in 
of difficulty of cotauu . t. Y n several distinct contexts 

,. n1ca 1on shows that th 
force for th . . . e r .. otivating 

e use of P1dg1n1zation was an atten . 
tate understanding i d ~t to facil1-

, n ependently of social standi 
attitudes Th . . ng or 

• us, 1t 1s concluded that, at least in th 
case studied, pidginization does not depend . e 
upon · 1n any way 

assumpt1on of superiority by the h' h 
when th 1g er class, even 

e social situation is clearly defined. 

GEOFFREY NUNBERG 

citY U New York 

~e Semantics of Parenthetical Verbs 

[SAT MORN: 3} 

This paper deals with the semantics of a set of English verbs expressing 
propositional attitudes, among them believe, assume, suppose, ~. and !!!!!!,
~· When used non-assertively, to 'orient' the hearer towards an assertion, 
these verbs may suffer some attenuation of seu.antic co;tf. .:nt; the speaker of 
(1), for example, does not nec~~ssarily represent that the proposition ex
pressed by the comt•lement is true, but merely that he tuinks it likely: 

1. The night i z chilly and dark, I believe. 
Insofar as this parenthetical reading is accessible only for certain persons, 
tenses and aspects, and only when certain speech-act conditions have been ful
filled, it seems reasonable to argue that the parenthetical reading is derived 
from the literal reading by a Gricean implicature, but in order to do this, 
ve must be able to show some direct relation between literal and parenthetical 
uses. Previous treatments have denied the existence of such a relation, how
ever: Urmson ( 1952) calls the relaticn between the senses "unsystematic"; 
~hing \1972) suggests that the parenthetical verbs must be eiven separate 
lexical entries; and Hooper and Thompson (1973) call the parenthetical senses 
•practically meaningless." 

It is argued that a systematic relation does obtain between literal and 
parenthetical uses of these verbs, and ti.at the latter are in fact the conse
quence,; of conversational implicatures. For example, we customarily say th"t 
we believe that S when we have good direct evidence for S; we suspect that s, 
on the basis of clues; imagine that S, in t tle absence of evidence; and assume 
that S, when we wish to acknowlege the possibility that t . .ings migl.t be other
wise. When t nese verbs are used parenthetically, they remain thus distinct: 

2. l.fary said that s, I believe (suspect, : magine, assume) 
If believe is used in (2), we may infer that the speaker heard what Nary said, 
albeit imperfectly, or that he has other direct evidence bearing on what she 
said; if suspect, that he is basing his assertion on some indirect clue; if 
imagine, that he has no direct evidence for what riary said; if assume, that 
he thinks it likely that MRry said S, but is willing to entertain evidence 
to the contrary. The same distinction is evident in (3): 

3. You're tired, I imagine (suspect, ?believe) 
the oddness of believe arising from the impossibility of having direct evidence 
for someone else's internal state. Similar evidence is presented for a number 
of such verbs; it is suggested that the choice of one or another parenthetical 
is based on a number of discourse factors, such as the speaker's evidence 
for an assertion, his estimation of the hearer's knowlege of the truth of 
the assertion and attitude towards the assertion, and whether the evidence 
for the as sertion is equally accessible to the hearer. It is fu~·ther argued, 
after Urmson, that there exists a systematic relation between the use of 
parenthetical verbs and sentence adver,,~ like evidently and apparently. 
Finally, it is suggested that ex~1ination of the semantics of the parenthe
tical uses of these verbs may provide a basis for a description of the 
semantics of their literal meanings. 



LINDA J. NORMAN [SUN AF7':l] 

Indiana u 

On the Semantic Irrelevance of Grammatical Relations 

In The Philosop~ ot La~&e (J.J. Katz, 1966), Katz presents tor.a1 definitions of the-semantic notions of •analyticity•, •contradiction• and 'en. 
tailment 1 which make reference to the gra1111111tical relations Subject and Predi .. 
cate. He claims (p. 191) that the gralii!IBtical relations or his definitions re .. 
fer to deep structure rather than surface structure grammatical relations. 
This claim is signiticant in that the definitions which Kat~ gi'ves to cbarlcte, .. 
ize these semantic notions are correct, then they could be adduced as evidence 
to support a model or linguistic description which contains at least two dis .. 
tinct level.8 or gramnatical relations, a deep and a surface level1 such as tbat 
model presented in Aspects or the The0!7 ot Sl!tax (N. Chomsky 19oS). 

This paper will demonstrate that this position, held by Katz, Ch~IIJ 
and many other contemporary li~ts is incorrect, and that it is in fact 1a.. 
possible to characterize these semantic notions by Jlllld.ng reference to !5t 
single level or grammatical relations, either deep or surface. The arg'UIIIBnt 
proceeds as follows. Katz (p. 194) defines a sentence as analytic iff' the 
semantic reading or the Subject includes the semantic reading of the Predictte. 
While this 1B true at the level or deep structure but not surface structure tor 
aome ana~ic sentences, like (1), letk:owitz (1968) has shown that in other 
ana:cytic sentences, like (2) 1 this definition holds at the surface structure 
level only an:i not at the level or deep structure. 

(1) Horses are shod by ft:rriers. (from underlying 1f'aniera shoe 
•Horses are shod by people who shoe horses. 

(2) Buildings are built. (from underlying 'FRO builds buil~') 
-Things which are built are built. 

Further110re 1 this paper will show that thertt are some sentences which are 
ana~ic but for which Katz's definitions do not hold at !,.&level of S)'D
tactic structure: sentences like (3). 

(3) People make artifacts. 
•People make things which people make. 

In an Aspects-type model, there is no syntactic level at which ARTIFACT is the 
Subject ot sentence ( 3 )J therefore, Katz 18 detini tion ot analytic! ty cannot be 
correct. 

This paper will present a definition or analyticity which does not 
•ke reference to graDimatical relations at all -- that given in (4). 

(4) A proposition P is ana~ic on a reading Rp itr the reading RA 
or any argument A in P includea the reading or Rp minus the 
reading of RA. 

It will be shown that this definition or ana~icity, and the definitions of 
contradiction and entailment which are derivable trom it, are sufficient · c 
to characterize these basic seaantic notions in complex as well as simple 
sentences. It will therefore be concluded that the characterbation or theee 
sell8ntic properties as well as 1he other basic properties or BynolVJIJ', ambiguitf 
and anomaly' need not and carmot provide evidence for a level or grauaatical 
relJ&tions different from the level or surface structure. 

cHRISTINA BRATT PAULSTON and T .R. FEATHERINGHAM 

u Pittsburgh 

~quage and Social Class: Pronouns of Address in SWedish 

[MON MORN:l] 

This paper continues a previoos stu:ly of SWOOish pronouns of address. 

'!'he earlier paper examined address avoidance as an indication of cultural

political conditions of the social structure, in this case the dichotany 

be~ social class stratification arrl Social-Demxratic i deol ogy. The 

present paper presents further evidence for such an analysis and for the 

energence of a new form of address (du + no name, even when the name is 

~.) 

This paper further investigates the major variables (age , sex, person

ality, m:xxi, situation, etc.) which serve to influence choice of address (du, 

ni, 3rd person, in various canbinations with proper names arrl avoidance of 

address) as they correlate with social class. The data is represented in a 

flCM diagram rrcdel with hierarchies of decisions in an attanpt to shcM the 

relative inp:>rtance of these variables. 

The findings also include the discrepancy between external arrl internal 

institutional usage {IX>lice, tmiversity), the varied usage within institu-

tioos as it reflects social class (departrrent stores, the plblic transp:>rta

ti.al system in Stockholm} arrl, rrost interestingly, different rules of address 

between the upper arrl lCMer classes, partly for historical reasons. Both 

classes are unaware of this asymuetry which frequently leads to tension arrl 

lt\iscar;lrehension in camtunication. 

The data was collected during a five rronths' stay in SWeden by methods 

of participant-observation, interviews, questionnaires arxl archive work. 
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On Irony 

This paper deals with irooy as a figu f 
speech acts theory. It is intended to b re ot speech, in the framework or 
direct speech acts and to provide ~ a",:on ribution to the study of in
sian of rhetorical figures. a new ns~ht into the traditional discus-

The paper shows that irony presents two aspects : 
1} The speaker ostensibly violates the speaker• s 

condition (speech act theory). 
2) There is some disappointment expressed by the 

or provoked by him in the hearer. 

sincerity 

speaker 

The :first factor is common to specific kind 
to which irony is related. It remains the same s o:f speec~ acts such as wit 
tence. The second factor is s eci:fic in every kl.nd of ironic sen
in ironic statements, on the o~e hand ~ i~y and appear~ very differently 
pieces of advice, on the other. In statementir~~ic qu~tl.ons, requests and 
disappointment: he states what he woold not ~ik e spe er expresses his own 
is shown by some subjective device of e to be the case, and this 
tive value has to be interpreted as a ~:; se~!ence where an apparently posi
quests and pieces of advice the speak ~ra ve one. In questions, re
sona.l hearer in the case or' a piece ofe~ ~ce)ves the hearer (or an imper-
wants (request) or is tricked by a questi~n c~r' b wyhado dvoeics nboti hgeti what he e w c s not genuine. 

The difficulty to give a coherent description of ir 
fact that an ironic sentence can be a. st t ed any comes from the 
real disappointment a: ereo- YP phrase where not wit nor 
brilliant idea •" It ppearlanymob re, as with expressions like, "It was a 

• can a so e the case that th di 
or provoked is such that the wit dimension di e sappointment expressed 
be also mainly witty so that the di i sappears. Or the sentence can 
in those three cases the same mec~~ppo ~~t dimension fades away. lht 
basic to irony can be perceived evens~fw appear and the two factors 
the expression or the provocati~n of disa::~i:~~~s is put on wit or on 

Special attention is given t i i examples, to contrast cases of a. oe ron c statements, with French and English 
and of a. positive interpretation ~fj~rat~ve !~terpreta.tion of a positive form 
be ironic • Affirmative sentences r pe ora ve form. The latter can never 
where no irOny can appear either. a e also compared to negative sentences 

[MON MORN : 3] 

rnsei tute for Advanced Study and u Texas I Austin 

A problem in the Semantics of Adjectival and Adverbial Modification 
:.;.----

A large class of adjectives and adverbs have a meaning that depends in 

part on whatever expression they modify, as is illustrated by examples (1) and 

(2). 
(1) numbo was a small elephant but a large animal. 

(2) Teddy is whispering loudly but nevertheless vocalizing softly . 

several semanticists have proposed analyses that make the modifier's contribu

tion to the meaning of a modifier+head construction dependent on the meaning 

of the head. However, J. A. w. Kamp has pointed out that these proposals by 

generative grammarians (Bierwisch, Katz) and intensional logicians (Parsons, 

Thomason and Stalnaker) are descriptively inadequate because, for example, a 

different standard of bigness is relevant to (3a) than to (3b), a different 

standard of quickness to (4a) than to (4b). 

(3)(a) The fraternity brothers built a big snowman. 

(b) The three-year olds built a big snowman. 

(4)(a) The woman on crutches crossed Harvard Square quickly. 

(b) The woman on roller skates crossed Harvard Square quickly. 

The 'hidden parameter' in the meaning of big and quickly is not just a single 

reference class or property specified by the head that is modified; the meaning 

also depends on constituents not contained in the modifier+head construction. 

Procedural semantics is an important new tool in the kit of linguistic 

analysts which may unlock the meaning of the modifiers under consideration. It 

is clear that what counts as a big snowman in the case of sentence (3a) or (3b) 

depends on the size of snowman one would expect a fraternity or a group of 

children to build. These expectations have a more direct connection with the 

procedures by which one might verify (3a) and (3b) than with the truth

conditions of x is a big snowman for various values of ~; the procedures in

volve comparing an indicated production with an appropriately chosen set of 

past performances. In fact, for each sentence the procedural description of 

its meaning seems to contain a part that can be taken as the meaning of the 

modifier, making the modifier's force suitably relative to the intension of 

the whole sentence. This thesis is explored by discussing the procedural anal-

yses of a variety of sentences. 
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Complex Verbal Auxiliaries in English 

[NON MORN:J} 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that sentences 
such as (1), which would be assumed--in accordance with the lit
erature of the field, to date--to follow the analysis of (2) 
(cf. Rosenbaum (1967), Bresnan (1970}}, are in reality related 
in structure to (3): 

(l}(a) John has to teach Mary 
(b) John !! to teach Mary 

(2) John preferred to teach Mary 
(3}(a) John has taught Mary 

(b) John is teaching Mary. 

That is, we are suggesting that the underscored elements in (1) 
are not main verbs of sentences containing verbal complements but, 
rather, are auxiliary verbs (as adjoined by the particle to} and 
the sentences of (1) are not complex but simple sentences. 

In support of this assertion, observe that the sentences of 
(1} will not yield grammatical passives when subjected to the fac
torization of elements necessary to the passivization of (2): in 
effect, if (2) is factored as shown in (4a) and we accept that tbe 
embedded s is immediately dominated by an NP (after Rosenbaum 
(1967)), then the structure~ condition for passivization is met iJ 
the structure underlying (2~4a), deriving the well-formed (4b): 

(4)(a) 
(b) 

John - preferred - to teach Mary 
To teach Mary was preferred by John. 

On the other hand, when (1) is factored along the lines of (4a), 
we derive the deviant *to teach l1aq ~ ~ ,& ~ and *.!2 
teach ~ was been .!z John. 

Notice~o~r, t~if we choose to factor (1) in like 
manner to (J}, as illustrated in (5), the resultant passives (6) 
are well-formed: 

(5)(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

(6}(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

John - has taught - Mary 
John - has to teach - Mary 
John - is to teach - Mary 
Mary has been taught by John 
Mary has to be taught by John 
J.lary is to be taught by John. 

Other evidence has been amassed in support of this claim and 
similar arguments are developed and extended to similar forms 
(viz. use(d) to o)ght to) as well as to 11 pseudo-progressives" 
(such

1

as keep ;-ins to cover a wide range of data. 

Bresnan, J. w. (1970). "On complementizers: toward a syntactic 
theory of complement types." f£!!, 6.217. 

Rosenbaum, P. s. (1967). "Phrase structure principles of English 
comple::r.: sentence formation. 11 ~. 3.103-18. 

[NON NORN:3] 

~tern Illinois u 

rbe semantic Components of Modality or Why it's not only Possible but Necessary -to do it :;;:..----

The modality of a sentence is usually treated as a unitary phenomenon. It 
un be declarative, predictive, optative, imperative, permissive, promissive, 
abilitive, potential, or necessitative, etc., but it cannot be a combination of 
these. Such an approach cannot account for the systematic similarities and dif
ferences among the following sentences: 

A-1) He said that they had done it 
2) He hoped that they had done it 

B-1) He predicted that they would do it 
2) He wanted them to do it 

C-1) He watched them do it 
2) He liked for them to do it 

D-1) He commanded them/decided to do it 
2) He permitted them/is able to do it 

~e sentences in A-1 through D-1 (or those in A-2 through D-2) differ consis
tently in meaning and in restrictions on their complement subject and predi
cate, their complement tense, aspect, and time reference, and their complemen
tizer choice. These differences I call differences in Propositional Modality: 
Rum (A), FUTURE-TRUTH (B), OCCURRENCE (C), and CONTROLLABILITY (D) (cf. my 
1974 doctoral thesis). 

The sentences in 1 and 2 of A through D, on the other hand, show another set 
of differences in meaning and in restrictions on cooccurrence with necessity and 
possibility polarity items (cf. Horn 1972), with the phrase "not only x but y," 
rith complement negation, and with complementizer choice. These differences I 
ull differences in Logical Modality: NECESSITY (1) and POSSIBILITY (2). 

It is my claim that every sentence has both a Propositional and a Logical 
~ality. In order to support this claim, first I will show cases where the 
•aning and the restrictions on the Propositional Modality differ, but those of 
the Logical Modality do not: 

E-1) He decided that he was wrong 
2) He decided to apologize 

~ese two sentences differ in Propositional Modality: E-1 is TRUTH and E- 2 is 
OlrrROLLABILITY. But they have the same Logical Modality: NECESSITY, and they 
Un undergo conjunction reduc tion (He decided that he was wrong and to apologize) . 

Next I will show cases where the meaning and the r estrict ions on both the 
hopositional and the Logical Modalities differ: 

F-1) He liked (it) that he was wrong 
2) He liked to apologize 

m F-1, the Propositional Modality is TRUTH, 
SITY. 

and the Logical Modality is NECES
In F-2. the Propositional Modality is OCCURRENCE and the Logical Modality 

b POSSIBILITY. These two cannot undergo conjunction reduction (*He liked (it) 
t-t he was wrong and to apologize). 

Finally, I conclude that both a Propositional and a Logical Modality must be 
Usociated with every sentence. I propose that they be represented by abstract 
~ntic predicates which would be introduced into the deep structure in conjunc
t~ ~ith every S node. 
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How to Escape the Scylla of Homonyms and the Charybdis of Idioms: Sacrafi~ 

a Linguistic Generalization 

The morphological identity of two tokens is usually taken to 
indicate that they are the same grammatical formant or morpheae, 
In French, the tact that avoir has the same inflectional para
digm in all il y a expressions has led to the assumption that 
11 1 a is a formant in all its occurrences, The consequence has 
been the postulation of multiple homonyms and idioms, an unhappy 
result which can be avoided by a rigorous analysis or the mean
ing ot il ~ a expressions. Saerit1o1ng the morphological para. 
llelism ma es it possible to account for otherwise puzzling dis
tributional and semantic facts on the basis of coherence and 
incoherence or meaning combinations. 

Time int~rvals (un mois, longtem~) can be introduced by 
il 1 a to express e!ther-ihe time e psed since the occurrence 
of' an action or the duration ot an act1ona 

1. Il 1 a deux mots que je vous a1 vu. 
2. Il 1 a deux mo1s que j'habite New York. 

It could be hypothesized that il Y a here has the same seman
tic value as in "Il 7 a deux chaises dans la ohambre" With que 
as a subordinating conjunction. But several facts appear inex
plicable given this treatment. 

A.. ~ can be oai tted ln 1 where the time elapses atter the 
act1on-;-but cannot be omitted in 2 where the time is the durat
ion ot the aotiona 

3. Il y a deux mo1s, je vous a1 vu. 
4.*Il y a deux ao1s, j'habite New York, 

B. The morpho).ogical affirmative and negative forms ot l 
(with the verb 1n a compound tense) communicate the same messasa 

1. Il y a deux mots que je vous ai vu. = 
S• Il y a deux mois que je ne vous ai pas vu. 

But 1n 2 and 3 aorphological negation produces logical negation. 
c. The time interval can be questioned in 1 and 2 but not in )a 

6. Y a-t-il ~eux mois que je vous a1 vu? 
7• Y a-t-il deux mots que j'hab1te New York? 
a,*y a-t-11 deux mots, je vous ai vu? 

The semantic analysis postulates two distinct morphological 
indivisible un1tsa .. 
~L Y AVOJR··: :"the 1nit1al point of the given time interval _f f AVO R,,_QUE = "the elapsing ot the given time interval" 
Il y .A.VOIR.,, is thus a dating device comparable to English 
••• ago• its meaning--a point in time-- is semantically opposite, 
and enoe eontrad1otory to 'duration•, explaining the unacoept• 
ab111 ty o~ 4, The two interpretations ot IL Y .A. VOl&·, t~UE in 1 
and 2 are expla1nedby the differing tense relition • u kew1se, 
taota A-C tollow trom these meanings and their interaction with 
postulated meanings ot the tenses and the particles D! and R!!• 

Conclustonsa 
I. Formal morphological units relevant to meaning are not 1ntu11;-
1vely obvious, and cannot be ascertained independently of a 
rigorous semantic analysis. 
II. Semantic analysis 1n a functional framework may toroe an 
h1stor1oal interDretation ot some morphophonemic relationships. 

[HON MORN:2] 

~ oefining Natural Phonological Rules: Perceptual and Articulatory Features 

This paper develops the concept of structural definitions 
tor nat,1ral phonological rules. For this purpose, two 
independent sets of phonological features are proposeda one
articulatory, the other perceptual. 

Natural rules of assimilation, lenition, and sloppy 
~ (e.g., !!!1 ~ m1 OR )pt Ort mnt as ~n German [a.mtJN 
rampt}N famnt] am1 "office" are defined with respect to 
~rticulato~y features, since the according processes 
appear to ~nvolve articulatory simplification. A further 
class of ~rticulatorily d?fine? rul:s are mechanical linking 
~1les, wh~ch express phys1olog1cal lnterdependencies between 
different articu~atory gestures (e.g., low dorsum ~ 
lower velum, as 1llustrated by spontaneous nasalization of 
low vow71s). Since assimilation and lenition rules have been 
dealt w1th elsewhere, emphasis will be on sloppy timing 
rules and mechanical linking rules. 

Perceptually motivated :Ules of maximum differentiation, 
on the other hand, are def1ned on the basis of perceptual 
feat,Jres • These rules (which are illustrated by spontaneous 
rearrangements of vowel systems in French and Germanic) 
increase the distance of two segments along one or more 
of the perceptual parameters. 

The articulatory features offered are derived motor 
features. Unlike "primary" motor features they preserve 
"in':'ariance" for identical articulatory gestures, without 
los1ng the explanatory strength of motor features. 

Our scalar percept~al features refer to formant centers 
of Fo - ~1 , formant w1dth, overall resonance, and presence 
of nasal1~y clues. Formant transitions are handled by 
complex values for the according formant-center features. 

Rules formulated in terms of the proposed features will 
be shown to reflect the substantial nature of phonological 
processes more closely than rules using other current 
feat~res (e.g., Chomsky&Halle(l968) or Ladefoged(l971)). 
As Wll~ be.demonstrated, this close relation between rule 
and O~Ject~ve process leads in turn to simpler and more 
plaus~ble structural definitions for natural rules. 

REF~RENCES 

Chomsky, N .&Halle.~ • (1968). The Sound Pattern of English. 
New York' Harper & Row. 

Ladef?ged,P.(l?7l} •. Preliminaries to Linguistic Phonetics. 
Ch1cagos Un~vers1ty of Chicago Press. 
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Finnish Vowel Harmony and the Alternation Condition 

Kiparsky (1 96B , 197J) has argued convincingly that .r·innish 
stem vowel harmony and suffix vowel harmony are different 
processes. He proposes essentially the following Vowel Harmony 
rtule (VHrt) to account for suffix harmony!: 

v V (C0 ~ V ~ ) 0 [rback] ~ {t.back] / ~back] -round 
-low 

<.; + c v c 
0 0 0 0 

and the following Backing rtule (brt) to account for the behavior 
of vowels in certain suffixes after monosyllabic stems with 
neutral vowels: 

/ II ~0 [ -ro~nd] 
-low 

0 

c + 
0 --

The purpose of this paper is twofold, rirst it is 
demonstrated that there are serious problems with hiparsky's 
analysis, the most serious being that he cannot account for 
his own data without building a vowel harmony rule into ~rt. 
~econd, an alternative analysis is proposed which accounts for 
all of Kiparsky's data and avoids the problems of his analysis, 
In the proposed analysis the only vowels that occur in the 
underlying representations of suffixes are i• ~~ !. ~. Q, and 
vowel harmony is a backing process (rather than a fronting 
process as assum ed by Kiparsky); 

+low ~ ~ v J ~round} 

Vowel harmony riule rtevised (YHrl') 

v 
[+back] 

v 
( G0 l-ro undl ) 0 -low J 

It is argued that it is unnecessary to indicate a morpheme 
boundary in VHri' to restrict its application to suffix vowels 
since, by Kiparsky's (1973) reformulation of the Alternation 
Condition, VHrt', which is a non-automatic neutralization rule, 
applies only to derived forms (in Kiparsky's (1973) sense of 
"derived"), and thus applies only to suffix vowels. 

The theoretical implications of the proposed analysis are 
discussed. In particular, it is shown that the analysis defended 
here is inconsistent with the prediction of markedness theory, 
requires formulation of VHrt' as an iterative rule, and requires 
that VHrl' be unordered with respect to at least one other rule. 
1I say "essentially" since the actual rule proposed in Kiparsky 

(1973) contains several minor technical or printing errors. 

rleferences 
hiparsky, P. (1968) "How abst~act is phonolog.y?" l~L~ m~.meograph. 

(1973) "t'honolog1cal representat1ons, 1.n lhree 
.Jimensiomi of Linguistic rheory, 0 . r'ujimura (ed. ), rokyo. 

[SAT AFT:S] 

In several of the Mayan languages (Mam1 Aguacatec and bordering dialects 
Quiche) as well as the majority of the languages spoken in \'1estern Europe, 

is (or was) a formal distinction between the second person familiar and 
person formal. The purpose of the paper is to explain how the opposi

formal:familiar came to exist in the Mayan and Western European lang-

first, by means of historical documentation and dialectal considerations 
t~ be established that the formal:familiar existed in Mayan long before 
~ conqt!est. Hence the Mayan ~formal is not a simple calque on the 
.... i.sh~formal._ . . .. . \___../ 
~second, the ~circumstances that call for the familiar (as opposed 

11 
t}IOse that elicit the formal) are discussed. It is shown that the fa.milir 

~ ~marked category since its use is restricted, whereas the use of the 
~ is unmarkeo (general) . 

Third, it is shown that the original category " second person" is 
tinerientiated by the introduction of a new marker (recruited either from 
te second person plural, cf. French ~~ Sipacapa Quiche 1!; or from the 
Oird person, cf, Spanish U4. Uds. 1 Mam t kY). As predicted by K\Jryi.ovlcz's 
faU1"tb law of analogy, thenew""'iiia:rker takesover the primary (unmarked) 
faCtion--the formal; and" the old marker (cf. tu French, at Quiche) is restric
ted to the secondary (marked) function--the familiar! 

(Sipa 

Old English 
1 

1 

Erg Jl\1 

in 

g in 

in 

nu 

in 

n 

fiJII) Abs in 

German 
sg pl 

Sie 

2fa.mr,~ 2formv, 3 lpl 

a ru qa 

at 0 

a qa 

ol 

a u qa 

~ ox 
(la:l) 

at la:l 

a 1 r q 

at ~ ox 

i 

Old Spanish 
sg pl 

i 

il 

1 

11 

~i ••• u~ 

1 ••• u1 

alaq 

3pl 

ki 

e 

1 

ki 

e: 
(alaq) 

1: 

e 

F~ an extension of ~owicz's fourth law is suggested: Whenever 
~ eategories are conflated the marker of the :primary' category may exclude 
~-the graumar the marker of the secondary category. This explains the col
""~'~~' ot the categories formal :familiar ( cf. English ~) you 

Uds. 'Ud • Mam *t ••• e ~ t ) 
vosotros/ 8 ' *a~ / ••• e · 
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Pa(linian Characteristics in Bloomfield's Treatment of Endocentric and 

Exocentric Compounds 

The purpose of this paper is to compare Leonard 
Bloomfield's discussion of endocentric and exocentric 
constructions and his description of compounds with certain 
characteristics of Pa~ini's grammar of Sanskrit. The data 
utilized include the chapters on synchronic linguistics 
in Bloomfield's Language; his 1929 "On Some Rules of 
Panini;" a manuscript of his translation of part of the 
Kidika, a Pa~inian work; and varioua Paninian commentaries. 

The analysis is done in the following manner. First, 
Bloomfield's definitiaps and examples of endocentric and 
exocentric construction~ are reviewed. Second, a general 
outline of the sets of statements in Panini's grammar 
concerning verbal roots, affixes, nominal stems (Bloom
field's free forms), and compounds is presented. Next, this 
general outline of Panini's grammar is correlated with 
Bloomfield's discussion of compounds. The outl~ne is 
specifically used to analyze Bloomfield's determ!native 
(Pa~ini's tatpuru~a), descriptive (karmadharaya), numerative 
(dvigu), copulative (dvandva), and exocentric (bahuvr!hi) 
compounds. The analysis discusses, for example, the 
endocentric compound door-knob and the exocentric compounds 
gadabout, turnkey, and red-head. Whereas Bloomfield does 
classify door-knob as endocentric on the basis of the head 
member knob and the compound door-knob being in the same 
form-class, i.e., noun; he does not so classify red-head (as 
applied to an individual having red hair) because head and 
red-head do not have the same referent. Thus, an essential 
criterion for Bloomfield's subclassification of a compound 
as either endocentric or exocentric is whether the head 
member and the resulting compound itself both have the same 
referent or valuation. If they do, the resulting compound 
is classed as endocentric; if not, as exocentric. This 
paper underscores the contribution of Panini to Western 
linguistics. 

[SAT MORN:3} 

Presupposition and Negative Opacity 

The semantic concepts of logical entailment and presupposition--as 

exeaplified by the classes of Implicative and Factive verbs respectively-

)lave been treated as two separate and distinct phenomena. This paper argues 

that the two verb classes are not completely distinct and that their differ

ePees can be accounted for through the interaction of two properties: 1) 

that of being transparent or opaque to negation, 2) that of creating or not 
creating a logical entailment. 

The first property is illustrated by transparent verbs like ~ and 

opaque verbs like announce: 

la. John does not think that Dick passed the test. 

b. John did not announce that Dick passed the test. 

c. Dick did not pass the test. 

Only (l.a) ascribes (lc) to John. In contrast to non-entailing verbs like 

~ and announce, Implicative verbs like manage and Factive verbs like know 

ePt&il their predicate complement. The difference between the two is tha_t __ 

unage is transparent and know is opaque to negation: 

2a. Dick did not manage to pass the test. 

b. John does not know that Dick passed the test. 

ODly with (2a) does Dick not pass the test. 

This analysis has the advantage of suggesting a unified basis for the 

treatment of entailment and presupposition. Furthermore, it is supported by 

the fact that it provides a framework for explaining why there are both 

negative, transparent, non-entailment verbs (deny) and negative Implicatives 

or negative, tranoparent, entailing verbs (fail), but no negative opaque verbs 

either non-entailing or entailing (i.e., there are no negative Factives). 
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Marked and Unmarked Categories in the Acquisition of Phonology 

Several studies of articulatory substitution have confirmed that chUdrea. 
tend to substitute a sound representing a change in status from marked to 
unmarked with regard to some feature of the target sound. Substituting /d/ for 
/5/, e.g., reflects a move from [m continuant] to [u continuant]. If the 
tendency toward reduction of complexity expressed by these articulatory data 
is a function of restrictions on the peripheral articulatory mechanism, the 
findings are of superficial import for a model of emerging phonological 
competence. 

On the other hand, if reduction in phonological complexity can be shown to 
be characteristic of central phonological processes, investigators are faced 
with a governing principle essential to a developmental model. In the present 
study, an attempt was made to ascertain if the marked or unmarked status of 
various distinctive features has an effect on perceptual confusion of ~unstlDaDtl 
by children. 

Eighty children, aged three through six, were shown objects and asked to 
judge spoken words as correct or incorrect productions of the name of each 
object. "Incorrect" stimuli (distortions of the object names) were first
order approximations having initial consonants that differed from the target 
regard to a single distinctive feature. Consequently, each distortion can be 
classified as marked or unmarked in relation to the target to which it corres
ponds. Thus, /moz/, a distortion of nose, is classified as a marked distort~n 
since /n/ is unmarked on the feature (coronal], while /m/ is marked on that 
feature. No other feature distinguishes /m/ from /n/. The reciprocal dis
tortion /naus/ for the target mouse is an unmarked distortion. To compare 
false positive response frequency across the two types of distortions as well 
as test the significance of the differences between mean error rates exhibit~ 
by the four age groups (3, 4, 5, and 6-year olds), a two-way mixed model ANOVA 
was performed on the error data. 

The analysis showed, in addition to significant age-group differences, 
that there were significantly less false positive responses to marked distor
tions. Thus marked distortions are not heard as acceptable variants of an 
original unmarked form, while unmarked distortions ~ heard as acceptable 
variants of original marked forms. This finding conforms to what would be 
predicted on the basis of articulatory substitution data from children W1JL~l~•• 

Cairns, Cairns, and Blosser, 1971) as well as aphasics (Blumstein, 1973). 
Accordingly, marked and unmarked categories must be viewed as essential elementl 
in the structure of the rules written to describe the emerging phonological 
system. 

[MON MORN2] 
SUNY, Buffalo 

The Phoneme in Natural Generative PhonologY (Revisited) -
The theory of natural generative phonology, as has been put forth 

by Theo Vennemann and elaborated upon by Joan Hooper, differs in many 

respects from standard theory generative phonology. Two important dif

ferences may be seen in the following two claims which this theory makes: 

1) lexical representations are in terms of systematic phonetics (as 

opposed to the systematic phonemics of the standard theory), 2) phono

logical rules must be phonetically, and solely phonetically, motivated, 

and act as redundancy rules in the lexicon, specifying redundant feature 

values. An unexpected, but welcome, result of these two claims is the 

ability of natural generative phonology to directly, and non ad hocly, 

represent the minimal units of surface contrast (i.e. the phonemes) of 

a language at a single point in the model. It can be shown that the 

lexical matrices of natural generative phonology are structurally and 

functionally equivalent to the phonemic-archiphonemic constructs pro
posed by the Prague School. 

It will be argued that the criticisms leveled against the inclusion 

of a level of representation which depicts the minimal units of surface 

contrast do not hold for the archiphonemic-type representations of 

natural generative phonology. Problems such as the voicing of obstruents 

in Russian mentioned by Morris Halle, and the phonemicization of the 

voiced flap in American English 1writer/'rider1 pointed out by Noam 

Chomsky are not in fact problems for archiphonemics. 

Further, it will be argued that the inclusion of "behavioral" units, 

such as the phoneme-archiphoneme. in no way weakens the natural generative 

theory, but in fact strengthens it since these "behavioral" units are 

u much a part of speaker competence (as well as performance) as are phones. 



CHARLES E. RUHL 

Old Dominion U 

The verb Remind 

[SUN AJIT:J] 

Sinoe Postal's initial article on the English verb relllind, three dis

tinct views have been suggested ten: the verb's range of 1188ll1ngst {1) Postal 

cla1aed that reJdnd n.s a case of HOK>PHONY, w1 th two UDl.'el&tabl.e senses 

'cause to re•mber' and 'strike as s1mll&r1 1 {2) MoC&wley claims {in h1s 

1"8Y'iew o! Cho1181c;r's Studies on Septics 1D Genm.tive Graama.r) that it 1s 

a oase of POLYSEMr, where Postal's "at:ru.• .. senee should be reanalyzed ( 111 

lisht of Bolinger's critioiea) as also oausitive1 and (3) several of 

Postal' a cr1 ttca al.ala that the verb is 1CNOSBMIC, not ambiguous but .arelJ 
neut1'&1 to cauaitive and non-caus1t1ve senses. This last view involves a 

llUIIber of de.onst.Tations that Postal's va;rious para.phrases and ae111.11t1c 

representations of re' m are incorrect, wen the app&TeDtly olwious glose 

of • cause to remember'. 
This difference of opinion regarding rell1nd is indicative of quite 

ditf'erent Tiews of se-.ntica 1n present linguistic analysis. I w1ll COJIPIZ'8 

the views and propose arguments !or the H>Na3EMIC view. I will show that 

a:rguMnta trom "selectional reatn.ctions" - Postal' a :ma1n source of sup

port - a.n often equivocal, since they rest on the dubious asauaption of 

"coJIPC)sitional semantics" that the sense of a sentence can be exhaustively 

41st:r1buted uaong ita lexical itell8, and that lexical iteiiB carry features 

1Dd1oating contextual possibU1t1es (but note, She wore the d;ess to the 

dance {F111~), where !9l! is not a IIOY'eMDt verb, as required). I will 

also show that IIIIUly relationships of "synonymy" a:re IISde too h&stUy, w1 th
out exhaustive treatment of III2UIY pa:rticula.r oases1 elements which appear 

syn~us on a sll&ll mnge of data diverge when a wider range is consid

ared. I vUl propose 1nstead the relationship of "specificity," and explain 

how a lexical item such as iPJm can acquire the sense John's appearance, 

or how remind can acquire a oaus1tive sense, both f'rom context\al. lilaita

tion, v1 thout any 111111 ta. tion 1n the sense of the lexical item. Assuming 

that re''"" is monosellic, and developing the consequences of that claim, 

I show that present seiiiiJltic procedures typically Ilia-read the sense of 

sentences and tall to f'Ully account for the se-.ntic contribution of 

context. 

IVAN SAG and MARK LIBERMAN 

Nassachusetts Institute of Technology 

on the Question of the Intonation of Questions -

[MON AFT:4) 

This paper will give a partial survey of the intonational patterns 
associated with questions in English. We have three purposes: 1/ to 
counter the naive assumption of many linguists t hat the problem of ques
tion intonation can be dealt with by observing that yes/no questions 
rise at the end, while Wh-questions are "like declaratives;" 2/ to pro
vide a framework for a discussion of the intonational differences be-

" 1" . ( ) t~een norma quest1ons and what have been called e.g. by Searl e In-
direct Speech Acts; 3/ to further develop our theory of how informa
tion concerning the role of an utterance in a discourse, its speaker's 
attitudes and assumptions, etc., can be communicated by means of into
nation. 

In addition to sitting and thinking, our methods include the instru
mental examination of representative cases (both acted and from candid 
speech), and also perceptual tests intended to tap the intuitions of 
disinterested subjects. 

Some of our findings are as follows: 1/ the intonation typical of 
normal or neutral Wh-questions is not identical with "declarative" in
tonation; 2/ there is a second intonation for Wh-questions which is 
understood as being more "polite" or "distant," and which is different 
from the normal intonation of Wh-questions, declaratives, yes/ no ques
tions, echos etc.; 3/ Wh-questions which are echos share the patt ern 
typical of echos in general, under the assumption that the Wh-phrase is 
treated as a focused element; 4/ there is a profound distinction be
tween yes/no questions with subject-aux inversion, and intonationally 
identical cases with declarative form, which have often been taken to 
be free variants; 5/ in cases of questions used as suggestions, re
quests etc. there is a marked tendency for what precedes the VP to be -
come a sort of intonational prefix, with increased tempo, phonological 
reduction, low pitch and the like. Despite t his "pragmatic prefix phe
nomenon," and certain other factors which tend to influence the manner 
of production of indirect speech act questions, we haven't found any 
evidence of specific intonations which force an indirect speech act in
terpretation for a particular sentence of quest ion form; however, we 
have found several cases in which such an interpretation is precluded, 
given a certain intonation, and the utterance must be at least a l iteral 
question, whatever else may be achieved with it; 6/ the manner of indi
cating focus or contrast in yes/no questions and in echos is different 
from the means employed in declaratives, Wh-questions , etc.; 7/ besides 
the cases sketched above, the system has enough additional potential 
that a given question can be said in as many as 12 or 15 different ways 
(excluding differences arising from varying placement of contrast or focus) 
to which naive listeners can reliably assign fai rly precise pragmatic 
values. To show this in a particular case requires some hist rionic skill, 
and is usually good for a laugh, but the demonstration is of interest only 
insofar as i t shows that people have a set of linguist ic abilities which 
linguistic science doesn 't. We give a partial solution to this problem 
by analyzing, for the case of questions , the structure of the intonational 
system of English in the parallel realms of sound and sense . 



ANURADHA SAKSENA 

u California, Los Angeles 

Causative Idios!Jncracy: Argument for a Lexicalist Analysis 

Hindi causative paradigms can have as many as 
four members, e.g. /dikh/ 'get seen•, /deekh/ •see• 
/dikhaa/ 'show'and /dikhwaa/ 'to have someone show'. 

(SUN AP'l':J] 

In the transformational framework these forms are derived 
by successive applications of the Causative T. I 
present data on the semantic and syntactic irregularities 
of causativisation in Hindi. This data weakens the 
transformational analysis proposed for Hindi and 
explicitly or implicitly assumed for most languac,es. 
It further argues for a lexicalist model that uses 
Redundancy Rules to express the generalisations 
associated with the process. 

Syntactic Irregularities: (l) Selectional 
restrictions on number and animacy alter when a verb 
is to be embedded under CAUS~. (2) Syntactic relations 
between the arguments of CAUSE and the noncausative verb 
do not always hold up as predicted by the T analysis. 
(3) A single noncausative may have two morphologically 
and semantically similar causatives. (4) The non -
causative sentence from which a causative would derive 
may be nonexistant. (5) Finally, in the four step 
derivation there are frequent morphological $aps 
where a hypothetical form ( i.e. one marked (-lexical 
insertion) ) cannot be posited because it would 
predict the wrong syntax for the corresponding 
causative. 

Semantic Irregularities: (1) Causatives acquire 
idiosyncratic meaning features such as (+ Try to CAUSE) 
(+ Contactive Cause), t+ Durative) etc. -(2) Causatives 
may be extremely restricted in meaning, referring to 
specific conventionalised activity, e.g. /parhaa/ 
•cause-study' means to teach. (3) The meaning of many 
causatives cannot be rendered literally, e.g. /baccaa 
khilaanaa/ 'cause a child to play' means to look 
after a child. (4) Finally, there are many morpho
logical causatives which do not signify the appropriate 
semantic causativisation. e.g. /maar/ 'cause-die' most 
commonly means to hit. 

~IO SALTARELLI 

u Illinois 

Leftbound Clitics in Spanish -
studies on Spanish unstressed pronouns (Otero

1 
Contreras, 

Roldlin) inspired by Perlmutter ( 1968) fai 1 to provide a 

grammatical explanation for the following data: 

( 1) we heard them sing L' los o{mos can tar 
•o!mos cantarlos 

(2} we heard them sung llos oimos cantar 
oimos cantarlos 

[HON AFT:5] 

where the informal clasHroom rule that the unstressed pronoun 

12! may either precede or follow the main verb in infinitival 

complements brealts down. 

In this paper I show that an explanation of (1-2) follows 

directly from the following theory of clitics: 

(3) (a} clitic placement is governed by a movement rule. 

(b) clitic movement is leftbound. 

I demonstrate further that (Ja) is a necessary for the grammar 

of Spanish, and that a phrase structure account of clitic place

ment (I<::monds 1969, Kayne 1969) is in principle unable to ella

rae terize ( 1-2). 



MARIO SALTARELLI, U Illinois 

WILLIAM CALVANO, Temple U 

The Morphological Justification of Phonological Rules 

[SAT MORN:2] 

In an attempt to restrain runaway abstraction and frewheeling practice 

in generative phonology language-independent criteria for "rule plausi

bility" have been proposed by Bach and Harms (1970), 1\isseberth ( 1969) 

Zwicky (1971), and King (1974). Kipassky (1968) proposed the "alternation 

condition" to eliminatP- absolute neutralization in underlying represe 

In this paper I propose a language-dependent condition of "paradigmatic 

relatedness" which coupled with the assumed "lexical relatedness" plus 

Kiparsky's Alternation Condition significantly impoverishes the capacity 

of the theory and proYides a criterion for"rule plausibility" based on 

the paradigm/morphological system of the language in question. 

The case treated is the diphthongization rule in Standard and Chicano 

(Harris, 1973, 1974) • Evidence from paradigm leveling 

Chicano dialects shows a gradual "fading" of phonological rules strictly 

governed by morphological, rather than lexical domains. For example, al 

tions of the type o-ue have been leveled to ue, but only in first 

verbs in certain dialects. In others the leveling is spreading to other 

conjugations, but not to nouns. 

Consequently the formulation of a rule of diphthongization in Spanish is 

in close relation with the paradigm structure of the particular dialect. ID 

the case of Standard Spanish the scope of the rule is the entire paradip1 

whereas in Chicano its scope excludes first conjugation verbs as no al 

tions are found in that subparadigm. 

A squish (Ross 1973, 1974) of paradip;maticity is proposed for Spanish with 

verbs at the top of the scale, nouns toward the middle and prepositions at 

the bottom. The degree of plausibility of a rule is determined by the place 

which its scope (paradigm) occupies on the morphological squish. The higher 

the paradigm (i.e., the more significant in C•e given language), the more 

plausible is the rule formulated on it. 

p;llJL SCHACHTER [SAT MORN: 1] 

u california, Los Angeles 

A Nontransformational Account of Gerundive Nominals in English -
In all previous generative analyses, English gerundive nominals have been 

derived as transformations of underlying sentences. But t here are reasons for 
preferring an analysis in which the basic structure assigned to gerundi ve 
nominals is more like that assigned to ordinary noun-headed NP's. Specific
ally it is suggested that the basic structure of gerundive nominals should be 
assigned by means of the following three phrase structure rules, of which t he 
first two are also used in the derivation of ordinary NP's: I . NP --) (DET) 
NOH; 2. DET --~ NP, etc.; 3. NOM--~ VP, etc. These rules assign to gerundive 
nominals with and without initial possessives the respective basic structures 
NP[DET[NP)NOM[VP)) and NP[NOM[VP)]. 

Among the reasons for preferring this nontransformational anal ysis to the 
usual transformational analysis are the following: 
1. The nontransformational analysis gives a better account of ce r tain 

structural properties of the nominals : e.g., 
a. While sentences must normally have subjects, geru nd i ve nomi nals , in 

common with ordinary NP's, need not have initial possessives: e.g . , 
*Took the bus. but Fred recommended taking the bus. 

b. Gerundive nominals may include certain constituents that are typical 
constituents of ordinary NP's but not of sentences: e.g., demonstratives 
and postposed possessives, as in This burning t he midnight oil of yours 
has got to stop. (cf. this book of yours, *This burned the midnight oil 
of you.). 

c. Gerundive nominals may not include certain constituents that are t ypical 
constituents of sentences but not of ordinary NP's: e.g., initial ad
verbs as in Yesterda we had beans a ain. but *I was surprised at yes
terday our having beans again. cf. * I was surprised at yesterday our 
meal. • 

2. The~ransformational analysis also gives a better account of certain 
distributional properties of the nominals: e.g., 
a. like ordinary NP's, but unlike true nominalized sentences (such as t hat 

clauses), gerundive nominals may occur after auxiliary verbs as subjects 
of questions: e.g., Did Ellen's getting married surprise you? but *D id 
that Ellen got married surprise you ? . 

b. like ordinary NP's, but unlike true nominalized sentences, gerundive 
nominals do not ordinarily occur in extraposed position: e.g., '~ I t 
surprised me Ellen's getting married., * It surprised me Ellen's-
wedding. but It surprised me that Ellen got married. 

If the nontransformational analysis is correct, how is the parallelism 
between gerundive nominals and sentences to be explained? Muc h of this 
parallel ism is accounted for by the proposed postulation of VP as a constitu
ent of both gerundive nominals and sentences. As for the parallelism between 
initial possessives of gerundive nominals and sub j ects of sentences, t h is can 
be handled by an extension of the"~ convention" of Chomsky 's "Remarks on 
Nomina 1 i za t ion". 

The nontransformational analysis of gerundive nominals does, howe ve r, 
have some dramatic implications. Notably, it entails a nontransformational 
derivation of various types of VP's for which a transformational derivation is 
ordinarily assumed: e.g., the passive VP of t he gerundive nominal i n Being 
nominated by the committee was a thrill. The a nal ysis also ra i ses the more 
fundamental issue of how, given the present state of syntactic theory, one is 
to choose between transformati onal and nont ransformational anal ys es in 
genera 1. 



SANFORD A. SCHANE (Withdrew) 
U California, San Diego 

Rule Breaking in English Spelling 

Within an orthographic system there are 'spelling rules' 
and 'graphotactic rules', analogous respectively to the pho
nolo~ical rules and the phonotactic rules within phonology. 
An example of a spelling rule is the deletion of final 'silent' 
~before a vowel initial suffix: arrange, arrangin2:' El!!.!,. 
bluish. This rule is broken ( 1. e. the e is retained) in 
singe, singeing; dye, dyeiM; h2!,, hoetng; glue, gluey. etc. 
Examples of graphotactic rules are the prohibition word fi
nally of certain geminate consonants (for example, !J: 
hat, *hatt; or of 'silent' ~after certain consonant clus
ters (for example, m); £!!:n., *barne. Some excePtions to 
these rules are putt, butt, ~· 

The orthographic rules are broken for two reasons: 
(1) by following the rule a spell~ is created identical 
to that of some other word--hence, break~ the rule elim• 
inates homographs: singeing, singing; dyeing, dying; 
putt, put; ~. 2&: borne, ~; (2) ey following the 
rule an inappropriate pronunciation and morphemic divi• 
sion are suggested--hence, breaking the rule guarantees 
morphemic integrity and appropriate pronunciation: 
-~ (instead of hoeing) s~gests lheyrj and ·~ 
(instead of ~ s~gests I gliy/. 

Some rules are not broken--for example, words do 
not end in !. but inn: !!!!.• ~. twelve, etc. Be
cause this graphotactic rule is rarely violated homo
graphs may result: live for both /U:yv/ and /uv/. 

Different 'breakable' and 'unbreakable' spelling 
rules and graphotactic rules of English will be exam
ined in light of the constraints governing homo~raphs, 
morphemic integrity, and 'expected' pronunciation. 

[SAT AF7':2] SCHMERLING 

Austin 

[SAT AFT:l] 

·aence from Sentence Stress for the Notions of "To ic" and "Comment" 
,~ 

It has frequently been suggested that the notions of "topic" and 
"CCIIIIIent" or "theme" and "rheme" are granmatically relevant notions 
~cb must be incorporated into an adequate theory of linguistic com
petence. The purpose of this paper is to present evidence to this ef
fect from English sentence stress. The necessary notions of "topic" 
and "comment" which emerge from consideration of stress evidence cannot 
be defined in familiar semantic terms but are rather to be character
ized in terms of their communicative functionsJ they thus bear impor
tlfttly on the issue of how the entities needed in linguistic descrip
tions are to be characterized. 

The evidence for "topic" and "comment" to be considered here comes 
froM simple subject-verb and subject-copula-adjective sentences (since 
complicating factors enter into the evaluation of subject-verb-object 
and other more complex sentences). When such sentences are pronounced 
wdth primary stres~ on the subject, as in the examples in (1)-(3), 

(1) General Abrams dfed. 
, A 

(2) The statue's head is m1ssing. 
(3) I didn't have any trouble getting into the house because the 

front w!ndow vas open. 
they are appropriate to report events or describe states of affairs 
vhere these are complete "news", i.e. where the speaker can assume that 
bis audience has no special expectations as to the propositional con
tent of these utterances. These sentences contrast with sentences like 
(4)-(6), 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

General Abrams d{ed. 
The statue's head is m{ssing. 
I didn't have any trouble getting into the house because the 
front wfndow vas open. 

about which there is general agreement among infonnants that they are 
appropriate in somewhat different contexts. Sentence (4), for example, 
seems appropriate in a context where it is known that General Abrams 
has been in serious condition and the speaker is informing his audience 
that Abr~ has actually diedJ this sentence, unlike (1), is not com
pletely "news" but rather the report of s011e awaited "outcane". Simi
larly, while sentence (2) might be a report of vandalism, sentence (5) 
sounds like part of a description of the statue, such as aight be given 
bJ a museum guide. Sentence (6), unlike sentence (3), seeas to presup
pose that it would have been the expected thing for me to enter the 
house through the front window. 

Speakers• intuitions about contrasts of this sort are accounted 
for if it is assumed that sentences like (4)-(6)1 unlike those in (1)
{3), are organized into a "topic" and "comment". A functionally based 
ebaracterization of these concepts is presented, based on the contexts 
in which these and other examples are appropriate. It is also shown 
that an account is terms of "relative senantic weight" of the different 
items in an utterance, as proposed by Bolinger, is unable to account 
for the relevant intuitions. This paper concludes with a discussion of 
the theoretical implications of the existence of such functionally 
eharacterized notions. 



MAUREEN SCHMID 

SUNY, Buffalo 

Sentence Stress: A Pragmatic Device 

In Jackendoff's (1972) discussion of the use of stress 1 
def~ni~g focus, he appeals to the Nuclear Stress Rule for then 
ass1gn1ng of sentence stress. Schmerling (l97J) and others h 
shown that such a rule will not give correct results. A prina~ 
ple of sentence stress assignment is offered in this paper Whlih 
will account for the cases discussed by Jackendoff, questions c 
with contrastive stress and those sentences involving "associa 
tion with focus." The principle also subsumes several of Schm .. 
ling's principles by which sentence stress is assigned, e~ 

Sentence stress is a pragmatic tool, responsive to dis
course structure, which bounds asserted material. Stress place 
ment appears rightmost in simple NP VP constructions as the • 
boundin~ element of the "comment," or predicate. In sentences 
like "MOther's coming," discussed by Schmerling, the strategy 
requires a bounding left of the supposedly normal stress place
ment precisely to avoid the presupposition-assertion pattern 
given by rightmost stress. 

Additional cases in which rightmost sentence stress does~ 
occur include contrastive stress, identifying sentences, like 
"Here's a man I'd like you to meet," and sentences in which the 
deep object or complement, when moved, retains chief sentence 
stress, eg. "What bcfok do you want?". It is argued that contras. 
tive stress follows the same principle of bounding. In a sen
tence like "Jack hit Ge~rge and then Blll tripped the son of a 
gun," stress bounds precisely the newly asserted material. Sem· 
antic material to the right of the stre~s is presupposed. In 
identifying sentences l~ke "I saw the ntln that I liked," vs. 
"I saw the man that I l1ked," stress bounds the limits of the 
identification. In the third set of cases, those in which deep 
objects or complements sometimes bear primary sentence stress, 
it is argued that the demands of deep and surface bounding con
flict, causin~ the possibility of alternative stress placement 
An analogous situation obtains in the interpretation of quanti: 
fiers in passive sentences where, in a sentence like "A man 
was kissed by every girl," the active sentence interpretation 
that for every girl there was a different man kissed is possible, 

Discourse provides the presuppositions against which newly 
asserted material is presented, a principle such as I maintain 
for stress assignment is tied closely to discourse structure. 
A notion of bounding requires consideration of sentence syntax 
as well, however. For example, despite the fact that both A and 
B know that C is fem,le, the normal stress pattern would be 
"She's a beautiful girl." With the definite article, the same 
stress pattern would be felt to be contrastive, as would a sen
tence with stress on-beautiful". An explicit account of the 
term "asserted material" requires examination of other syntac
tic contributions to the sentence. 
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G· SCHOTTA 
[MON MORN:l] 

Institute of Education 

·stic Portrayal of Girls and Women in Texts 
~ 

textbook remains the main tool in American classrooms. Texts impart 
Th~ypes of information; specific information targeted at improving skills 
~a certain discipline and latent material about value systems. This dual 
in ut means that while Jane learns about history and reading, she learns 
inP t ethical values and standards of behavior for women and men. 
abOU 

ThiS paper cites conclusions from an e%haustive study of the portrayal of 
females and males in 8,000 text illustrations and analyzes the linguistic 

havior of women in the same texts. The analysis of illustrations was done 
be the most widely used textbooks during the period from 1967 to 1972 in 
::ienc4, mathematics, reading, spelling and social studies. lEach illustra
tion containing one or more persons was analyzed as to age, sex, race, ex
pression, activity, occupation and other dimensions . The findings showed 
h t 1) females are scarce in all texts and constitute only 31% of the text 
~o:al, 2) that females decrease as the grade level of material rises ; for 
example, in a spelling series women are 43% in the second grade and a mere 
l5% in the sixth grade, 3) that the occurrence of women or girls in illustra
tions depends in part upon the subject; for example, only 26% of the persons 
depicted in science texts are women. The text illustrators also treat girls 
differently from boys regarding their range of emotions; girls cry, sulk, 
~ tremble. Moreover, girls are often pictured as passive and supportive in 
their responses to adults and boys; bungling and self-deprecating in their 
activities. 

textbook illustrations give a single uniform indicator for text content 
analysis; however, they convey only a part of the substanti ve and latent 
content. This study completes the examination of texts by researching the 
linguistic portrayal of males and females in the same text material from 
which the 8,000 illustrations were drawn. Owing t o the sheer volume of data 
we randomly selected text pages and analyzed 1) references to how female 
and male subjects spoke and 2) the language spoken by the characters. This 
aaterial was studied according to quantity of speech (number of words, count 
of qualifiers, length of utterance) to determine assertiveness and passive
ness. 2 Supportiveness was measured by affirmative responses to other 
characters' language and behavior, as well as questions which allowed other 
characters to display knowledge and skills. Affirmative r esponses included 
expressions of support (gee, great), and qualifiers (I guess , I think). 
Questions are typified by What do you think we should do? 

Preliminary analysis indicates that widely used texts depict the linguis
tic performance of female characters to be supportive and to lack assertive
ness. In texts, females talk less than males in the same way that females 
are shown in only 2,500 out of 8,000 illustrations. Further, females are 
assigned supportive and passive roles in linguistic scripts in the same way 
they are illustrated standing, watching and admiring . In brief, the latent 
content of the illustrations is reinforced by the linguistic characterization 
and scripts of the school texts. Text analysis is critical in helping pub
lishers, practitioners and consumers select sex-fair curriculum materials . 

L. Weitzman "Images of Males and Females in Elementary School Textbooks i n 
Five Subject Areas" (Audiovisual) NEA Meeting Chicago (1974) 
2 Similar indicators are used in Lynette Hirschman' s "Analysis of Supportive 
and !ssertive Behavior in Conversations" SUIIIDer LSA Meeting (1974) 
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Complement Subject Deletion and Cyclic Lexical Insertion 
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The problem of complement subject deletion in sentences 
like (1) and (2) has thus far resisted solution, 

(1 )(a) 
(b) 

(2) (a) 
(b) 

I refused to resign, 
*I refused Dick to resign, 

I expected to resign, 
I expected Dick to resign, 

As these and many similar examples show, the permissibility 
of an overt complement subject in embedded infinitives is 
idiosyncratically determined by the verb of the matrix sen
tencea refuse takes only subjectless infinitival complements, 
while expect takes infinitives either with or without subjects. 
Previous attempts to account for such facts (e,g, by means 
of rule features or ad hoc constraints on deep structures) 
have led to undesirable consequences for the grammar. 

Data like (1) and (2) can be accounted for with no 
unnecessary increase in the power of the grammar if two 
steps are taken. First, it is necessary to postulate an 
obligatorilt deletable dummy NP PRO (for which there is 
independent motivation), as suggested by Chomsky and others, 
This permits verbs like refuse to be lexically subcategorized 
for PRO, thereby specifying at the point of lexical insertion 
of re?Use that its complement be subjectless in surface 
structure. Second, lexical insertion must be performed at 
the beginning of each cycle, prior to any non-lexical trans
formations, This step is necessary because the deleted NP 
may be the derived subject of the embedded sentencea 

(J) A1 refused to be fingerprinted by the police. 

If refuse is to be subcategorized as requiring PRO as the 
subjJct of its complement, then when refuse is inserted, 
PRO must already be in subject position, i.e. the cyclic 
ru!es must have preViously applied within the embedded 
sentence. 

Reorganizing the grammar in this way makes it necessary 
to revise the notion of deep structure. Instead of a single 
deep structure in a derivation, there may be several post
lexical structures, one for each cycle in a derivatbn, and eaoh 
defined as the point in a given cyole prior to which only 
lexical rules have applied but preceding the application 
of any non-lexical transformations. 

ANJANI KUMAR SINHA 

U Chicago 
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ThiS paper goes into various treatments of 'topic' and 'comment', and 
suggests why and how it should be handled within the framework of 
generative semantics. 

Dissatisfaction with Chomsky's(1965,p.221) treatment of 'topic' as the 
leftmost NP immediately dominated by S in the surface structure ~s . , 
turned linguists in recent days to the Prague School concept of top~c 

d •comment' as formulated by Mathesius (1939) and interpreted by 
~rbas (1964,1966) and Danes (1970). But this app~ach confines itself 
to the surface sentences only and has no way of sayl.Ilg that the topic 
of (1b) is not'the book' but 'the book that I saw' I 

lao I saw a book. 
lb. The book was a novel. 

Halliday (1967) suggests distinction between 'theme' and 'topic ' but 
gives no arguments to support why in(2a)'my grandfather' is'focus'but 
in (Zb) it is 'focus' as well as 'theme't 

2a. My grandfather sold these houses. 
2b. These houses my grandfather sold. 

Kuno's (1972) distinction between thematic and neutral description 
remains equally unclear. I suggest that the concept of 'theme' is 
closely related to the concept of presupposition. Thus, in (Jb) 
the 'theme' is not •r• or 'I saw'but 'I saw someone't 

Ja. Whom did you see? 
Jb. I saw my brother. 

Similarly, though (4a) and (4b) are transformationally rela~d,they are, 
answers to different questions and have different presuppos~tionsl 

4a. Henry married Suzie in New York. 
4b. It was in New York that Henry married Suzie. 

Instead of saying that presuppositions are related in a regular way to 
the details of the surface sentences--which are arrived at by applying 
different transformations--the paper shows that the latter is the nece
ssary outcome of the former. It goes against Carlota Smith(1971) who 
distinguishes between 'topic' and 'underlying subject' and suggests 
that the topic of a sentence is the first NP of the main (surface) 
sentence provided it has not been preposed. If that were the case, 
the topic should not affect the underlying subject. But Sinha (1974) 
has shown that it does affect the choice of an underlying subject 
and of transformations. This paper presents a formalism that accounts 
for a chain of themes in the underlying form and shows how they are 
going to be related on the basis of presuppositional referents. 
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A Semantics for Cleft Sentences 

Transformational analyses of cleft sentences are quite varied 
Whatever the details of analysis, however, one reels that a cleft 
sentence, for example, (1) It was John that left is related to 
sentences (2) John left and (3) Someone left and the matrix 
(4) X was Y. One difficulty with various deep-structures proposed 
for (1,-rs that they do not indicate the nature of the relation to 
(2)-(4) and do not capture the complexity of the use of (1) in a 
text. The relation can be made clear in terms of conditions on 
information states in a semantics of English based on states of 
~artial information. 
- Roughly, the relation is that for (l) to be used to map an 
mation state Io to an information state I1, (3) must be true in Io 
and (2) not true in Io (not-true does not mean false in partial 
infornation states) and (2) must be true in I 1 and the difference 
between I1 and Io is one accomplished by identification of refe:r .. 
ential indices for (4) to accomplish the map. The specific real .. 
ization of the matrix (4) as, say, (l) depends on the linguistic 
structure of the context, e.g. recentness and importance of use ot 
the indices to be identified, that is, as to whether it should be 
( 1), (5) It was John, (6) It was him, or (7) It was him that left, 
Because of the ambiguity of English sentences out of context, tne 
mapping of an information state to another information state ut11 .. 
~zes the textual context. In addition, the initial information 
s tate is available in constructing the map, Associated with each 
i nformation state is an evaluation of a partial set of possible 
extensions or alternatives to that state. The textual context and 
the surface sentence offer maps in sequence, which are then selec .. 
ted using the above evaluatj_on. 

Syntactic restrictions receive an i nteresting accounting. The 
unacceptability of (8) It was George that I left before saw me is 
due not only to relative clause reorderin5 constraints but also to 
limitations on search procedures on information states. The use 
of the reflexive pronoun in the matrix as in (9) It was himself 
is explained as oir.1ply the surface form approprtate to the place 
of missing information in a surface sentence, 

The basis for a !!lathematical semantics of information states and 
operations on them can be found in the work of Dana Scott and 
Christopher Strachey. Since the concept of computability figures 
in their semantics, it is perhaps more congenial to a linguist thM 
the set-theoretical s er:1antics of Richard Hontaguc . ~'le need to ex
tend and modify the senantics to cover parallel functions, eval
uated functions, and ambiguity, but the basis for a mathematical 
senantics of natural languaGes is there. 

Schachter, Paul ( 1972) Focus ~! Relati vization, I, U. Ling. Club 
Scott, D. e~ Strachey, C. ( 1972) Toward a Hathenat::tcal Senantics 

for Computer Languages, S;ytnp. Computers &: Automata, Brooklyt 
S!tlaby, R. (1974) Asymmetry and Subordinate Clauses i n En£;li.sh, 

Journal of Linguistics. 
Stockwell, Robert P., et al ( 1958 ) Inte~ration of Transfornation

al Theories on .::.!ng-lj.sh Syntax, N'riS , 

c. sOUTHWORTH 
(HON HORN:l] 

fbiS paper reports on a study of lexical usage, focussing on 
terminology, conducted in several parts of India in 1970-72. 

types of variation in lexical usage will be discussed, showing 
t types of correlations with sociological factors such as 

(caste, class, etc.), regional backgrOund, social context, etc. 
detaUed analysis of these oases leads to certain general conclu

of importance for theories of linguistic (especially semantic) 

:....·1:111''81 

lexical structure can be said to exist on three distinct levels: 
(a} the idiolect level; (b) the social dialect level ( inferrable from 
~olecta, but with a risk of stereotyping); (c) the speech commu-
aitt level. On this last level are found patterns which link synchro· 
aiO and diachronic structures, but which are not found in the speech 
of any individual or group. The im.t,>lications of these findings for 
theoretical constructe such as "linguistic competence" (Chomsky) and 
the langu,e/;earole dichotoiey" (saussure) will be discussed. 

Data from the atuey show that speakers are aware of "dialect" vari
aUons, and that they frequently accomoda te to others ' usage (without 
necessarily becoming "bi-dialectal"). Therefore, the notion that 
aapeeoh community's usage can be described exhaustively as a set of 

i~orete "dialects" ia fallacious. 
Various linguists have pointed out that linguists• descriptions of 

aeaning (as well as informants • statements about meaning) are often 
mrspecific. In the context of this study, this can be explained 
a terms of social factors which restrict meaning but which tend to 
~ unobserved. These factors become more apparent when the descrip
~ve foous shifts to the speech community levelo 

fhe above findings lead to the conclusion that semantic structure 
cmnot be adequately described without taking into account patterns 
• the speech community level, which have hitherto been ignored by 

lOst linguists. 
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Lexical Decomposition in Spanish 

Within the context of Fillmore's case grammar, there are 
certain deep structure relations or case roles which are not 
realized on the surface because they have been lexicalized into 
the surface verb form. The process of lexicalization from deep 
to surface causes these roles to become hidden in the surface 
verb root. Enrnarcar 'frame', for example, is analyzed in this 
way as poner 1 put, place' plus the LOCATIVE case in the form of 
en un marco 'in a frame'. In addition to LOCATIVL lexicalizatio~ 
such as enmarcar, ernbotellar 'bottle', enlatar 'can' OBJECT 
case lexical~zations of the following types are productive in 
Spanish, for example, 

dar un beso 'give a kiss' 
dar un regalo 'give a gift' 
hacer un viaje 'take a trip' 
hacer una pregunta 'ask a question' 

besar 'kiss' 
regalar 'give a gift' 
viajar 'travel' 
preguntar 'question' 

On the surface, the lexicalization process sometimes allows that 
a lexicalized root such as alabar 'praise' from darle a alguien 
una alabanza •give someone pra~se' where the ODJECT case has been 
lex~cal~zed may take a surface direct object as in 

(1) Al embajador 1e alabaron 1a intervenci6n. 
They praised the ambassador for his speech. 

Although la intervenci6n appears as a surface direct object it is 
to be interpreted in F1llmore's case grammar as corning from a 
higher predicate. 

The need to identify these covert case types derives from 
the need to provide more explicit information about the verb in 
the lexicon. The kind of lexical decomposition described by 
McCawley (1968) and Dowty (1972) also provides some deep in
sights into the lexicalization process in terms of the CAUSE, 
CO~lli ABOUT, BE types of semantic primes. On the lexical level, 
there also seems to be a finite number of primes (which are 
probably universal) of the type dar 'give', hacer 'do, make' 
poner 'put•, tener 'have', etc., which would allow for a 
reduction of the number of verb entries in the lexicon-on the 
basis of the lexical primes and lexicalized roles. The result 
of the conwined insights of Fillmore, Mccawley and Dowty are 
a simplified lexicon which will specify the properties of verbs 
which are necessary for semantic interpretation. 

(Withdrew) 

~ Language and Tonal Analysis 
......--

[SUN AFT:2] 

orum l~nquaqes <'Ire wioP.snrP.ad in l\frica. '-'ost of them 
bH~ed on the s~me principle. The drum, u suAllv ~ slit 

:~:a or other instrument with two fixed tones rPnr~duces a 

5~~uence of tones t~~t corresnond in sone wav to the tones 
of the spokPn l~~quAaP.. 

From ;:1 tono1.oqir.Cil no~nt of view, cirul't' Je~ncruaCTes "'-Thich 
e"actlv corresnnnn to the spol<e>n l <'!nque?cre are not very inter
esting. ~he interestinq nr.ohle~s ~re {1) how a three- or 
four-tone system in the spoken lancru aae is ren~ere~ on a two 
tone d~1m, and (?) how mor~hophonemic alternat1ons, contour 
tones, downstep, etc. ~re h~~~led. 

Virtu~llv all of the literature on drum l~nau~qe is 
deSCrintiVe, ShOWinCf 1"-0'-J S00KP.n toneS 'become I OrUm toneS. 
1 suaaest th~t this ~pproach should be reversed--how do 
drum tones 'become• snoken tones? 

Like many seconci~rv svmbolic svstems (e.g. writinal 
drum lanauaae is conservative. Therefore , in instancP.s where 
spo~en and drum tones do not exC~ctlv corraspon~, the drum 
tones may reflect an eC~rlier staae in the ~istory of the 
lancru~ae. If this is correct, drum langu~qe provides an 
aid and/ or confirmation to the rPconstruction of the tonal 
systems of ore~nd proto-lanqu~aes. At the very least, in
siaht into the underlyincr nhonemic tones is nrovided. 

~oqhamo is a Grasslands Rantu l~nqu~ae of Cameroon. A 
strict svnchronic analvsis of the tonal system renuires six 
phonemicJ tones four level, rising, and fallinq. Historically 
!ofocrhamo was a two-tone lanquaae ~ it can still be anal;. zeci as 
sueh if • flo<'\tinq tones' ( ton.es t-Those influence remains after 
the seqments whieh carried them are lostl are allowed in the 
underlvfnq forms. Historical and comparative evicience vali
dates these floating tones. 

I shall dernnnstrate that these floating tones have been 
retained in the drum lanquage of Moghamo and that drum tones 
are, in fact, the underlyinq and historical tones of the 
spoken lanquage. 
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A Law of order 

Proto Uto-Aztecan was a verb final language p 
th~ genitive order Possessor Possessed, certain ~uxi~fpo~itions, 
whlch follow the verb -- all can be reconstructed f arles 
language and point to its verb final character Whlt the Proto 
daughter languages exhibit these characteristi~s to e all the 
one daughter language (Classical Aztec) has verb ini~?me degree, 
order as its unmarked surface word order. How Clas .lal word 
descendent of a verb final language, came to exhibi~lcal Aztec, 
verb initial surface word order is the topic of thi regular 

The proto language had a clitic complex, inclu~ipaper. 
and modals, that marked as topic whatever preceded itng emp~atica 
the continuation in Classical Aztec of this function • It ls 
clitic complex and the development of another functi of the 
that have resulted in the verb initial word order on for it 
Aztec the clitic complex marks the beginning of the In Classical 
complex' anything between the modal and the verb is !erbal 
in the verb. Thus, a subject-- or an object __ whil~c?rporated 
also a topic may not precede the clitic complex An~ 18 not 
or a subject -- which is not also incorporated ~a an object 
tween the clitic complex and the verb. The verb lsnlt.o~cur be-
. The development of the Classical Aztec verbal c nltlal. 
1s a direct result of the presence in the proto lan omplex 
resumptive and presumptive pronouns which could co guage of 
but filled different positions than, their noun reroccur with, 
and pre-sumptive pronouns are demonstratives that aerents. Re
from the determiner node in an NP to the NP node itre promoted 
allowing the noun to occur in front of the clitic c~elr, thereby 
after the verb. Bound more closely to the verb than mple~ or 
noun referents, the re- and pre-sumptive pronouns c thelr 
possibility of reinterpreting as part of the verb t~eated the 
of the sentence between the clitic complex and the vat section 

Re- and pre-sumptive pronouns may develop in w erb. 
ferent than they have in Classical Aztec 1 other Uto~~s dif
langua~es attest to other possibilities. However .ztecan 
there 1s a strong tendency in verb final langua e~ Slnce 
a clitic complex of the sort found in uto-Aztec~n to ex~ibit 
topic tends cross-linguistically to occur clause in~~ Slnce 
the operation of a language's pronominal system ma lblally, 
important measure of its potential for a change iny e an 
order. word 

(MON AFT:4} 

. c"lly, the Irish compc:t>&tive construction conta.!.n~:d 
tor~1~use. ~'hQugh it is less obviom:>ly tne case in mod-

tnere is evidence that it should be so .?.nr:J.y~:>ed syu-· 
' as well. The clearest type of sentence showinG a 
. the superlative cons t.ruction, in which the adjec·C.i ve, 
1~0r comparison, appears in predicate position with 1he 

811 fear is sine the oldest ~an 
the man Cop old-Compar. 

. e form of the copula is identical to the non-embedded 
relatlVexample of which is given in 2. 

an Is muintebir Se~. John is a teacher. 
2· cop teacher John 

t ~ense, is takes the form ba, both in ordinary copular 
tile pas d in superlatives, 3 and .~r7spectively:_ Both effect 

nnnological change on the l.n~tl.al vowel o:t the followJ.ng 
pno 

iteiil• 
Ba mhuinte6ir Se~. John was a teacher. 

3· ChOnaic me an fear ba shine. I saw the oldest -teacher. 
4• saw I the ruan Cop-.l:'ast old-Compar 

~ .... ative sentences may have a similar structure with a copula: 
COlllP~ ,I / Is sine Se~ na S eamas. John is older than J ar:1es. 

5. cop old-com:> J. than J. 
ide sentences like 5 are others like 6, with equivalent 

alongs t a. verb "to be" which is not part of the copula paradigm. 
t bU .. ~~··~ T' Se~ n!os sine na Serunas. 
6· is J more olQ-comp than J 

. icalJ.y, ni:os is also divisible into a head. noun n:( "-;;hing" 
H1.sto~·-ve form of-the copula i s. This etymology has been for-

a r~la.s~ee.kers of modern Irish, however, a11.d !!i2§. appears to be 
Y frozen form. 

as ~ llY in modern Irish, adjectives may not a!)':.lear alone in 
rrydp~ca te of the copula, though in Old Irish they always did. 

pre J.Ca 
Sean deas John is nice. 7a· Ta S • b. *Is deas ean • 

. th tne addition of a comparative inflection, sentences like 
\n recisely the same type as 7b. An analysis in which 

and 5 ar~..,~ is part of an under~ying Nr in a.rela~i:'e clause will 
~jec~7 such an analysis w~ll also perm~t un~f1.ed treatment of 

PfiL!I.J..u t 1.: • a.bove and other compa.:a"ti :re e~pr7ssions :J.ike 
tenc "more money" and an me1.d sl.n a1.rg1.d "that much 

P~~~~~q;i':tli1a.rruntifiers that behave overtly as l~.t·s, governing the 
taking ~~ determiners. 
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Complement Structures and NP-Preposing 

[IK>N AF'l':J] 

Two views of rul.e operation have appeared in the recent literature 
Bounded HYJ>othesis, an extension of Chomsky l9'7J, states that the applic;tl'l'bt 
of transformations is limited to the same or adjacent cycles (the subjacenc: 011 

condition). Under a more powerful alternative, the Unbounded HYpothesis 
8 

7 

gested by generative semanticists and others, transformations are limited~ 
by global derivational constraints and may apply at any appropriate stage 1n 'I 
derivation, The Unbounded h~othesis allows (lc) to be derived directly froa I. 
the underlying structure (la) by wh-movement, while the Bounded hypothesis re .. 
quires two applications of this rule and the intermediate stage (lb) 1 

(1) a. Pat saw [ 8 the shark eat ~ J 
b, Pat saw [ 8 ~ the shark eat J 
c. who did Pat see the shark eat 

Evidence from the interaction of HP-preposing rules (e,g, wh-movement, it
replacement) supports the Bounded hypothesis over the Unbounded version:-

First, the Bounded hypothesis claims that only one wh-constituent can be 
preposed from a single embedded S. According to the Unbounded hypothesis all 
of (2) should be grammaticalt 

(2) a, Sue learned what belonged where 
b, what did Sue learn belonged where 
c. *what did Sue learn where belonged 

There are also cases where the presence of an intervening complementizer at 
the intermediate stage prevents the extraction of a wh-phrase and where the 
intermediate position required by the Bounded hypothesis can be filled, as 1Jl 
(Ja) and (Jb) respectively' 

(J) a, *who does Mike regret that the shark ate 
b, the police fowtd out who sold the grass 

Second, the Bounded theory captures a significant generalization about 
c011plement structures of different types, describing the ungr81Ulaticali ty of 
the (b) exaaples below by a constraint which includes preposed construct1ons1 

(4) a. where is it fwt to tickle Paul 
b, *where is :f'un to tickle Paul 

(.5) a. in whose garden does there seem to be a unicorn 
b, *in whose garden seem to be a unicorn 

Comparable sentences containing a wh-NP (!!h,Q_, what) are gr8llllllat1cal both with 
and without the expletives it and ~~ 

(6) who is (it) fW1 to tickle 
(7) what (seems / does there seem) to be in the garden 

Two methods are available for preposing wh-HP's in complements such as these, 
wh-111ovement and it-replacement, whereas only wh-zr,ovement can be used for wh
constituents that are not noun phrases, 

The Bounded hypothesis presents a unified picture of otherwise disparate 
facts that aust be stated as separate restrictions under the Unbounded analy
sis. The added power of the Unbounded hypothesis is unnecessary as well as 
undesirable, and the data select the Bounded hypothesis as the superior of the 
two theories. 

IJI.VID M. STILLMAN {SUN AFT:5] 

JUtgers u and Fairleigh Dickinson u 

rbe r..atin "Genitive with Verbs" of the Type Flocci Fa cere, Quanti Emere 

----
The aim of this paper is t o establish an adnominal o ri~in 

ror the Latin ''Genitive <ti th ve::-bs" in express ions such as £~ 
facere, quanti ~· A noun in the ~enitive is usually de?endent 
;pon another noun, but ~ay be ~overned by verbs of remember~ng, 
!illine;, etc. These fe11r adverbal uses a re in~crit~d and have . 
arallcls in other Indo- Eu ropean lan~ua.:;es. l' l occ l. facere , qu~ntl. 

pmere fall into neither catesory but taeir pecul iar structure l.S 
;ot explai ned in traditional descriptions , Some Latin scholars 
resort to semantic classi~icat ions of t he nouns involved as 
enitives of yalue, price or quality ( Hale-3uck, Allen & Gr ee nough) 

but fail to explain the aosence of a head noun . vthcrs relate t he 
-i ending of the Latin Geni t ive to a n -1 endin& in :ans~rit labeling 
•the state into which somcthinb has chan0ed' (3ennett) or claim 
that the r elations hip between the verb and these ~enitives is the 
same as the relationship between two nouns. one of vrhich is in t he 
venitive ( }almer). Since all of these ex,lanations l imit t hem
~elves to the sur face manifestation of these adverbal ~enitives, 
none accounts for t he facts in a satisfactory way . doth flocci 
and guanti a re bet t er viewed as senitives t hat were adnooinal in 
oriein but which e i the r lost or became syntactically independent 
of their head nouns, 

Adverbal genitives of the type flocci facere ' to consider 
worth a lock of \1ool' can be derived frorn a noun phrase in an 
underlying infinitive clause. Thus~~ flocci ~ 'I don 't 
give a hoot a oout you' would ultimately de rive fro~ ~ facio te 
e·sse aliguem f locci 'I don't consider you t o be someone of (=vlorth) 
alOe~ of •.o~ool.' The infinit ive clause is att :.lsted with facere 
•to consider' and there i s a~ple evidence for r ules allowing for 
the deletion both of es s e and of accusatives like aliquem. 

The use of the ~cnitive quanti ' how muc h ' may derive from a 
reinterpretation of an ori~inal noun phrase c onsistinG of a head 
noun + quanti. In ~ •• rly Latin quanti (and t he other adverbal 
genitives of price~ •as much,' pluris 'more,' minoris 'less') 
appear ::tost c om::;only with~ 'to buy.' In Plautus ' plays , 
especially the l·lerca tor, and in •rerence ' s The r:unuc~ buying and 
sel l inG revolve mainly around the acquioition of slaves, not 
t hin.::;s . 'l'he under l yint; noun phras e for quanti may be po '::i tulated 
as servum guanti/ e:ni.;ti? 1 a ..' l ave of boos ting) how much did you 
buy'? 1 reanalyzed as s ervum/guanti emisti? ' how much di d you buy 
the slave for?' Thi 3 r einterpreta tion l ed t o the l exicaliza tion 
of qua nt i a nd its ext ~ n~ion into other contexts. 
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A Stratificational View of Historical Synt~x 

This study treats a problem in historical syntax/semantics in the stra. 

tificational (SG) model and shows that .SG predicts a side to syntactic change 

not predicted in transformational-generative (TG) stu4ies. The in~errelation 

of deictic function and negation in simple clauses i~ Russian is described in 

three related parts: semotactics (1 inguistic semantics). lexotactics (surface 

syntax). and the realizational relations connecting them. Structures describ

ing earlier and later stages are detailed, and changes are found in all three 

parts of the description. The problem centers on the distinction between ne

gated clauses with the normal genitive direct object and those which retain 

the accusative direct object found in non-negated clauses. Accusative signals 

deixis in the environment of negation: 1) Ivan ne citaet kn{gi(gen)/knfgu(ac£1 

•John isn•t reading a/the book•. Adding the demonstrative etot •this.that• 

gives 2) Ivan ne citaet etoj kn{gi(gen) and 3) Ivan ne citaet etu knfgu(acc). 

(3) is redundantly marked for de1xis (by the demonstrative and by the accusa

tive in the environment of negation). Two generations ago. (2) was ungramma

tical. The situation is now in flux, with (2) gaining preeminence over (3). 

The probable conclusion will see both variants of (1) and (2) said and under

stood. but (3) will be understood though not spoken. except in recitation froo 

literature. Comparison of the SG descriptions of earlier and later stages 

shows a semotactic change (corresponding to R. Lakoff•s change in lexical re· 

dundancy rules), a change in semo-lexemic realizational relations (correspond

ing to Chu•s change in transformations). and a lexotactic change. It is argu~ 

that the lexotactic change was not predicted by Lakoff or Chu because no TG 

model includes an integrated description of surface syntax. The lexotactic 

change parallels changes in only the right-hand side of some transformation(s} 

or phrase structure rule(s). 

[SUN AFT: 4] 

Some Counter Exam les 

It has frequently been pointed out before this body (see 

Nilsen and Stanley: both LSA papers , 1973) and elsewhere (see 

Lakoff, 1973 and accompanying editorial note) that such poetic 

devices as personification, synecdoche, dehumanification*, as 

vell as other metaphorical forms are regularly emplo y ed t o refer 

to, to pejorate, or to depersonalize women. It has furt h er 

been maintained that the use of these de v ices is t y pical of 

(some say, unique to) the male author and that the referent is 

almost exclusively a female. 

The task of this paper will be to p resent specific and 

copious evidence from classical literature as well as such 

popular sources as Kazan, McCarthy, and Updike . These data 

indicate that both the above mentioned poetic devices resulting 

in depers onalization and denigration are not confined to male 

vriters and, further, that the person ref e rred to need not be 

female nor, for that matter, of the opposite s e x from t h e write~ 

It will be maintained that the primary cause o f the difference 

in the volume of male- and female-authori z ed ma terial contain i ng 

depersonalizing poetic devices is merely t he logi c al out g rowth 

of a sociolinguistics and socioliterary environment which is 

Dale dominated. 

*This term names the poetic device which at t ributes inanima t e 
characteristics to human or livi ng beings; "George oozed into 
the cha i r 11 or "Mary mel ted in the sun11 are good examples . The 
device, in fact, ma y be considered the c ompliment of personi
fication. 
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Transition A 

Composition teachers have long realized that many college students 
cannot write coherent and unified paragraphs in their native language, We 
suggest that this deficiency stems to a large degree from the fact that 
most instances of verbal communication consist of dialogue between two or 
more speakers. In most conversations, speakers rarely contribute more than 
short stretches of speech at a time, while relying heavily on the dialogue 
partner to fill in omitted information. The amount of information withheM 
depends greatly on the relationship and the degree of familiarity between 
the dialogue partners, as Joos has so aptly sketched in The Five Clocks. 

Reliance on dialogu e as the dominant form of discourse can be expected 
to have among others the following three consequences: 

1) Concentration on clausal and sentence units rather than on longer 
stretches of discourse; 

2) Neglect of transition markers between sentence units; and 
3) Loss of awareness of the importance of logical sequences. 

Every freshman composition teacher will verify that these are, indeed, 
three of the major shortcomings in freshman themes, 

We intend to show further that interclausal and intersentential 
transition markers and logical sequence indicators (connectives, conjunctioM, 
and adverbials) play an important role in paragraph recognition , We have 
prepared a number of paragraph recognition tests, each testing the role 
of different information in the recognition of paragraph divisions. Our 
preliminary results indicate that the elimination of all content elements 
does not significantly affect the recognition of paragraph divisions, But 
a significant drop results when some of the intersentential transition 
markers are eliminated as well. 

We argue in this paper that the structural markers primarily responsible 
for paragraph coherence (as demonstrated by paragraph recognition tests) 
can be expected to represent the greatest difficul ty for the composition 
student, The high degree of correlation between the elements that make a 
paragraph coherent and those elements t.:hich present the greatest difficulty 
for composition students suggests that the treatment of transition markers 
should be much more fully integrated into th e dis cussion on paragraph 
coherence and unity than is done in most freshman composition texts, 

pBtLIP J. TEDESCHI, U Michigan 

!LIZABETH M. RIDDLE, U Illinois 

~ Aspects of Aspectual Verbs -
{SUN AFT: 3] 

Perlmutter (1970) proposed that aspectual verbs (eg.begin) 
occur both as transitives and intransitives. His arguments are 
based primarily on the like-subject constraint for verbs like 
jtl• intend, refuse. These verbs can. however take what are u
sually analyzed as one-place raising ~erbs in their complement. 
Extending Perlmutter's analysis, ~ and appear would also have 
to be both transitive and intransitive• 

to be busy. 
1ntended appearr 
refused 

1. John ~ tried 1 to { seem l 

Newmeyer {1969) has argued convincingly that aspectual 
predicates are always one-place and that the like-subject con
straint is really dependent on controllability. Additional ar
guments (eg. 1 above) will be presented to establish the one
place nature of these predicates. 

Dowty 0972,?4) has claimed that Von Wright's "and then" 
calculus is sufficient for describing the truth conditions of as
pectual verbs. To describe the logic of change, Von Wright pro
poses a two-place operator, T, and a discrete time axis with the 
condi tiona • 

2. pTq at t
0 

iff p at t_1 is true and q at t 1 is true 

t_1 
This calculus was essentially based on the belief that the as
pectual verbs presupposed the truth of their complement at a time 
prior to the time of utterance. {see also Givon 1972). 

L. Karttunen (1974) has observed that there are reasons for 
believing these "backward presuppositions" are merely assertions. 
Consider sentence 3 uttered by a N.Y. cop who has observed that a 
certain teenager does not use heroin• 

). If that kid has stopped using heroin, I really admire 
him. 

Similarly, contrastive stress easily suspends the truth value of 
the complement of asp~ctual verbs. Contrast 4 and 5s 

4. Has John sto~ped s~oking? 
Will Bill ever start working? 

5. Has Nixon forg6tten that he was nearly convieted? 
Will Nixon ever reg~t that he lied? 

A context dependent analysis of the truth values of aspec
tual verb sentences is necessary. To preserve Von Wright's clas
sical logic of change, Gricean conditions on the use of aspectuals 
will be given, Sentences with aspectual verbs are uttered in con
.._texts where the speaker believes in the probability of the 
•backwards presupposition". Transderivational constraints re
stricting the contexts which admit aspectual sentences will be 
proposed. For examples 

6. STOP (S) is admitted by the context X~ t iff 
Xltt3t•t<t0 )(BELIEVE(Speaker,PROBABLE(S ~t t))y ~ t 0 • 
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An Acoustic Explanation of a Sound Change: *-at to -e, *-ap to -o, and 

*-ak to -ae in Lisu 

In Lisu, a member of the Lola-Burmese family, -e is the 
modern reflex of *-at, -o is the modern reflex of *- ap, and 
- re is the modern reflex of *-ak. These changes lack a con
vincing articulatory explanation, but a simple and straight
forward acoustic-based explanation exists, at least for the 
first two changes: the steady-state values of the second 
formant assimilated to the second formant transitions of the 
final consonants, and the ~.:onsonants were eventually lost. 
-p entails the coming together of the flat surfaces of the 
lips, with a closed velum and an unspecified tongue position; 
-o entails the rounding and frontin~ of the lips, and option
ally open velum (in other words, the sound can be nasalized) 
and a highly specific tongue confieuration. What these 
sounds have in common is that the second formant transition 
for -p and the steady-state values for -o both tend toward 
720 Hz. Similarly, -t entails the extreme rai sinF, of the 
tongue and a complete closure around the alveolar ridge , an 
extremely different gesture than that required for -e. Both 
the second formant transition of the consonant and the steady
state value of the vowel, however, tend toward 1800 Hz. An 
articulatory ex!Jlanation would likewise be inadequate for the 
chanr::e from *-ak to - re, nnd an acou~tic-based ex_planation, 
parallel to the other two canes but somewhat less clear-cut, 
seems to be indi cated. The facts here are yet another demon
stration that the acoustics of the speech sir•;n:1l can explain 
certain phonolo~ical processes thnt ca~not be explained in 
terms of articulation. 

1J»f TIMBERLAKE [SAT AFT:2] 

u california, Los Angeles 

110rpherre Boundari es in Phonological Change -
several linguists (Kim and Hyman "Non-status of 1'-forpheme 
Boundaries", Vennemann "Rule Inversion") have recently 
suggested that morpheme boundaries are not relevant to 
phonological rules. In this paper I will use evidence 
from phonological change to show that this position is 
in principle correct, but it requires the modification 
that phonological rules may refer to morpheme boundaries 
during the process of change. During change, boundaries 
typically interfere with the operation of a phonological 
rule, so that rules are innovated later (and lost earlier) 
at boundaries. Boundaries thereby provide one way for 
change to proceed gradually. I will present two examples, 
one illustrating rule los s and the other rule innovation . 

(1) Russian used to have regular assimilation of palatali
zation in consonant clusters. The rule of assimilation 
is being lost, in part according to a hierarchy of 
boundaries (in the order of decreasing likelihood of 
assimilation: internal morpheme/prefix/preposition/ 
word). It may be assumed that when the rule of assimi
lation is fully eliminated, no reference to boundaries will 
be made. 

(2) Subsequent to the loss of phonemic quantity, Polish 
has been shifting its automat i c ictus from initial to 
penultimate syllable. Basically the penultimate syllable 
is determined from the word boundary, but in some cases 
it is determined from an intervening enclitic boundary. 
Evidence from dialects and from stylistic variation 
shows clearly that reference to boundaries other than 
the word boundary is being lost. 

The fact that the completion of a phonological change 
involves the loss of reference to morpheme boundaries 
suggests that phonological rules in principle do not 
refer to morpheme boundaries; nevertheless, boundaries 
are relevant during change . This evidence supports the 
view that a distinction must be drawn between phonological 
rules in the narrow sense, which cannot refer to morpheme 
boundaries except during change, and morphophonemic rules, 
which typically do refer to boundaries as well as to other 
kinds of morphological information. 
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Theoretical Implications of Hungarian Vowel Harmony 

This paper discusses and seeks to resolve a number of 
controversial issues regarding the description of vowel harmony. 
Original arguments are presented, using data from the vowel 
harmony system of Hungarian. 

Previous analyses set up abstract back vowels for those 
neutral (unrounded front) vowel roots which take back vowel 
suffixes. Jensen (1972) posits abstract vowels also for mixed 
vowel roots, i.e. those which contain both neutral vowels and 
back vowels. This analysis is refuted by two empirical 
arguments. 

First, an argu~ent is g~ven showing that the underlying 
representation of beka is /bGka/ and not abstract /bJ\ka/. 
This implies that the vowel harmony rule (Vrl) does not apply 
within roots; otherwise, /blka/ becomes *b&ke. However, 
there are two general cases where VH does apply within roots1 
epenthetic o, and u derived from /w/ by a syllabifying rule, 
undergo VH.- Thus.- /bokr/ =~ bokor, /tukr/ =~ /tukor/ ==> 
tuKor: /falw/ ==> falu, /tetw/ =~ /tetu/ ==> / tetU/ (==> 
tet!). These facts-iUpport Kiparsky's (197Ja) claim that 
non=automatic neutralization rules apply only to derived 
representations. The facts also show that the morpheme 
boundary + or a diacritic feature like C-ROOT] can not be 
mentioned in VH. 

Secondly, it is argued that radfr is underlying / radfr/ 
and not abstract /rad!r7. Since roots like rad!r take back 
vowel suffixes, VH assimilates a suffix vowel to the last 
preceding non-neutral vowel. Thus, non-adjacent assimilation 
must be permitted, contrary to the claim advanced by Jensen 
(1972) and Howard (1972). 

Lastly, the formalization of VH is discussed. Two Vh 
rules are postulated• a marked backing VH rule which backs 
a suffix vowel to the non-adjacent (last preceding) back vowel 
of the root, and an unmarked ol-variable Vrl rule which assimi
lates a suffix vowel to the adjacent (preceding) root vowel. 
The disjunctive application of these rules support s the 
"Blsewhere Condition" of Kiparsky (197Jb). 

VIGORITA 

~ Indo-European 12-syllable Line: An Illusion -
[SAT MORN:S] 

'!be notion of the I-3 12-syllable line goes back t o Heillet, ~ .Qm.
~ Indo-~uppee:nnes ~ I{~tres Grecs, ;•ho sug~;ested t hat it connec
ted the jagat line of Vedic {either xxxv::/uu-n-u'tt or ::cooduux-u-uu) 
llith the Greek iambic trimeter (x-u-x-u-x-u~) . This idea was taken up 
b1 Jaldlbson in ' 1Comparative Sl avic Uetrics ;1 •·:ho added t he duzi stih of 
Serbo-Croation la.ments (r;ofJ:,fxx£:./xx:f&.) as a third element:---
It is rrry belief that t hey both are r:~istaken. In Vedic, t he gayatri line 
(~ru-uti) falls into t Ho metra depending on the specificity or lack there
of the altarnt-.tion of heavy and light syllables. In addition there is a 
r$n. syllable colarion uith iambic novem ~nt .hi ch i s added to lines of ~r 
12 syllables. !IClded to lines of 3 syllables i t produces ~rhat Nagy i n Cctu
srative Studies .!!1 ~~Indio l1etrics has called u~pip-B, 8.8.8.r 
;Jbich contrasts •dth U~l~i~-A, 8 .8.12. I believe that these tHo facts give 
us the 2ns<·1er to the derivation of the 12-syllable line, Ls the g'!yatd 
line uas vie:1ed as com,:-osed of two tetrasyllabic met ra, the 12-sylla.ble 
].1ne m:s famed by t he addition of a matron and t he !~syllable line by 
the addition of tMo metra. Hov; the structure of the 12-syllable line has 
been ~ven above and this makes it possible to distinguish betl<~een u~pih-1• 
and B and seems to )resent problems to r.ry s~gestion that the 12-syllable 
was originally 8+ 4. The an:mer lies in t he tristubh-line (xxxxx/uu-u....x or 
xcoiuux-u-x. Since the tri~~ubh-line and xxxx u:u- u-uu differ by on~ 
one syllable, it is easy to imagine htow the latter w·s assimilated t o t he 
former. Thus usnih-~A represents greater and B lesser assiMil~tion to the 
tri~~ubh-line. 

!JI Greek •1e have uhat .-:atld.ns termed :,free glyconics11 in "I-E !1etrics and ~~~ 
Archaic Irish Verse11 of this shape xxxx u-uu and choriambio dimeters B :lCCCC 

-uuii. Imposing the rhythm of t he l ast four syllables on the first four He have 
u-u- u-uu, an iambic dimeter, and -uu- -uuii, a chori&mbic dimeter. The ex
istence of iambic d.· meters l ed. to the proctuction of iambic trimeters and 
tetrameters. 

In Sorbo-Croatian one has in laments also the kra6i sti h (xxXx_/x:x;& ) . This 
divides neatly into two halves by the compulso~rd end. N01-1 one is at a 
loss to say uhich is more basic. Hy feeling is t hat the 8-syH able l ine i s• 
since the 12-syllable Lne shows quite re~arly a syntactic break after 8 
syllables. Out of 663 12-syllable lines I have noticed only 23 fai lures to 
have at least a comma after the 8th syllable ~•hereas t here are only 53 cases 
ot at least a COlliiJJa after the 4th syllable. The fact, as Ja kobson states, 
that the last four syllables have a most mbtable trochaic tendency is merely 
an attempt to indicate line end. Tha, in 8erbo-Croatian there i s a tendency 
W/J follorT two metra by an isolable matron. 
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Islands and Coreference 

Pronominalization rules are widely thought to be completely unaf
fected by Ross' island constraints. The aims of this paper are to dem
onstrate the existence of a coreference rule which is sensitive to is
lands and to consider the consequences of this fact for linguistic 
theory. 

Howard Lasnik has observed that epithets may not be understood 
as coreferential with NP's which both precede and command them. Sim
ilarly, two fully identical NP's may not be coreferential if the first 
commands the second, as George Lakoff observed some years ago. Thus, 
in the following examples, the underlined NP's may not refer to the 
same individuals. 

(i)a. Al admits that the bastard stole the money. 
b. Oscar realizes that Oscar is unpopular. 

Lasnik proposes roughly the following rule of non-coreference. 
(ii) NP1 and NP2 may not be coreferential if NP1 both pre

ceaes and commands NP2 and NP is not a pronoun. 
((ii) requires some modification, but it is a good enough first approx
imation). The examples in (iii) all appear to be counterexamples to (ii). 

(iii)a. John is in more trouble than the poor fool realizes. 
b. My boss fires anyone who criticizes the bastard. 
c. Ed will keep talking until someone shuts the loudmouth up. 
d. Our landlord denies the fact that the dirty pig overcharges. 
e. Max thinks that for the s.o.b. to find another job would 

be easy. 
The epithet in each of the examples in (iii) is in an environment which 
prohibits extraction (e.g., by questioning or relativization); that is, 
the epithets are in islands ; This suggests that rule (ii) may be inap
plicable if NP2 is in an island not containing NP1 • 

If this conclusion is correct (and there seems to be some cor
roborating evidence), then the problem of specifying formally the 
categories of rules subject to island constraints becomes even more 
difficult than it seemed before. It is well known that some deletions 
(e.g., comparative deletion) obey the constraints, while others (e.g., 
sluicing) do not; it now appears as though at least one interpretive 
rule (i . e., rule (ii)) obeys them, although others (e.g., the rule for 
interpreting do so) do not. I can find no principle which predicts 
which classes of rules are subject to the constraints and which are 
not. 

[SAT MORN:4} 

~e, Content, Learning, and Pleasure 

Three classes in introductory linguistics on the under-
aduate level were each taught by a dif~erent method: class 
~ •as taught by a rote method in which class lectures and 
~outs were the norm, and all issues, problems, and theories 
~xe presented with a full explanation by the instructor without 
requiring any involvement ~rom the students other than asking 
questions; class two was taught by a deductive scheme in which 
principles, concepts, and issues were stated and the class was 
asked to generate examples, applications, and extensions; and 
class three was taught by an inductive system, wherein students 
were given sets of cases or interrelated problems and asked to 
come up with the theory or principle. 

The courses were all alike, each being concerned with three 
~tent areas--developmental psycholinguistics, syntax, and 
sociolinguistics. On the first day of the course in all three 
sections, students were pretested for knowledge in all three 
areas. Students were tested again wi th .. •the same test on the 
last day of the course. Students were also asked--on the last 
day•• to rate the teacher and the course on a scale from 1 to 
4 (4 being excellent). The results are as follows: 

rote 
deductive 
inductive 

rote 
deductive 
inductive 

Improvement as measured by Pre to Post 
change scores (class means) N=92 

dev. psycholinguistics syntax sociolinguistics 
1.86 5.o1 3.29 
2.43 3e29 3e43 
2.14 3.00 4.10 

Ratings 
Teacher 

3.42 
3.57 
3.00 

Class 
2.71 
3.20 
2.85 

The rote scheme ef~ected the greatest change for syntax, 
the deductive and inductive for sociolinguistics. There was 
the least improvement in dev. psycholinguistics overall, perhaps 
because initial scores were high, as most sutdents had just 
had developmental psychology as part of their program. Students 
~joy the deductive scheme the best, and inductive least. And 
within a given class, there was high correla1i on(rho=.75) for 
individual improvement in an area and rating of the course and 
teacher. Most teachers mix styles for all content--perhaps a 
more specifically stylized approach might generate greater 
aproument and enjoyment for students. 
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Genotype, Performance, and Selection 

Preliminary data analysis of tests of the language 
behavior of identical (N=9 pairs) and fraternal {N=l2 paizs) 
teenage twins suggests that there are different 
for different language behaviors. Twin subjects, aged 12•16 
years, were asked to (1) explain what the subject was doing 
sentences such as "Mother thanked Sam for taking the garbage 
out and I did the same", (2) state the main subject in a 
sentence such as u Sue is the girl is eating supper", (3) 
a pa.paphrase of three part compound nouns such as "baby peel 
radish" and "storm dark night", and ( 4) de:fine 40 words whicb 
are used as a section of the w.A.I.s. I.Q. test. 

For judgements of what the subject is doing in sentences 
with slightly ambiguous construction, fraternal cotwins agr .. 
with one another 56,; of the time, and identical cotwins agr" 
with one another 92" of the time. For determinations of 
subject in sentences like "Sue is the girl is eating supper", 
fraternal cotwins agreed 62" of 1he time, and identicals 88'1. 
In the paraphrasing of compounds however there was high 
agreement in both groups:for fraternals,cotwins agreed 87~ at 
the time; in the group af identicals, cotwins agreed 80~ at 
the time. Analysis ot correct definitions of words is two 
the first part, a simple quantitative score difference shows 
again that identicals have more identical vocabularies (4 
difference) than fraternals (10 point average difference), 
second part••whiCh is not complete--is an analysis af the ~ 
cotwins in both groups define the words they do which may or 
not show the same pattern as the other data. 

False pairs of twins, made of a random pairing af age 
matched twins in groups gives an estimate af correspondences 
between randomly selected non-related subjects. These data 
appear as follows: ambiguous construction, false frats ~. 
false idents 38~; cleft type sentence, false frats 63,;, 
68,;; compounds, false frats s1,;, false idents, 62~. 

Eliminating performance factors, if competence were 
sal and equal, then identicals should be no more alike than 
fraternals, and fraternal& should be no more alike than any 
random individuals, a pattern not fol.llld in these data. U 
~urther data analysis ~upports these findings, it may be 
that a genotypic contribution to pertor.&Dce varie~ce exists, 
and itself offers evidence for continuing natural selection. 

{HON HORN:3] 

ve Position in 

It is taken as basic to the following study the Jakobsonian view of 
as a system of semiotic signs (a combination of a form and a 

) the purpose of which is the communication of information. Given 
definition, all units of language are to be studied in the light of 
semantic role with respect to the communicative function of !an-

While it is claimed that all grammatical (syntactic) construe
have a semantic basis, this will be exemplified on only one area of 

_word order - and, in particular, the order of the attributive 
with respect to the noun in French. It is hoped that the 

in this area will demonstrate how a semantic analysis should 
witb respect to more complex grammatical problems. 

In order to do such a semantic analysis of a syntagmatic construction, 
following principles are applied. The principle of Formal Determinism, 

it is assumed that a unity of form normally gives a unity of 
Tbe unities of meaning, Invariants, are expressed in terms of 

distinctive features, by the principle of Paradigmatic Opposition 
the use of minimal pairs, whereby the pairs [adjective + noun) and 

+ adjective] are abstracted from time and considered to be para
ic replacements for each other, the only differentiating factor 
the word order. The difference in meaning, then, will be the feature 

to word order itself. Since we are dealing here also with the 
of modification, its semantic nature - the intersection between 

(different) parts of speech, where the modified {here, the noun) is 
ilidll!rE~ct to be more basic than the modifier (here, the adjective) -. 

With the aid of minimal pairs (e.g., furieux menteur vs. menteur 
pauvre solda~ vs. soldat pauvre, ancienne biblioth~gue, vs. 

lialia!i~!IW:!Wi~:wl~ - other pairs will be provided on a handout) and 
sing the difference in interpretation which one gets for 

adjectives in post-position as against pre-position, it is shown 
post-position of the adjective is the unmarked word order in French. 
is, post-position is little different from the semantic nature of 

............. ~ ...... itself: it presupposes little more than the parts of speech 
and their roles as modifier and modified. Pre-position on the 

hand is the marked word order , whereby the modification situation 
sea not only the noun as a part of speech but also as a complex 

... ....... a.._ features. That is, in pre-position, the adjective modifies 
in its lexical capacity as well as in its part of speech capacity. 

ition it is assumed that the lexical range of the noun has 
been identified and that the adjective then modifies this range. 

It is concluded that (1) word order is a semantic phenomenon of 
and can be described in terms of distinctive features, (2) word 

with respect to other categories (e.g., adverb/adjective, noun/ 
can be handled with the same feature, (3) other grammatical problems 

be handled with the same principles. (4) Most importantly, since 
semantic system of language is assumed to be characterized by a small 

of distinctive features, then the feature found for word order 
return, mutatis mutandis, in other systems, My research shows 

it does appear in the prepositional system (~ vs. ~ .§.!U:. vs. §.) , 
Yerbal lexical system (marcher, partir vs. aller), and the 'tense' 

(the subjunctive, the passe simple). 
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Broca's Area 

Since t~e 19th centu:y, neurolinguistic approaches to language and 
have grappled w~th the quest1on of localization, and Broca's area has fr 
been at the center of this controversy. Exemplifying one point of view 

8 

(1971) claims that "an intact Broca's area ••• is not necessary for norm~l 
Lenneberg (1967) claims that there is no anatomical uniqueness to Broca' 
compared to non-human primates and "there is no clear cut evidence th t 

8 

area is more specifically related to speech than areas adjacent to ita" 
Pr~bram has misinterpreted his data source (Mettler, 1949) and Lenneb;rg was 
ev1dently una~are of the w~rk of Bonin & Bailey (1961) and Sarkisov (1956, 
the 1964 Ru~s1an text), wh~ch cast doubt on their respective claims. 

An 1mportant source of data on the function of Broca's area is brain 
autopsy material. The relevant clinico-pathologic details of some classi 
(Broca, 1861; Simpson, 1867; Tuke & fraser, 1872; Foulis, 1879; Bramwell~ 
and some more recent ones (Nielsen, 1946; Luria, 1970; Mohr, 1973; and the 
of the author~ support (a) Luria's hypothesis of both an afferent and an 
speech mechan1sm and (b) Mohr's hypothesis that under some circumstances the 
hemisphere homologue to Broca's area may take over certain functions of th 
mechanisms. from these it must be concluded that the "speech area" is 1 eea 
what has been traditionally labelled Broca's area; in fact it approxim:~ger 
area of the lesion in Broca's original case. ' es 

. Contributing to the difficulty in establishing the role of the speech 
area 18 (a) the well-known fact that brain lesions are variable in etiology 
loc~s.and (b) ~he.les~-well-known fact that there is a striking degree of 
ind7v1dual var1at1on ~n the physical size of component areas of the brain 
(811nkov & Glazer, 1968; Sarkisov, 1966), including the traditional Broca's 
Therefore, the same size lesion could destroy all of Broca's area in one brain 
but only three-fourth's of it in another. 

Additional.sources of data which are not discussed in this paper 
(EEG analyses, ang1ography, neurosurgical ablation, Sodium Amytal testing and 
computerize~ axial tomography) are, however, consistent with the autopsy data. 
~he conclus1on drawn from this mini-review is that the case against ~o•~a~~za 
1s not.at all.substantiated; however, the picture is not a simple one of merely 
labell1ng g~r1 and ~ul~i on the brain surface. The interplay of individual 
neuro~natom1cal var1at7on, accidental variation in brain damage, interaction of 
the r1ght and left hem1spheres and the obviously incomplete linguistic analysi• 
of speech production, pose a complicated problem for future research. 

R· WIRTH 
[SAT MORN :1} 

~ the Derivation of Cleft Sentences in English -
A topic of general interest in the current syntactic 

literature is the relation of pseudo-cleft sentences like l) 
aad 2) to cleft sentences like 3). 

l) What struck the house was lightning. 
~) The thing that struck the house was lightni.ng. 
~> lt was lightning that struck the house. 

lt bas been proposed (e.g. Akmajian, 1970) that there is a 
transformational relation between sentenc~s l) and 3). However, 
to date, analyses of the relations between clefts an~ pseudo
elefts have faile~ to ~plain in any principle~ way the striking 
fact that clefts contain an "it" ~ts their subject. 

lt is the thesis of this paper that under the non-controvers
ial assumption that a transformational relation between clefts 
and pseudo-clefts like 2) obtains, the existence of "it" in 
elefts follows automatically from independently motivated princ
iples of grammar. More specifically, given that sentences like 
3) are derived from structures like that represented in 2), it 
follows necessarily from the following independently motivated 
processes of English that 11it" should occur in sentences like 3): 
Pronoun Deletion, Article-Pronoun Conversion, and EXtraposition. 
The following derivation is illustrative: 

The thing that struck the house was lightning 
..:} Pronoun Deletion 

*The that struck the house was lightning 
~ Article-Pronoun Conversion 

*lt that struck the house was lightning 
~ Extraposition 

lt was lightning that struck the house 
Assuming the non-controversiality of ~traposition, the existence~ 
the first two processes is independently supported by facts about 
right and left ~islocated sentences ancJ ty facts adduced by Postal 
(1966). 

This explanation has as a natural consequence the heretofore 
unexplained fact that sent~nces like 3) cannot have adjectives as 
the post-copular constituent (e.g. *lt was tall that John hit ~e
rived from The one that John hit \-las t a ITY l::ecau se 01fitiind"e~en~
ently needed restriction-on Pronoun Deleiion. t'!oreovtor, the anel
Yiis correctly predicts the existence of other structures which 
have not seriously been considered in stucies of the ~erivation 
of cleft sencences, but which bear remarkable similarities to 
clefts, namely, structures like 4) 

4) That was lightning that struck the house. 



JAMES C. WOODWARD, JR. 
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Black Southern Signing 

Recent research in American Sign Language (ASL) has 
concentrated on demonstrating that ASL, a language channell 
through the manual-visual modality, has linguistic propertied 
stmilar to those of oral languages, except for physical 88 

sound. The absence of sound, however, really presents no 
theoretical problem since ASL has a formational level of 
structure analogous to, but not dependent on, the phono
logical component of oral languages. 

This paper will discuss a relatively new area of re
search in Sign linguiaties, ethnic-social variation. Because 
of attitudes and educational policy, Black signers in the 
South have developed different varieties of signing from 
Whites. Concentrating primarily on Black signs in Georgia 
th( is paper will discuss some of the lexical and formational 
phonological) variation observed in old and young Black 

signers. 

PR Certa(in types of variation, such as the lexical unit 
EGNANT made on the face rather than in the space in 

front of the trunk) and sign phonological rules related to 
the use of •a• (middle finger contacting thumb) and '9' 
(index finger contacting thumb) hand shapes appear to be 
continuations ot older historical forms that were also 
present in some older varieties of White signing. 

Other variation appears to be primarily synchronic:, 
such as formational (phonological) variation between signs 
made on the face rather than on the hands. 

The paper will also include a discussion of methodo
logical problema (primarily due to attitudes) in gathering 
the data and observations on the effect of changing 
educational policy on Black Southern signing. The conclu
sion will briefly discuss the theoretical and descriptive 
problems of incorporating this variation into a grammar. 

YOUNG [NON MORN: 5] 

This paper will deal with the syntactic development of 
adult deaf male who at the age of 39 had no linguistic 

tence in oral or sign language but who has subsequently 
to develop oral language after receiving a hearing aid. 

subject of the research reported here suffers from bi
ral profound deafness and was first given a hearing aid 

in February, 1974. At that time the only words he ever 
uttered (and presumably understood) were mama. ~. ~ 
and the names of his brothers and sisters. He communicated 
with his parents and others by means of a gross gesture 
system. The subject has had no formal schooling, nor has 
there been any effort to teach him sign language. 

Within a month after being fitted with the hearing aid 
(which brought his hearing threshold in the aided ear to 
within 10 Db of normal hearing) the subject could comprehend 
and produce about 25 new words referring mainly to articles 
of clothing and parts of the body. At thts point, however, 
there was no spontaneous use of language and the subject 
would only utter a word when the examiner pointed to the 
referent. 

In the beginning the subject used and responded only 
to words which were accompanied by gestures, but by April 
he was responding to single word utterances without gestures 
such as .!iill (i.e. "Please hand me the salt. ") or peppe;r. 
He was also able to comprehend and use the personal pronouns 
~ and ~· At this time the subject was also capable of 
creating 2-word genitive constructions such as Joe arm, 
Miss Annie shoe, etc. (There is an intA~esting parallel 
to child language in the lack of inflection at this stage.) 
~ August he was repeating SVO constructions such as ~ 
10 town, Annie drive ca;r and he became excited when he 
spontaneously substituted one subject for another in the 
pattern sentence. 

There are at present several authors (e.g. Curtiss et 
al, 1973) who question the idea of a critical period for 
language acquisition as articulated by Lenneberg (1967). 
We believe the data obtained from our research will justify 
a reconsideration of the conclusions Lenneberg reached with 
respect to cerebral dominance and the acquisition of a 
primary language. 



JUAN C. ZAMORA 

u Massachusetts, Amherst 
{MON AFr:S] 

Bilingual Morpholog'!: Gender Assignment in Loanwords 

Grauaatical gender as a feature of the category noun is •arked in soate 
languages, unmarked in others. Nouns loaned by an unmarked language to 
one that is marked are assigned gender by the speakers of the recipient 
language. This morphological adaptation is in addition tp phoqplbgi.cal 
and any ~ther kinds of changes that affect the word as it goes through 
the lend1Dg process. Research presented through this paper seeks to 
determine factors that rule gender assignment to loan-wards. 

Loans to Spanish, a marked language, are studied. To achieve a higher 
degree of accuracy two periods of Spanish are investigated: a) the lan
guage of the XVI Century in the Spanish colonies in America (in non
literary contexts, from previous research); b) the language of Puerto 
Rican residents in present day Northeastern United States. Loans for 
the first period are from u11111arked Amerindian languages (Aravak, Caribe, 
Nahuatl, and Quechua); loans for the second period are from American 
English, also an unmarked language. The first period vas studied 
descriptively; the second involved anal1sis of an inquir.J into criteria 
for gender assignment by speakers of the recipient language. Informants 
were questioned on: a) actual loan-words alrea~ incorporated into 
the language (e.g., draivei< drivev81) 9 b) probable or possible loan
words (e.g., jiter< heater), and c) English nouns which would not be 
expected to be loaned, because of the high frequency of usage of the 
Spanish equivalent (e.g., table). Item a) and partially b) try to 
elicit analysis from the informants. Item c) and partially b) search 
for insights into the automatic assignment of gender to non-learned 
forms. 

Previous assumptions and theories are discussed. Tentative (at the 
time of writing abstract) conclusions seem to indicate three major 
reasons for assignment of gender: 1) determination by final phoneme(s) 
2) semantic associati~n. with an equivalent in the borrowing language, ' 
and 3) higher product1nt:r of the IDilBculine gender in Spanish. 

fAEL ZIV 
[SUN AFT:l] 

U Illinois, Urbana 

~ Relevance of the Subject/non-subject Dichotomy in Determing Causal 

~lations Between Clauses 

In this paper it is observed that under certain conditions when a generic 
head noun phrase and the relative clause modifying it are discontinuous, the 
relative clause must bear a causal relation to the main clause. This relation 
must hold when the head noun phrase is the subject of t he main clause but it 
need not hold when the head noun phrase is not the subject of the main clause. 

Compare (1) and (2) where the relative clause modifies the subject with 
(3) and (4), where it modifies the object, 

(1) People cannot survive in our moder n world who do not earn enough 
money. 

Here the relative clause is in a causal relation to t he main clause. but in 

(2)??A house is hard to destroy which has a little red roof. 
there is no such causal relation and therefore the sentence is not well-formed. 
In fact, sentence (2) will only be acceptable under special conditions, e.g. 
in a world where houses with little red roofs are known to have very strong 
foWlda tions. 

(3) and (4), however, will both be well-formed, even though (3) exemplifies 
no causal relation between the relative clause and the main clause, whereas 
(4) does. 

(3) I have been reading books lately that deal with psychology, 
{4) The government has been burning books lately that deal with sex. 

The claim is that this phenomenon cannot be analyzed adequately in terms ·. 
linear order alone but rather any attempt to account for it must refer to th ·· 
subject/ non-subject distinction, For example, in Hebrew and in certain Y-move ~ 

ment dialects of English, non-subject relative clauses, the heads of which 
were preposed by topicalization, do not bear the causal r e lation shown in 
(1) and (4). 

The need to refer to subject vs. non-subject in determining causal relati c• 
between clauses is especially interesting i n light of recent work by Postal, 
Perlmutter and Johnson on the role of grammatical relations in linguistic 
theory. I claim that notions like subject and object are not merely of 
syntactic relevance, but rather, that these notions are necessary for the 
determination of the pragmatic-semantic relations betlteen clauses. 
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Columbia U 

The Unity of Contrast, complementary Distribution, and Free 

Semantic Analysis 

In determining the meaning of grallllll8t ical formants, contrast, 7~~~~ distribution, and tree variation are treated as fundamentally d 
requiring different approaches to analysis. The contrast of tvo forlllllatl 
the same syntactic frame leads to the assignment of different meanin@a. 
Complementary distribution, however, is taken to indicate the lack of 8 
semantic distinction. And vhen tvo formants are in apparent free 
i.e. When there is no obvious semantic contrast, the variation is stUdied 
terms of extra-linguistic variables. This paper vill show that, at leaat 
one case, contrast, complementary distribution and apparent tree variatioa 
syntactic phenomena all derive from the same underlying semantic syate11 • 

In German there is a semantic contrast between the dative and the ~~!tb 
cases vhen they appear in the same clause: 

1. Br-uno schenkte dem Mlidchen einen Blumenstrauss. 
'Br-uno gave the girl (dat) a bouquet (ace).• 

The dative (traditionally the "direct object") indicates an entity which 
more potent or active in the event than the accusative (traditionally tbe 
"direct object"). Minimal contrasts are possible, as in: 

2 . werner gab dem M!id chen tre i. ' Werner gave the g 1r 1 ( da t ) t illle oft. ' 

3. Werner gab das Mlid chen trei . 'werner gave the girl (ace) up' 
( e . g. broke the 1r engagement ) • 

Dative and accusative are in complementary distribution for a large number 
verbs ("case government" ) . But an analysis of 200 prose contexts in vb 1el\ 
predicates indicating visual cootact appear--such as ansehen + ace and 
zusehen + dat--shovs that dative entities as in (4) are consistently more 
active than accusative entities as in (5): 

4. Es machte mir eine .Freude ihr zuzusehen, vie aie ihre 11Mnde bUrstete. 
'It vas a pleasure to watch her (dat) as she scrubbed her hands.' 

5· Sie lag regungslos mit geschlossenen Augen, und ich sah sie BD· R38 
'She lay motionless with her eyes closed, and I watched her (ace).' 

In addition, an informant study of ll predicates indicating 'avoidance' ( 
as uragehen + ace and ausveichen + dat) shows that the dative is 
preferred for a more potent entity, and the accusative for a less potent 
entity. Thus the same potency-activity factor which appears in the 
ive contexts (1)-(3) is also evident vith complementary distribution. 

Finally, (6) and (7) are taken from a connected narrative and describe the 
same event . Dative and accusative appear to be in tree variation: 

6. Ich trat 1hn mit voller Wucht zwischen die Beine. Gri!n 45 
'I kicked him (ace) vith all my strength between the legs.' 

7. Der, dem ich zwischen die Beine getreten hatte, sprang auf mich zu. 
'The one vhom (dat) I had kicked between the legs Jumped at me.• GrUn 

But in (6) more attention is paid to the force of the blov than in (7), 
reflecting, again, a difference in the potency-activity factor. An anal)'l 
of 123 prose contexts of this type confirms that a (sometimes subtle) 
difference in potency-activity is consistently present. 

Thus the 'potency-activity' factor, deriving from a general semantic anal)'l 
of the German case system, is shown to be present in instances of contrset, 
complementary distribution, and apparent free variation of the case forml• 
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vement of language in reading is certainly not a moot point. How
vement of linguists in reading research, and in applications 
of reading has not been widespread, perhaps not even adequately 

of many of the aspects of linguistic scholarship and certainly 
to respond to this, a prime area of public interest. The. overall 
day long colloquium is to stimulate the int:rest of lingu1sts 

pertinent to reading and to offer them some 1dea of what a person 
training might do that makes sense from the perspective of 

and practitioners whose work relates to reading. 

session will consist of a series of papers by scholars whose 
to reading reflects a background in fields other than linguistics. 
models relevant to the reading process, factors in learning 

structure of materials to be read, diagnosis and treatment of 
, reading as a part of public educat ional systems, and an over

research in reading. 

afternoon session will include three papers by linguists who have 
and will treat the relation of phonology, syntax, semantics 

to reading and the issues in reading raised by language variation. 
of the afternoon session will consist of two panels, one on 

needed lines of research in language and reading, and the other 
interdisciplinary work on reading problems. 
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Forthcoming -EXPLORATION IN THE 
EfHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING 
RICHARD BAUMAN and 
JOEL F. SHERZER, Editors 
ospartment of Anthropology and Center 
tor Intercultural Studies in Folklore and 
oral History, University of Texas 

case studies of individual languages and 
cultures, identifying and analyzing the 
interrelationships among the elements of 
speech and constructing a descriptive 
theory of speaking as a cultural system 
tied to a particular society. 

Cloth $27.50 Paper $8.95 

LEXICAL RECONSTRUCTION 
The Case of the Proto-Athapaskan Kin
ship System 
ISIDORE OVEN 
Professor of Malayopolynesian and Com
parative linguistics, Yale University 

DAVID F. ABERLE 
Professor of Anthropology, University of 
British Columbia 

Demonstrating the link between linguis
tics and anthropology, the authors use 
the kinship terminology of existing 
Athapaskan languages to provide a lex
ical reconstruction of the kinship ter
minology of the mother language. $27.50 

DYNAMICS OF A 
CREOLE SYSTEM 
DEREK BICKERTON 
Professor of Unguistics, University of 
Hawaii 

An account of the Creole-speaking com
munity of Guyana in which the author 
develops the concept of a Creole lan
guage continuum and uses his data and 
analysis to challenge many accepted 
notions of the nature of the language. 

About $18.50 

Recently Published 

MORPHOLOGY 
An Introduction to the Theory of Word 
Structure. 
P. H. MATTHEWS 
Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics 1, 
the first of a new series. 

Cloth $14.95 Paper $4.95 

THE SOCIAL 
DIFFERENTIATION OF 
ENGLISH IN NORWICH 
P. TRUDGILL 
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 13 

$14.50 

DOCUMENTS IN 
MYCENAEAN GREEK 
Second Edition 
MICHAEL VENTRIS and 
JOHN CHADWICK 
Includes a commentary on 25 new docu
ments and revised, updated back matter. 

$37.50 

Now in Paperback 

SEMANTICS 
An Interdisciplinary Reader in Phil
osophy, Linguistics and Psychology 
D. D. STEINBERG and 
LEON A. JAKOBOVITS, Editors $7.95 

LINGUISTIC EVOLUTION 
With Special Reference to English 
M. L. SAMUELS 
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 5 $4.95 

PIDGINIZATION AND 
CREOLIZATION OF LANGUAGES 
DELL HYMES, Editor $7.95 

Cambridge University Press 
42 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022 
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